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Elements Were Merciful and Program Was Carried Out In
Full—An Excellent Address.

Rockland’s patriotic organizations j unknown graves,
We hold them all
and the general public united Satur- *n loving memory
Massachusetts mourns the recent
day in a very appropriate obserloss of two pre-eminently patriotic
yance of Mcmorial Day
The ele figures. The Massachusetts Depart
Why is he so successful?
ments threatened in the early fore ment of the G. A. R. has been be
.>. .«. .«. .«. ^e
noon, but on the whole tlie condi reaved of its beloved fommander.
We'll tell you why.
e»e
•••
Within the last fortnight Major Gen
Contentment Is better than dlvin- ••• tions were very favorable for thf eral Nelson A. Miles obeyed th'e last
Every successful man knows
••• at Iona or visions.—Landor.
••• parade and the outdoor exercises, bummons.
The passing of Gen.
enough to stay inside his Income.
which were held on the Grand Army Miles deprives us of the last of the
W ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• la*
lawn.
j£reat leaders ln the great Civil War.
He Is smart enough to build up
This year there were no warships
“The Shingle
I am sure you veterans of both the
a surplus that is later expressed
I to contribute their quota of march Civil and Spanish Wars revered this
ABOUT BATTERY G
thatneoerCurls
”
by independence.
ing bluejackets, but with Battery G gallant soldier who served brilliantly
Rockland’s Crack Company
;
'
’ertormln'\ e"cort duty the ‘J0™ In those two conflicts. With him
You would be surprised if you
r
J forces made a very commendable some of you braved the dangers of
knew how many succeseful men
(SCENES FROM AN OLD PANORAMA—NO. 8)
Reached Full Strength Me- showing.
many a hard fought battle.
No
. .
i At the head of the line marched a
have savings accounts here.
doubt some of you with him faced the
(This Is one of a series of 8 views of tho
Iti changing the style of archi later for many years by Joseph
monal Day.
platoon of police comprising Deputy
foe at Antietam, at Chancellorsville, west side ot' Rockland’s Main street, made
ASFALTSLATE
They know that our Association
-----; Marshal W. J. Fernald and Patrols
from a panorama painted about 1850.
The tecture from the early New Eng G. Torrey. It is now the Silsby
at the Winder ness, at Petersburg. Courier-Gazette Invites communications from
Battery G now has full ranks. The men .Philbreok, Fogarty and Wellis safe.
land type to the nondescript Maternity Home. The partially
Some of you, I suppose, shared with Its rea ltrs In connection therewith.]
most recent enlistments are: John G. man. Marshal Luke S. Davis rods
♦ * • •
him
the
glory
at
Lee
’
s
Surrender
at
style of a late period (all of shown brick house at thc right
eavier base for
They know, also that to have
Procter, John Lane, Edw. McIntyre, ahead of the parade in the police
Apixunatox.
And you veterans of
Rockland's churches took that ,was Iddo Kimball's, a fine oldFloyd Berry and Spear Naum. Lane ambulance, making certain that no
longer wear.
you must save.
The
final
picture
in
the
series
has had three years’ experience in the ears were parked !}long the line of the War with Spain will remember
step)
a good deal of beauty seems fashioned structure. It was torn
your victor
victories with him in of eight depicting the western
Fadeless colors for last
You ought to know It,.too.
National Guard, while Mrlntyre was march, while officers Post, Berry and with •pride
’■•ueyour
down when Gen. Davis Tillson
to
have
been sacrificed.
cook two years in Ihe National Guard Drlnkwater of the traffic squad perA
K ..
ing beauty.
side of Rockland’s Main street in J
acquired the estate.
I
shall
never
forget
tlie
sight
in
Ar
besides serving in the Army transport j formed tlieir special duties adralrThe granite building snuggled
ROCKLAND
In printing this interesting
Slate surface for sparkcorps.
ably. Patrolman Price was on the lington cemetery of the fragments of 1850 shows two of the city’s old up to the church was erected and
the Battleship Maine.
As I paused est meetinghouses. That at the
panorama of one side of Rock
* * * *
! job as usual on Main street.
proof safety and lower
LOAN & BUILDING
years hy the
Sixty pairs of regulation Army I Major Ralph W. Brown was before it my mind went back to that right of the picture, the Cotigre- occupied for 20
land’s Main street of three-quar
insurance rates.
r
Bank, about 1836.
shoes arrived Friday, and were issued, gran(j marshal, and got the column memorable February morning in 1898 gationalist, was built in 1834, Limerock
ASSOCIATION
ters of a century ago, The Cou
when
the
news
came
that
tlie
battle
for
the
Memorial
Day
parade,
which
un
fl
er
way
with
minimum
delay,
Indian Red- -Blue-Black
Once an unsuccessful attempt
S4Ttf
Ship lying at anchor in Havana har jointly by the Baptist church
rier-Gazette has afforded present
may
have
been
one
of
the
things
acj
ame8
F.
Carver
was
to
have
been
—Sag' Green
was made hy burglars to blow
readers opportunity to sec some
counting for the boys’ sprightly steP-i chief of staff, but could find no bor. on a peaceful mission, had been (which had been organized in
* *
charger to his liking and “hoofed it” sunk and several hundred of our 1833) and Deacon Iddo Kimball open its vault with a charge of thing of where the founders of
Tour Annie deserves
gunpowder. “Daddy” Paine kept
The following promotions are an- wRh |ljg comrade8, lhe Spanish War brave sailors had been killed
SHOE REPAIRING
In
the city’s later prosperity carried
them.
Wounded. There was no doubt of a for the Congregationalists.
nouneed; Private. 1st class. Douglas yeterans
school in the building and it later
AUTO TOP REPAIRING
1838 thc Baptists sold its interest
on business.
Conditions were
FOI". SALE BY
Hall, to corporal; Private Lawrence,
• • » «
hostile design and war followed.
The events of 1917 and 1918 are and on the opposite corner of housed the city’s first steam fire pretty primitive.
Ayiward, to private 1st class; Private
Lleut E >R Veazle wag
com.
It is probable
Rockland Shoe Repairing
ROCKLAND&ROCKPORT Oliver Stevens, Jo private, 1st class. | mand of thc First Division, which fresh in the minds of us all. Ger Summer street built at a cost of engine. It was bought and torn that there may have been errors
Co.
many,
after
fomenting
war
with
down
in
the
’
80s
by
Henry
In

comprised the patriotic organiza
LIME CORP.
School Street
Rockland
Captain and Mrs. Harrison P. tions. Eight automobiles were suf Europe, and while our nation was $8000 the house shown in the graham and thc present wooden in some of the details of descrip
picture. In later years the house
55-tf
tion, hut for the chief part the
MacAlman
retruned
Monday
from
ROCKLAND, MAINE
fice to convey the Grand Army boys most careful to observe strict neu
Canada whither they motored on a and Relief Corps girls. For the first trality, made war upon us and again was much enlarged and in the building erected, now owned by story has correctly recalled names
pleasure trip.
We re early ’80s the front was rebuilt David Rubenstein.
anti incidents of the past. The
time in the city’s history its chief democracy was challenged.
,♦,«
executive walked in the procession. member today the millions of men into its present form. Thc Con
The
house
showing
between
panorama from which the views
The plotting room has been moved
Mayor C. F. Snow is, a member of who sprang to arms when the call gregational house was also re the churches was built and occu are taken can be seen at any time
to the American Legion rooms, thanks
came
to
defend
the
principles
for
ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF
the American Legion, and elected to
to Winslow-Holbrook Post.
pied hy II011. Win. Thomas and hy visitors at the Public Library.
We modelled about the same period.
walk with his corhrades rather than which our fatWers had fought.
ride in a barouche or automobile remember their valor in coping with
Lieut. R. Francis Saville was in
mand'of BaUery G Memoria?Day ;
the custom ha? Invariably been, | the mightiest war machine that the past a squad of the 4th Maine boys,
com
THE PQSTOFFICE BOYS
world has ever known and in facing they asked that it he laid down and
nhsonre
of
Cant
MacAlman.
Lleut
- R- A- Webster commanded
in tlie absence of Capt MacAlman. ]
thc horrors of mustard gas and nests each loyal comrade then knelt and
the
Second
Division
ln
which
were
Tlie appearance of thc company was
In iti fine new home—the former Gonia Store in the New Bicknell
We cannot pay kissing the cold brow, hade a sor
the active firemen, the Veteran of machine guns.
a credit to his leadership.
Firemen's
Association,
the Boy too high a tribute to the loyalty of rowful farewell to his beloved lead Had a Fine Time At Tlieir State Convention In Rockland
• • * •
the Army and Navy of the United er.
As they returned to tlie ranks
Sergeant Ibra Ripley Is receiving Scouts, Campfire Girls and school
States, which not only made our own the faces of those soldiers were wet
—Banquet a Happy Affair.
congratulations. The new arrival is children.
a glrj
A halt was made opposite the democracy safe, but also made the with tears.
• « • •
Elks Home, where the ■ custom of world safe for democracy.
We of thV-s generation enjoy the
* • • •
blessings of a tree, united nation be
When the Postoffice clerks of and It takes years to bring perfecWhile 39 men in the Battery arc scattering flowers on the water was
It is important to keep in mind that cause Hiram Berry and others of like
*
responsible to one captain, one man, carried out. Bugler Dolierty blew
iMaine want to have a good State * tion.”
STAMPED APRONS AND HOUSE DRESSES
the
great
commander
of
the
Union
spirit proved faithful to their coun convention they know that it is
Tomas F. Dolan, secretary of the
Sergeant Brewer, is responsible to(taPs- after the salute had been fired '
‘
ho succeeded after idng ami try in the hour of need.
two, and one of them is not on the] anrt from across Jhe cove came the1*
These men
Massachusetts branch of the Na
A Full New Stock of
bloody strifelnoverwhelming therehel realized that thc revolt of the South, merely necessary to call 687, which tional Association, said he
echo, blown by Bugler Newbert
always
roster.
army,
sought
peace
the
moment
that
....
| • The exercises on the Grand Army
if successful, meant the failure of the is the number of the Rockland felt at home ln Maine, and had eaten
STAMPED NOVELTIES, ALL STAMPED LINENS
honorable
peace
was
possible.
Gen.
Adjutant General Hanson issued an premises were carried out in acgreatest experiment in democracy branch. This was proved to their so heartily on this visit that he
order Thursday appointing the foi- cordance with the program prevl- Grant Initiated proposals of peace tn (hat was ever known.
It meant tho complete satisfaction on Memorial must have gained 10 pounds. He
Everything in the
Lee.
“
Peace
being
my
great
desire.
”
lowing officers in tlie Maine National i ously published, music being furlife or death of the nation.
They Day when they held their so-called said lie found a live, healthy organi
he
wrote
to
Lee.
And
in
reply
to
a
Guard:
nished by the Rockland Band and a
dared all and the nation was saved. “Victory Convention” In this city. zation of Postoffice clerks in this
STAMPED GOODS LINE
note
from
Lee,
who
sought
to
ovoid
Joseph Walker, as 2d Lieut.. Coast: chorus.
The
necrology
report
This country today needs the same Stormy weather
doubtless
kept State, and broadcast an invitation to
Artillery, to rank from April 17. 1223. , showed no deaths in the Grand Army immediate compliance, Grant's words self-less loyalty.
We must protect away many delegates, but it was a the members to be present in Bos
assigned to Battery O, 210th Artillery or Legion Posts. Walter E. Weeks !ire “L am equally anxious for peace thc heritage that our fathers have live group which assembled early in ton June 14 when the silver jubilee
with station at Rockland, vice Francis | reported two deaths in Ralph Ulmer 'v*th your self and the whole North bequeathed us.
anniversary is celebrated.
the forenoon at headquarters in the
entertains the same feeling.”
By
F. Saville.
Camp of Spanish War Veterans
Off the coast of »North Carolina lies Thorndike Hotel.
Edw’ard H. Stowell, the retiring
ending tlie strife at once, thousands Shackleford Island.
Alden W. Allen, as 2d Lieut., Coast | George F. Crocker and Seth Ames.
We are told
president of the Maine State Branch,
The
business
meeting
was
held
in
Artillery, to rank from May 27, 1925.
The monument was decorated of human lives and hundreds of mil- that at tlie outbreak of the Rebellion, the Grill, and matters of much in told of its alms, one of which was
assigned to staff of 2d Battalion, 240tii by four veterans from Edwin Libby ^ons of property would be saved, lie its disloyal inhabitants, eager to ef terest to the mall handlers was dis to have banquets like this, promot
Post—F. S. Philbrick, H. R. Hunt- saldArtillery, with station nt Rockland.
face every vestige of loyalty, rushed cussed. These officers were elected; ing a feeling of fellowship, and giv
ley, O. H. Blake and William H.
Among tho first to respond to the to the public square whlere stood a
President—J. E. Leighton, Hah ing an opportunity to visit other of
Maxey. The following ladles acted challenge of the rebels at Fort Sump- tall flagpole surmounted by a carved
fices and gain ideas.
“Postal
lowell.
ter
was
a
prominent
citizen
of
Rockas escort for thc comrades:
golden eagle, tore down the beautiful
First Vice President—*W. W. Rod Clerks,” said he, “must have patience,
Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs. Adelma landSpeedily assembling a com- Stars and Stripes which! floated
and faith in the Department, Con
erick, (Waterville.
Mulien, Mrs. Nellie McKinney, Mrs. '’any among hls fellow townsmen, he proudly at its peak and then, to com
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Second Vice President and Or gress and themselves.”
Elliot. Mrs. Elizabeth Ltbby, Mrs. hastened to Augusta and was soon plete their rebellious deed, an expert ganizer—Leroy I). Perry, Rockland.
The Famous Sheet Music you tee adver
One of the best speeches of tlie
tised in all the lead!,.? magazines.
Mary Cooper, Mrs. Elizabeth Mur- lnade Colonel of the 25th Maine In climber removed the gilded eagle
Secretary and Treasurer—V. C. evening came from V. C. Hanson,
Over 220 selections—scad for
ray, Mrs. Effie Walsh and Mrs. Mil- fantry Regiment. So thoroughiy-did from the top and with great glee the Hanson, Westbrook.
secretary-treasurer of the Maine
catalogue.
dred Pettee.
he train his men that this regiment secessionists buried it in the ground.
While the business meeting was in branch. His topic w’as “The Dawn
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.
For the first time in a number of ealdy earned the reputation of being Hardly had this been done when progress the ladles and otn?r guests of Better Days,” and it began he said
V. the Memorial Day orator came one
Special ”6 months” policy at following rates:
___ years
the best disciplined, most etfithere came majestically
sailing were shanghaied into motor cars and with the first wage increase in 1907.
— -< j from out of the State.
Those wlio clent regiments tn the Army.
It is through the air a live eagle and de shown some of the attractive scen Under the Riley law the workers
$11.50 for most 4 cylinder cars
heard the fine address by H. Harding appropriate on this day of memories scended until it alighted on the spot ery of tills locality. The sun by this now complete their eight hours In
Hale, a prominent Boston attorney. t0 recall the service Hiram G. Berry wWere the gilden eagle had been. time was making brave efforts to side of 10, they have 15 days vaca
13.50 for most 6 cylinder cars
feel that the committee made its se rendered his country in its darkest Hot with anger tlie men seized their break through the heavy clouds, and tion, and have an increase of $300 a
lection with excellent judgment. hour.
rifles and poured shot after shot af while the air was chilly the day was year in their salaries. The ultimate
As you men of ‘61 know, during the ter tlie .unwelcome visitor.
Mr. Hale said in part:
But all far from uncomfortable.
hope is a 30-day vacation and $1200
THE “AMERICAN COMPANIES” ONLY AGENCY
•
• • , ,
/Irst battle of Bull Run he showed in vain. The lordly bird only w’aved
• • • •
pension on retirement.
Today in Massachusetts we are such skill and daring when at grips hls huge wings contemptuously and/
The banquet concluded with the
Tlie real feature of the convention
I decorating the graves of many brave with the enemy that President Lon- soon settled securely on his lofty was the evening banquet in the singing of “Auld Lang Syne.”
coln
promoted
him
to
the
rank
of
sons of Maine, and doubtless you are
perch.
The local end of the convention
Thorndike dining room, covers be
I honoring in like manner the memory Brigadier General.
Later, at Wil
The assembly, baffled In their at ing laid for 69 persons. Music was was admirably handled by a com
of our patriots wtto lie burled with liamsburg. when Gen. Hooker was tempts to dislodge the eagle, wond'er- furnished by a Marsh “drive,” with mittee comprising F. M. Tibbetts, E.
General Agents for State of Maine
in your borders.
These two ever liard pressed by the rebels in front, ingly gazed as the noble creature rose the
following
personnel:
iMiss B. Sanson and Donald L. Karl, with
loyal New’ England States have Geh. Berry hurled Win force against slowly on his pinions and ascended Marion Marsh, piano; Dr. I. E. Luce, the assistance of all the other work
much in common. They have strug the foe so effectively that he drove to the very top of a lofty pine, a hun violin; Herbert Kirkpatrick, clari ers.
Lowest Rates
Local Claim Service
gled and suffered together from the him first into his rifle pits and then dred feet higher in air than where net; Elston Luce, saxophone; Arthur
days of the Pilgrims.
completely routed him.
So the bat the artificial eagle had stood. The lib Orne, drums. The musical reper
YOU'LI. be delighted with
The Letter Carriers
This erty which the eagle symbolizes is toire was composed of popular numBut this day’s memorial should in tle of Williamsburg was won.
a dinner eaten here.
The Letter Carriers held their State
clude all the loyal sons of all the valiant warrior achieved distinction in vouchsafed by our Constitution. It b< rs and the guests showed tlieir
Conventfon in iBangor and elected
Food of proven purity served
loyal States who as soldiers, sailors the many hard fought
battles
in has been and still is the object of dis enjoyment.
George F. Coleman of Bangor as
which
he
engaged.
In
the
desperate
or
marines
were
faithful
to
the
Stars
loyal
attack.
’
But,
looking
back
Thc community singing was di president.
jrtn N ationa 1 B ank;
in the style that will please
and Stripes in hours of common peril. battle of Chancellorsville he repeat through the days when great crisis rected by Phil Jones, whose mag
Resolutions were adopted urging
you. Appetizing salads and
Following in our history were bravely met by netic personality quickly had its
Some of them sleep today beneath edly dislodged the foe.
legislation providing for the optional
the
brilliantly
executed
bayonet
those
green
mounds
on
which|
you
such patriotic, spirits as W’e honor to effect on the gathering. His solo, retirement of carriers after 30 years’
desserts that will cause you
are here scattering flowers.
Some charge which forced the enemy to re- day, we ate steadfast in our faith in “O, Katharlna” brought a riot of service on an annuity of not less than
AN UNASKED-FOR RECEIPT
to talk about us.
of them in far-off California, some of tire he was fatally wounded by
the invincible patriotism of our peo applause. Another interesting feat $1200 per annum; urging that retire
them on the battle-fields of the South, minnie ball.
Survivors tell us that pie that will not fail our democracy ure of the entertainment provided ment legislation be made paramount
When paying bills by mail it is usually
Get acquainted with
of Cuba; of France; some of them in when his lifeless body was carried in the hour of national peril.
by the local clerks was the dancing issue before the 69th Congress; favor
necesaary to request a receipt. But how
“Bill O’Faro
by that dainty and graceful young ing legislation providing for a Satur
lady, Miss Adelaide Cross, who was day half holiday for carriers; for a
much more convenient and safe it is to pay
encored on each occasion, and who 30 days’ sick leave and 30 days’ an
ITS VALEDICT ORY IS WRITTEN
by chack, thereby eliminating alt poaaible
was presented with a bouquet of nual vacation; favoring enactment of
roses.
disadvantages of the old receipt method.
remedial legislation providing that
Rockland's Finest Eating Place
The duty of introducing Post carriers injured in the performance of
Come in and open a checking account with
master G. H. Blethen as toast- , duty or suffering from occupational
master was pleasingly performed by disease receive not less than $116.66
Albert E. Averill, president of the per month.
local branch.
The Rockland branch was repre
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Ex-Postmaster Wm. P. Hurley, sented at this convention by D. S.
Limited United States Depository
introduced by the toastmaster as a Beach and Charles Higgins, who
United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.
man of many titles, reminded his made thc trip by motor, returning
audience of the fact that it was 39 Sunday afternoon.
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
years ago that he served, and that
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREl-T
Democrats get into that office only
once in a lifetime. He congratulated YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the boys in getting tlieir wage in
If I had to lire my life again I would
crease. “You ought to have more,”
made a rule to read some poetry and
said he. “Your work is professional. have
listen to some music at least once a week.
When you begin to earn

MINGUS

H

THE NEEDLE-ART SHOP
SPECIAL OPENING SALE

TODAY

AUTOMOBILE

LIABILITY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE

SHEET MUSIC 15c

INSURANCE

E. C. MORAN & CO.

Newbert’s Cafeteria

North National Dank
Rockland, Maine

START
SAVING NOW

The loss of these tastes Is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK '
429

“Mark Every Grave”
Write, call or phone and have them erected before Memorial Day.
Dealer* In All Kinde of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection
A largo etock of Cemetery Memorials in Marble or Foreign and
Native Granite*! ready to be lettered for your Cemetery Plot.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

✓

A strictly mutual savings
hank
DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

.......... ...... r

A landmark familiar to several
' generations of Rockland people is
about to disappear from the local
I stage.
It was the home for many

years of the late Col. John S. Case,
who was one of Rockland’s leading
captains of industry, and was eventu] ally sold by his heirs to Walter J.

dered the building condemned as a
fire menace, hut on the eve of last
night's hearing .before the City Gov
ernment it was learned thpt th ?
property had been bought by H. Nel
son McDougall. Within a very short
time the ruins will have been re
moved, the premises will be neatly
graded, and the lot will probably be
enclosed with a fence.
The stablo
will be turned to face Beech street
and will he converted into a Dutch
Colonial house.
Other property
owners in the neighborhood are view
ing 'Mr. McDougall in the light of a
public benefactor, and are delighted
to know of the improvement which is
to be made. The house was built
Rich, who was occupying it when a about 1845 hy Major Gen. Hiram G.
destructive tire so badly damaged the Berry, the first house in Rockland, it
structure that it was never repaired. was said, to be erected from an ar
Recently the City Government or chitect’s plans.

EVENING
The sun upon the lake Is low.
The wild birds hush their song;
The hills have evening’s deepest glow.
Yet Leonard tarries long
Now all whom varied toll and care
From home and love divide.
In the calm sunset may repair
Bach to the loved one's side.

The noble dame on turret high.
Who waits her gallant knight.
Looks to the western beam to spy
The flash of armor bright.
The village maid, with hand on brow
The level rav to shade.
Upon the footpath watches now
For Colin's darkening plaid

Now to their mates the wild swans row.
By day they swam apart;
And to the thicket wanders slow
The hind beside the hart.
Tlie woodlark at hls partner’s side
Twitters hls closing song—
All meet whom day and care divide,—*
But Leonard tarries long!

—Wetter fleett, j

/

Every-Other-Day
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MANY” DIAMONDS

THREE TIMES A WEEK

”The-Patent Leather Girls’’ musical
1 comedy company, under the personal
Baseball Has Come Into Its Own—The Rockland Locals direction of Ruth Grady, drew a big
audience to the Strand Theatre Mon
Open With An Easy Victory.
day night, and again scored a proi ■
i nounced hit. The show is a model
of dancing beauty, with each and
I Considerably more thifn half of
Lincoln 13, Rockland 12
every feminine member of the comi tlie games of the Knox nnd Lincoln
Ilockland High staged a big rally pany an accomplished (lancer and
i League have been played, leaving in the 8th inning at Newcastle yes- each with dancing speclalties'of their
We feel that we owe an apology
Be sure your sin will find you out.
.small doubt that Thoinastqn will an terday, only to lose out in the lltli. 1 own. The ordinary run of popular—Numbers 32:23.
to the public and our customers
nex another cup. Second place is lt was the first extra inning in the priced attractions depends a lot on
still In doubt. The standing:
Knox and Lincoln League this season three or four people with the com
for
closing
our
store
last
Friday
THE LEGION DRIVE
Won
Lost
P. C. and left the Lincoln Academy boys in pany to put over the big numbers.
,
1.
The | but this is not the case with Miss
night, previous to Memorial Day.
Thomaston ........ 3
0
1.000 a very happy frame of mind,
Chairman Gridin
reports
this
, Grady’s company, as each in it has
Vinalhaven ....... 3
2
.600 score:
morning a highly encouraging state
We understood that all the*stores
i talent and displays it on the stage
Camden ............. 2
3
.400
Lincoln Academy
at each performance.
of things with respect to Rockland’s
1 Rockland ........... 1
3
-25°
ah r bh tb po
would close at 6 o’clock.
1 In the brand new show which will
Lincoln .............. 1
4
--0® Lake, if............... 6
participation in the nationwide can
he presented tomorrow. Miss Grady
« • • •
Giles, ss ............. 6 2 13
vass by the American Legion to
has arranged for a number of new
Gough, p ........... 4
In the future our store will be
Rockland 12, Warren 6
raise a five million dollar fund for
innovations, several of which have
Pendleton, c ..... 1
The
Rockland
Locals
made
tl^eir
1 met with great favor at Healey's in
the support of widows and orphans
opened every evening previous to
Gamage, cf .......
, first appearance of the season on the
Boston where the company has
of men who have died in war serv
afternoon of Memorial Day, and 11. Webster, Hi..
played several times this season. Tlie
holidaysy until 10:30.
W.
Webster,
3b..
ice. From St. George there came
turned in some of those fast plays
drills and dances will be entirely new
Jones, rf ...........
373, raised by Almond Hall, and the
as well as the song numbers.
which so delighted tlie crowds last
Fitch,
rf
.............
<JOur usual opening and closing
Other members of the cast outside
more gratefully received by the lo
season.
Hail, rf...............
of Miss Grady, the soubrette, are
It was apparent after an inning or
cal committee because it was un
Erskine, 2b .......
time is 7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.,
Mickey Flynn, who plays the part of
two that the teams were illy
looked for, Benjamin F. Smith of
the Hebrew comedian: Felix Le Clair.
matched, and the game was really
(Daylight
Saving)
excepting
Sat

48
13
17
IS
33
16
Warrenton sent to The Courier-Ga
the second comedian Lester Leach,
decided in tlie 4th inning, when
Rockland High
the Straight Man; Dorothy Knight
zette to be applied to the fund his
Dimick’s egg-crate wallop was good
urday when we will remain open
ab r bh tb po a e and Louise Thompson, toe dancers;
for a round trip and sent Oney and
generous check of 3300, thus greatly
holidays until 10:30.
5 3 3 3 15
2 0 Charlie Colley and Katherine Ryan,
McPhee in ahead of him.. The vis- Trafton, c ..........
heartening the little group of work
3 2 2 2 1 3 2 piano specialty; Dorothy Benson.
j itors chose this as the inning in Jim Flanagan, ss
ers, who see in hand a total of 31136,
4 (i i buck and wing dance: Helen Thompwhich to make three outfield error*, Murphy, 2b ....... 5 2 112
acrobatic
dancing;
Lillian
with the assurance that by night
1 only one of which counted in scor Pease, lb ............ 5 0 118 0 u son,
Brushette, singer. Added feature pic
ing, however.
. sloane. 3b ......... 6 0 113 1
fall they will have established their
ture—Dorothy Reveir in "Other Kinds
Cross, who pitched mighty goofi Mason, rf........... 5 2 1110
allotted quota of 31200, and so put
of Love,”
hall for the most part, had a bad 5tji FIfield, IE............ 5 1 0 0 0 0
iRockland once more into the list
There will he an entire change of
inning, allowing two singles and a MoLoon, cf ....... 5 10 0 10
scenery, costumes, numbers, etc., on'
where its name always is written, as
double, hitting two men and giving Hopkins, p ____ 3 0 110 0
Wednesday, and the added feature'
a pass. This was the end of the John Flanagan, p 2 1 1 10 0
loyally answering eve>y legitimate
picture will be "The Barefoot Boy.’
'
scoring,
but
it
was
also
the
end
of
call made upon the patriotism of its
with an all star cast.—adv.
44 12 11 11 31 10 3
' Warren's hopes.
citizens.
The visitors made all of their runs Lincoln .... 0003342000 1—13
PARK THEATRE
in the last two innings, binding Rockland
2 0 1 1 1 1 0 6 0 0 0—12
There should be no withholding of
Foster for two hits nnd his team
Two-base hit, Gough.
Umpires,
“Code of the West,” Paramount’s
support from the movement to equip
mates for as many errors. This on Snow and Turner.
• • • •
film version of Zane Grey’s stirring
slaught was not taken too seriously
our city with a Publicity Bureau
nobel of the same name, wijich op
by the crowd.
Thomaston 22, Lincoln 3
which shall serve to align Rockland
ened last night at the Park, shows
The,Rockland lineup had two sub
JUNE CITY MEETING
BOSTON FETE DAY
The
expected
happened
in
Thomas

with the other progressive communi
yeu what happened when a flapper
stitutes, and Allen was playing out
ton Friday afternoon, when Thomas
from the wide open places of the
ties that ire taking part in the
position. With a little bridge
John A. Post Succeeds Pa- Reproduction On Beacon Hill ' of
ton High defeated Lincoln Academy. East meets a cowboy from the great
work on his outfit Manager Wotton
Maine Publicity Campaign. We are
Tli'e game became so lopsided that
of Old-Time Customs and will again have a team of which Feelian was withdrawn from tlie box open spaces of the West. The re
trolman Fogarty — With
at the outset favored by the fact
sultant romance leads to some very
Rockland will lie very proud.
in tlie 8th, and Condon, the catcher interesting situations, develops some
that in the Chamber of Commerce
Costumes.
Mealey's batting was one of the
Other Matters.
was
substituted.
This
seemed
to
; fast and furious action, flavored
there already exists the machinery
hopeful signs Saturday. Out of
make no difference, for "Condy" with
considerable comedy,
and
1 town fans who sougiit to “ride" him;
necessary for linking up with the
Popular interest in the June meet Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
fanned
five
of
the
eight
men
who
builds to as melodramatic a climax
Being old Boston West Enders we quickly subsided.
statewide movement which we are ing of the City Government last night,
faced
him.
as has ever been flashed upon tlie
naturally gravitated that way May 20
The Warren team has an excepTlie Thomaston team on this occa screen.
confident is going to set Maine a centered upon the election of a pa to witness the sights. And they cer- j tionally good outfielder in Went
sion
appeared
to
be
made
up
wholly
of
The Paramount picture, "A iRiss
long step forward among the more trolman to fill the vacuncy caused by •tainly were worth going to see. Al-’ worth, and he is always dangerous
the resignation of D. Raymond Fo- I though we know "the hill,” and have with the stick. Walker, tlie ex- Ruths, Hornsbys and swatters of that I in
in the
the Dark,
Dark,”” directed
directed by
by Frank
Frank Tiitprogressive states.
ilk,
for
they
pasted
the
ball
all
to
garty. Marshal Davis offered the known it well for many years, yet ; Hebron star can still do a good'
tie, who made "Miss Bluebeard,” and
There comes to the editorial desk board three names from which to one does not see crinolines and cows
points of the compass until the leg- featuring Adolphe Menjou, Lillian
trick at first, while the Warren bat
a copy of a Japanese paper, the make a selection. The first ballot on Beacon Hill every day In the year. tery will worry most teams. The weary trio In tlie Lincoln Academy Rich and Aiieen Pringle, is a line
outfield almost begged for mercy. ' comedy of sophisticated
Hawaii Hochi, seven pages displayed settled the matter, John A. Post hav It is the right of dwellers on Beacon score:
society
The score:
ing
four
votes,
L.
Everett
Harrington
street,
opposite
the
Common,
to
pas

against a background of Cuba and
Rockland Locals
in the language of the Japanese, the
Thomaston High
1 New York.
having two and Myron Drinkwater ture one cow on it. The Lyman cow
all r hh tb po a e
front page given up to articles in one. Mr. Post will be no stranger to was driven into the back yard and J
ab r bh tb po
e
“A Kiss in the, Dark,” which will
Oney, 3b ............. 4 3 2 2 0 0 0 Grafton, ss ....... 5
English. These articles have chief the force, having previously served milked. I met two friends on Mt.
5
1 lie the feature at the Park Wednes ... 4 2 1 4 2 3 3
Dimick, ss
Condon, c. p ..... 6
1 day for tivo days, is a screen verly to do witli conveying cordial greet as patrolman, and having acted as a Vernon street, men over 70. One was Wotton, lb
... 4 2 2 2 13 0 0
Feehan, p, cf .... 6
0 sion of Frederick Lonsdale's stage
ing to tlie officers and men of the special officer the past year. He has born on Lyman street. West End. and Allen, 2b .... ... 4 2 9 2 3 5 3
proven an alert und vigilant officer. the other came to Boston at the age
2 0 success, "Aren’t We AIL" adapted by
0 Stone, 2b ........... 6
visiting American fleet, among them Mr. Fogarty resigns to take up his of 25. I date from 1880—so we had j Mealey, cf . ... 5 0 3 3 2 0
Hall, if .............. 3
0 0 Townsend Martin.
... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
■
Murphy,
rf
appearing an editorial with the cap- residence at his old home in Ply quite a party. Some of the young
0 t) i One of the many big laughs in the
5 0 0 0 0 9 0 Vinal, cf, rf ..... 6
| Foster, p ...
0 3 picture is the scene in which Menjou
tian ‘‘War Propaganda,” containing mouth, Mass. Friends will regret his misses looked very sweet in the | McPhee, c . ... 4 2 1 9 7 5 0 Lindsey, 3b....... a
their
great-grandmothers
departure, as he has long been active dresses
Elliot, lb ............ 5
0 {■ to cure Lillian Rich of a tendency
sentiments which should be com
... 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
I Stewart, If
in local affairs, and was a credit to wore.
Barry. If ............ 2
0 0 to flirt, invites her husband to his
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
mended to the notice of those per the force during his brief period of
It is a revelation to one who does
0 o apartment at a time when he knows
38 12 11 15 27 15 6 Spaulding, c..... 0
sons who look upon the Japanese as service.
not know Beacon Hill from the State
0 0 1 Miss Rich will be there. In prepa-> Smalley, rf ....... 0
Warren
llouse
to
the
river,
Mt.
Vernon,
Wesley
Oliver
was
appointed
spe

_ ration for the big moment, Menjou
a menace to Uncle Sam's Pacific
ab r bli tb po a e
cial policeman, for duty at the Fire Jhestnut, and the other streets in
44 22 21 32 27 7 6 plants an open magazine where his
possession. Thus the Japanese edi
That part of the city, and the famous Bui’neman. If ... 5 1 0 0 0 0 3
proof Garage.
Lincoln Academy
coquettlsb visitor will surely see it.
0 0 0 10 2 0
tor:
An issue of refunding bonds to the Louisburg Square, to visit this fa Robinson, c ..
Miss Rich arrives, nervous at her
ab r bh tb po
1 1 1 0 0 0
Sawyer, 3b ....
"We cannot discuss seriously the amount of 325,000 was authorized. mous section of the Hub.
Uike, if .............. 4
own temerity in this escapade and
'5 9 2 2 9 1 0
We attended the "Dingley Dell Wentworth,
folk of a possible war between tlie Twenty of these bonds will be in de
uneasily conscious of Menjou's rep
2 2 9 8 0 0 Giles, 3b............. 4
United States and Japan. We are nominations of 31000 each and 10 will Party” in the Robert Treat Paine Walker, lb .... ... 3
utation as a trifler. She is startled
... 4 0 9 2 0 2 1 Gough, p, 2b .... 4
Kalloch, ss
of both countries, and we know the be in the denomination of 3500 each. house at 6 Joy street.
to see in the open magazine a pic
4
9 4 1 1 Pendletun, c .....
Mr. Pickwick welcomed us as we Averill, 2b .... ... 4 0 2
hearts of each. The idea is so pre The bonds will run for 13 years at
ture of a girl, bearing the sensa
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 Gamage. cf....... 4
entered.
We
were
introduced
to
Mr.
1
Berry,
rf
4*4
per
cent
Interest
and
will
be
used
posterous that we can only treat it
tional caption: ’She recovered from
2 0 0 9 0 1 0 H. Webster, lb 4
with ridicule. It is born in tlie dis toward refunding those issued in 1869, Wardle, the Fat Boy, Old Lady War- Moody, rf
her stupor In a strange, incense
W. Webstea, ss,2l> 4
5
0
0
0
1
1
...
Cross,
p
.............
4
die,
the
Misses
Rachel.
Emily
and
1880
and
1895
in
aid
of
the
Knox
&
eased imaginations of a few intoler
laden room, realizing that the Wine
Fitch, rf............. 3
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Isabelle
Wardle.
Mr.
Trundle,
Mr.
Lincoln
Railroad.
ant, embittered and fossilized relics
she drank had tieen drugged."
Hall, js ............... 1
6
10
10
24
12
6
41
Snodgrass
Mr.
Tupman
Mr.
Winkle,
The
Sea
View
Garage
Co.,
which
of other days, when sword-rattling
Miss Rich looks up fearfully from
0 1 t 4 3 0 0 0 X— 12 Erskine, p, 2b .... 3
and swash-buckling was considered has expended 325,000 in the extension Mr. Jingle, Sara Weller, the clergy I Rockland
the page to see Menjou pouring wine,
(
0
«
3
30
0
0
6
0
man.
the
Housekeeper,
and
Maids,
!
Warren
..
of
its
Northend
plant,
asked
permis

the height of heroic patriotism. To
35 1-4 5 24 It 7 |
nearby an
incense-burner
t. McPhee. Home run,
day the people of both nations have sion to remove the Central Maine all in appropriate costumes, and each
Thomaston .... 41062207 x—22 sen,,s out
insidious wisp of
and
every
one
glad
to
see
us
and
Jlimick.
Bases
on
balls,
off
Foster
1,
Power
Co.
pole
which
stands
where
a clearer vision of the duties and re
Lincoln ........... 00020001 0— 3, smoke- The suggestion in the book
sponsibilities which are inseparable the garage company desires to locate make us welcome. This party was off Cross 2. Struck out. by Foster
Two-hase hits, Grafton, Condon 2, i is s" vivW that Hhe declines the
from civilization. There is no con a filling station. A letter from Supt. held in the main hall and two rooms n, by Cross 12. Double play, Went- Feehan 2, Stone 2. Hall 2, Vinal, El- I wine an<1 Menjou’s offer of a cigaceivable situation, short of a world Blodgett was read, declining to make on the lower floor of the Paine house worth and Averill. Hit by pitcher,
hot, Gough. Bases on balls, off Fee rette.—adv.
gone mad, which could precipitate the alteration. A hearing was ordered and punch was served in the garden. Uimick. Allen. Wild pitch. Foster.
han 2, off Erskine 3, off Gough 4.
We
were
well
repaid
for
our
journey
,
Passed
balls.
Robinson
3.
Stolen
such a conflict. But if such mad for the next regular meeting.
McADOO IS BUSY
to the fete.
bases, Wotton, Allen. Cross. Um- Struck out, by Feehan 13, by Condon
ness came, if the friendly under
Albion B. Crocker, j pires, Thornton. jBrown and Beaton. 5, tiy Gough 1, by Erskine 2. Stolen
standing that exists between the two
The matter of the Maple street ex
bases, Grafton 4, Condon 3, Stone,
Somerville, May 23.
Scorer, Winslow.
nations should give way to suicidal tension was tabled for one month, af
Building
His
Hall, Vinal, Elliot, 2, Lake, Gamage. Evidently
mania, then the Japanese of Hawaii ter a lengthy discussion. One of the
Umpires,
Brown
and
Turner.
Scori
Fences
With
View
To
Forty
Club
Minstrels
and
Jazzwould show that they are better property owners asked abatement of
Camden 10, Rockland 8
er, Achorn.
Americans than their white brothers taxes in lieu of land damages. This monious Dance. High School, Friday
Presidential
Nomination.
Rockland liigh got away to a fly
from across the sea. For they would did not appeal to some of the aider- night. Full proceeds to R. H. S. A. A. ing start in its game with Camden
The Rockland Division of the Cen
repudiate absolutely the nation of men, who argued that the property in —adv.
High, at’Community Park, Friday af tral Maine Power Co. has the base- ’ The visit of William G. McAdoo to
their forefathers, giving their lives question would become much more
the
ternoon, only to lose its advantage in ball fever, and has it bad. Organiza Washington last week and
freely and willingly for the flag un valuable if the road is extended.
the third inning, when three singles tion has been effected, with Supt. H. j fact that he came from the Pacific
The tender of 3150 made by Mrs
der which they live and shedding
ATTENTION!
and a double, aided by two errors, P. Blodgett as president, and Charles Coast on a trip that is carrying hbn
their last drop of blood in defense Hattie B. Watts, the income to be
netted the visitors five runs. Camden S. Mlaxcy as manager and secretary.' to New . York and several points in
Installation will be held at the
used for the care of cemetery lots,
of the land they love.”
swung into the lead in the 6th inning, In a preliminary match the Central
, ^*aat served to -stir up lively poFraternal Order cf Eagles TUES
was
referred
to
the
park
commissionJn another column the editor con
scoring itwo runs on a hit. Even in Maine team defeated the Cbisox and i ^tical Kosslp In Democratic circles,
DAY, JUNE 2, 1925. Supper will
erg.*
the last inning Rockland was given its backers are now hoping that the
^r’ McAdoo while In Washington,
tinues upon the note of patriotism:
be served after the ceremonies.
An order was passed instructing the
an opportunity to overhaul her rival, other districts will show their spunk met a n,imber of the old McAdoo ,
Members are requested to be pres
“We are Americans. Not all of us Iiark commissioners to keep the
but Fiflekl. after making a prettj* so that a league may be organized.: ctiiefs. among them Daniel C. Roper, !
ent.
Per order Committee.
are Americans by right of citizen graves of Revolutionary soldiers and
single, indulged in a siesta at first, Secretary Maxey will get right up out, f°rmeI' Commissioner of Internal ‘
65-66
ship, it is true, but that is no fault sailors kept in good condition.
and was caught napping. The next of bed any hour of thenight to ac- ' K«*v«*nue. and prominent in managof ours. America refuses us that
Commissioner of lhiblic Works J
| two men walked, but there were al cept a challenge.
• lng the 'McAdoo campaign for the
right unless we were born under her S. Gardner reported that 33424 was
* • ••
! Presidential nomination last year.
ready two out, and pinch hittejr Cam
flag. We hold no grievance because expended in May. Marshal Davis re
eron’s grounder was cared for by
be- ■Aa a result of thls' and of other
A. C. McLoonsaw the game
of this; it is America’s right and ported 11 arrests, seven of which were
Ogier, who, as usual, gave a correct tween the Braves and Giants last developments. Mr. McAdoo Is looked
our misfortune. But we are all for drunkenness. Treasurer Morey
imitation of how shortstop’s position week in which Snyder knocked the on, bo4L in Democratic and Repub
Americans in our love for Hawaii reported that 337,425 had been ex
should be played.
hall over left field fence on Braves lican quarters, as an aspirant for
and in the pride which we feel in pended, leaving 39769 in the till,
All the way through the game was Field. It was a record swat and re the Democratic Presidential nomi
America's ‘achievements and Ameri
Samuel Blotner was denied per
close and uncertain and held the minded Bert of what he had always nation in 1928. Hls triii is said to be
ca’s ideals. When America entered mission to operate a merry-go-round
I designed to prevent the McAdoo orinterest of the shivering spectators been ambitious to do.
the Great War there was not a Jap and midway. These licenses were
j ganization from becoming rusty.
despite its looseness.
anese mother in Hawaii who was granted:
Current Democratic gossip is that
The score:
Harry Robjshaw, motion picture
not willing and ready to give her
I the McAdoo forces in 1926 will en
Camden High
operator.
sons to America, to fight and die, if
courage the nomination of McAdoo
bh tb po a
Boston Shoe Store, to have electric
necessary, under tiie Stars and
men for Congressional and other of
Plaisted, 3b .....
sign.
Stripes. In the service units that
fices.
j Dailey. If ........... 5 2 110 1
James
Dondis,
fireworks.
were mobilized in Hawaii our Jap
THRIFT MAKES
The signs of McAdoo activity are
j Ogier, ss ........... 5 2 3 4 3 4
Dr. F. H. Stahl, to erect an lllumi
anese youths stood side by side with
j Davis, lb ........... 5 12 2 15 0
i giving uneasiness to many of the
nated
sign.
their fair-liaired Anglo-Saxon broth
R. W. DAVIS & SONS
Democrats in the Senate and House'
I Manning, p ....... 5 0 3 3 0 6
William G. Richards, operate motor
ers. And those who went overseas
HAPPY HOMES
: Dealers in :
I who would like to .see their party
T. Thomas, c .... 4 1112 0
truck.
carried themselves as fearlessly and
Ames, rf ............. 5 12 3 10
Milk,
Cream ■ loom up strong in 1928. -They say
Andrew Catreau, motion picture op
risked their lives as freely as any of
there is every indication of another
Arico, 2b ........... 5 0 112 4
How happy is the home
erator.
and Skim Milk
their comrades.’’
| McAdoo Smith row in the Demo
F. Thomas, cf .... 5 0 0 0 0 0
where
thrift
prevails
—
no
Walter
Willey,
junk
dealer.
iNot much chance for the jingo
WHOLESALE, and RETAIL
cratic party in 1928, and that If .such
S. O. Thorndike, operate truck
worry about funds, for
a thing occurs it probably will mean
44 10 13 15*26 15
there. For tlie copy of this inter team.
TEL. 591-4
each member of the fam
another Democratic defeaL
Rockland High
esting sheet we are to thank Dr
Edwin E. Webber, operate truck
Thomaston SL, ROCKLAND, ME.
Meantime, the movement for a
ab r bh tb po a
ily has a liank account !o
65»77
Victor H. Shields, U. S. N„ a Vinal team.
general Democratic conference to
fcL Trafton, c ......... 4 1 0 0 5 0
which
he
or
she
is
stead

Alvin H. Arey, operate a taxi.
haven boy who is chief medical of
heal wounds and rehabilitate the
•Cameron ......... 1 0 0
0 0 0
E. W. Follett, operate a truck team
ily adding. Determine to
party is held liaCk for fear it would
Jim Flanagan, ss 4 1 1
2 2 5<
ficer of the visiting fleet.
Fred A. Clark, operate a taxi.
be happy and prosperous
end in a row between file McAdoo
| Murphy, 2b ....... 5 112 12
George L. Marshall, to take pic
and Smith element.
Pease,
lb
.........
4
113
9
1
—
start
an
account
now
lures
on
the
streets.
The editor of tlie Ravena (N. Y.)
,, Putnam, 3b ....... 1 0 0 0 0 0
with us.
News Herald presents this as hls
Chase, 3b ........... 1 0 0 0 5 1
Notwithstanding post-war condi
“
HIGH
SHERIFF
”
| Sloan, 3b ........ ’... 2 0 0 0 1 1
tions, school-health activities have
We are ready to
platform:
been kept at relatively high effici
Mason, rf ........... 5 0 3 4 2 0
"I believe in my job. I shall at all
47. INTEREST PAID
ency In England. In 1922 out of
FIfield, If ........... 4 2 2 4 1 0
times be fair to everyone in my com Editor of The Courler-Gazette:I'HIgh Sheriff” is a designation for
McLoon. cf ....... 3 112 10
I 5,180,589 children in average attend
•a
munity, expecting frequently to be
ance at the elementary schools, no
John Flanagan, p 3 1 2 2 0 1
charged with being unfair. I shall distinction from custom, the source
I
less than 2,386,750, or 46 per cent,
SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS
not be afraid to champion the poor of law. It comes from being the
were medically inspected. Through
36 8 11 19 27 10
man’s cause for fear of the wrath highest executive officer in a coun
the eforts of school nurses and many
• Cameron hatted for Trafton in the
of the rich man. Nor shall I be ty. It distinguishes tlie sheriff from
volunteer agencies, 77.7 per cent of
Wo also have some good trades in
9th.
afraid fo stand by tlie rich man for the deputy sheriffs, constables, coro
the children aif London who were
Camden ........... 20500201 0—10
fear of being charged with having sold liers and others. The very import
REBUILT MACHINES
j ceived medical treatment—a very
ant office has always been given the
Rockland ......... 41200010 0—8
out to him.
I shall respect and name of “High.” It is a very proper
found defective during the year reTwo-hase hits, Ogier, Ames, Jim
Let us Sharpen your Mower, and
honor my profession believing that designation for the sheriff. The
high proportion.—School Life.
Flanagan, Murphy, Mason, McLoon.
Let
Your
Wife
Mow
the
Lawn
it Is a liigh calling.’’
sheriff attends the High Courts,
Three-base hits. Pease, Filield. Buses
A very good platform for any and In the county stands with the
Students in continuation nnd even
! on halls, off Mauning 6, off Flanagan
~
..
we
may
add
that
ing schools in New York City are
1. Struck out. by Manning 1, by,
Governor in executive importance.
newspaper—ana
instructed in accident prevention.
Flanagan 3. Hit by pitcher, Putnam.
beurs
the title
of
nothwithstaiidlng here and there The sheriff
LAWN MOWER SHARFENIST
! The first lesson was a visit to a mu1 Double play, Chase and Pease. Stolen
■ r « different character "High” by custom equally as strong
I seum, where almost every known
one appears ol .
( as made so by any other legal namI bases, Plaisted 2, Dailey 2, Ogier, FiTala. 315-W—318-R
^FEDERAL
device for ,ie prevention of Industrial
the majority of papers are go.
(ng.
,, H Montgomery,
: Held, McLoon. Umpires, Black and
700 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
I Kennedy. Scorer. Wlnglow.
by equally bigh standards.
| Camden, May 30.
accidents is on exhibition.
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine. June 2. 1925.
Personally appeared Franx s Lvddle who
•u oath declares that he la pressman In the
office of Tlie Courier-Gazette, and that of 'he
the Issue of this paper of May 30, 1925
there was printed .1 total of 10.050 copies.
Before me,
FhANK r. MILLER,
Notary Public.

NOTICE

TWIN-WILLOW
FARM

TBS!

Sharpen or Repair

Your Lawn Mower

Dockland
Nation.u,
Bank

BOB MAGUNE

=*2

STRAND THEATRE

1
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WEEKLY PAYS THE DUES IN OUR

REFRIGERATOR CLUB

WE OPEN OUR REFRIGERATOR CLUB ON

JUNE FIRST—LIMITED TO 50 MEMBERS
If you can use a new refrigerator, this is your op
portunity. Any size and price you wish. Immedi
ate delivery.

TEAR

OFF—MAIL

IN

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.,

Rockland, Maine.

Gentlemen: I enclose $1.00 for my first week’s dues in your
Refrigerator Club. I will let you know what size and style of
refrigerator to send mo as soon as I receive your catalogue.
Respectfully yours,
•7

NAME
ADDRESS

BURPEE

. FURNITURE
CO;*
RO<
— -1 MNT
KJLaSd

pf-pccgapr

Exchange Your Old Furniture

$5.C0 Allowance For Your Old Refrigerator

“USED

CARS”

“GUARANTEED”
Did you ever stop to consider that every car you
meet on the road is a used car and by purchasing
a good used car your investment is a great deal less
than a new car in the actual service that you will
receive

Every one of the following cars are as represented or your money back.
1916
1916
1917
1921
1917
1920
1920
1922
1920
1920
1922
1921
1920
1921
1923
1922
1923
1924
1923
1923
1924
1923

Overland Touring ........................
Chevrolet Roadster........................
Buick Racer.......................................
Ford Coupe......................................
Buick Touring*...............................
Ford Ton Truck, stake body ....
Nash Touring..................................
Ford Coupe......................................
Buick Touring ...............................
Buick Touring...............................
Ford Panel Delivery......................
Studebaker Touring......................
Dodge Sedan ..................................
Nash Coupe ....................................
Overland Sedan..............................
Reo Roadster..................................
Studebaker Touring......................
Star Coupe ......................................
Dodge Panel Truck........................
Dodge Sedan....................................
Jewett Coupe*..................................
Oldsmobile Sedan........................

.$ 50.00
. 65.00
. 85.00
. 125.00
. 125.00
. 150.00
. 175.00
. 190.00
. 225.00
. 235.00
. 250.00
. 275.00
. 375.00
. 400.00
. 415.00
. 425.00
. 450.00
. 475.00
. 650.00
. 650.00
. 775.00
. 825.00

Every one of these cars are in good condition.
It will pay you to buy your car from a reliable firm.
“Terms if desired.”

“We will trade*your old car.”

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.
710 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 896

ESSEX)
MOTOR

OPEN EVERY EVENING

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Lehigh Valley barge 742 Is dis
charging 1150 tons of coal for Fred R.
Spear.

I Members of the Bancroft Training
' School will arrive at Garthgannon
Ixidge next Saturday.
| Canton Lafayette has an important

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 3—Thomaston—Senior Class play.
Moderate temperature is predicted
"Aiiain anti Bva," Watts hall
June 5- Forty Club Minstrels at new High for this week, with showers after the
middle.
School auditorium.
June 6—Cannlen—Annual school lair and
operetta.
The Board of Aldermen which
June 6—Cannlen—Special town meeting at
served In 1900 is planning a sliver
2 l> m.
June 6-7—Battalion School C. A. C„ at jubilee some time this month.
All

The annual meeting of the Maine
Historical Spciety will take place
next Wednesday at 2.30 p. m. daylight
in the library building of the so
ciety, on Congress street, Portland.

of the members are living hut one.
June 9—Warren High School graduation.
June 10—Chapin Class musical at the home
of Mrs David Talbot
“Rockland Man Shoots His Son ill
June 12—Fair by women of Ku Klux Kian
a Family Quarrel.” reads a startling
at the Klavern.
June 13-17—Colby College Commencement. headline on the front page of the
June 14—Flag Day.
Portland Evening paper.
Hasn’t
June 16—Camden-Alumni banquet
June 13 Rockland High School Graduation Maine enough to answer for just
In New High School auditorium.
now, without getting the credit fqr
July 4—Independence Day.
what really happened in Rockland,
Aug. 12 Ladles Baptist Circle (Rockport)
Mass?
Midsummer Fair
Sept 13—Standard Time resumed.
Sept. 3t»-0et. 2— State Convention of W C.
Knox County has no elective or
T.U. In Auburn.

Igtfe appointments by Gov. Brew
ster include.!. H. MontgomeryofCamden as notary public and N. B. East
man of Warren as justice of the
pea ce.

appointive office in the Grand Chap
ter of Maine, O. E. S. this year. Tlie
district deputies for this section in
clude Mrs. Bessie L. Sfepbpnson of
Union, Mrs. Ida S. Stahl of Waldo
boro and Mrs. Luella M. Pendleton
of Islesboro.

A crowd of almost Saturday night
:II. Merton Bates, who has been in
proportions was on the street Friday
night, and many expressed dissatlfac- the city since last summer playing
tion at finding no opportunity to do in orchestras and giving music les
sons, has been engaged to direct the
their expected trading.
Oak Manor Orchestra of Everett,
The Lincoln Association of Con Mass., which will play at the Cres
gregational churches convenes in cent Beach Inn and for the Crescent
Bristol today, and thte sessions will Beach dances this season. The or
last through tomorrow.
Rev. W. S. chestra Is under contract from June
27 to Labor Day.
Rounds is in attendance.
The Rockland Band welcomes a
new recruit in the person of G. Ma
son Stanley, a University of Maine
graduate, who has lately entered the
employ the Central Maine Rower Co.

Xine convicts were discharged,from
the State Prison last week, prior to
which exodus there Were 281 on the
records.
Tills is the largest num
ber ever in custody in the Maine pen
itentiary.

Mrs. A. S. Littlefield and Mrs. C. M.
Walker have sold the northern quar
ter of Rankin block to Vincent
D'Agostino.
The deal was " made
thruugli Robert U. Collins' real estate
brokerage.
Frank Thompson, formerly with
Hotel Rockland entered upon his du
ties as day clerk at tile Thorndike
llotel yesterday.
Frank Fields will
remain in his familiar |Misition at that
desk, and It will be a might good
pair to draw to.

The friends throughout the state
of Miss Alice D. W. White who
conducts a press clipping bureau in
Gardiner will be interested to learn
that she has added to her Maine in
terests by becoming a partner in tlie
Ella McIntosh real estate agency in
Augusta. Miss White will continue
iter press clipping bureau and
newspaper work in Gardiner, devot
ing only what spare time slie has to
the development of real estate.

Ralph W. Davis & Sons, who con
duct a poultry farm on Thomaston
street and vicinity, do no cackling;
they have 4000 hens to do it for them.
More strictly speaking they have 3000
chickens and 1000 hens, and take it
from us there's some tall scrambling
when the dinner bell rings.
"Twin
Willow Farm." the call it—in reality
four farms with a total of 260 acres.
Hens are not tlie whole show, by anv
means, for the Davises carry, 80 ltead
of stock (including 60 cows) and will
plant 18 acres of corn this season.
The concern sets a great store by
Barred Plymouth Rocks, and have
entered In the Connecticut egg-lay
ing contest, a pen which stands
fourth among the 20.

The Rockport Securities Co. has
been organized with a capital of $10.000.
Alan L. Bird is president, and
Jessie M. Stewart is treasurer and
clerk.
John I. Snow is a director.
Bangor despatches tell of two
The purpose of the corporation is to
large salmon being simultaneously
deal in vessel property.
played at the Bangor Salmon Pool
The piazza of Wessaweskeag Inn, by J. Edward Canning of t,hat city.
South Thomaston, has been com Dr. E. W. Gould of Rockland, quite
pletely enclosed and newly floored. a way down tlie stream, saw the
It now offers an ideal eating place, struggle going on in the Canning boat
with a most attractive vista for tlie and he hurried to assist. ( tne rod
patrons to feast upon. For the ben was passed to Dr. Gould and while
efit of those to whom a pleasant view he played that fish Canning suc
docs not mean a full stomach it may ceeded In getting his prize near to
lie added that the Smiths are pre the boat, where it was gaffed by his
senting tlie same full fledged menu. son. As soon as Canning landed his
salmon into the boat Dr. Gould
Tlie Past Presidents of Edwin Lib passed back the other rod to the
by Relief Corps have a cooked food Ctyining boat where it was finally
sale Saturday, June 6, at W. O. Hew tired out and was gaffed. This is
ett's store. All past presidents and tlie first time In 40 years that two
all members are requested to get salmon have been played at the
their food there as early as possible. same time from one boat..
Thursday at Grand Army Wall the
While in attendance upon the con
Relief Corps will have a rummage
sale.
It is earnestly requested that vention of the Maine Retail Jewelers'
all persons having materials will try Association in Portland last week
and get them there early Wednesday Orel E. Davies was the recipient of
much credit for the passage of the
afternoon or Thursday morning.
Hen law by the last Legislature. This
Guests at Wessaweskeag Inn who law goes into effect July 11, and
were so fortunate to he there at the while it is probable that no watches,
time were witnesses Sunday after clocks or jewelry will be sold under
noon of an exciting battle between that law for one year, it behooves
two robins and a chipmunk in one all tardy persons to claim thte prop
of tlie large trees in front of the Inn. erty which has long been in the shops
The unfairness of being
Tlie chipmunk may have been as in for repair.
nocent as a newborn babe, but there obliged to give a year’s guarantee on
was a look in his eyes that spelled repaired articles was also considered
trouble for the young robins up In but no definite action will lie taker
tlie nest.
The indignant parents Inclusive of ladies there were 87 at
were right at home in the. receiving the banquet served in the Falmouth
line and tlie way they darted after Hotel. The ladies were provided
thut chipmunk was a caution.
At with theatre tickets while the con
last accounts the nest ad its occu vention were being held. Clarence
E. Daniels was another Rockland
pants were still intact.
jeweler present at tlie convention.
See the T. H. S. Seniors in "Adam
The need of a Publicity Bueau in
and Eva” at Wafts hall, Thomaston,
connection with tile Chamber of
—adv.
Comtnerce has for some time im
Gar Wood’s two motor boats Baby pressed itself upon progressive citi
The matter was suggested at
Gar IV and Rally Gar V, wltich raced zens.
the 20th Century Limited from Al a meeting of the City Club lecently,
bany to New York on May 26 were but It is recognized that the Cham
equippedx with Exide Batteries, ac ber of Commerce is the proper sphere
cording to Messrs. House and Sher for such action, and the way to bring
man of the local Exide Service Sta it about 1b to have a fund larger than
that now available.
This can lie
tion.
Tlie race was won by Baby Gar IV done by increasing the memberships
which made 120 miles, the distance of and to that end there will lie a banthe run, ill two hours and 58 minutes quetat the Thorndike Hotel tomor
beating tlie 20th Century Limited by row night for the purpose of planning
a campaign.
Tile speakers will be
41 minutes.
Gar Wood himself was
in the winning boat. He started the E. R. Roberts, who started the pub
race in Baby Gar V which developed licity bureau at Bar Hnrbor and Com
mechanical trouble.
When Baby missioner of Agriculture Frank 1’,
Gar IV, which was piloted by his Washburn. Both are snappy speak
brother George pulled up he jumped ers and waste no time beating around
the bush.
The Forty, Rotary and
in anti continued th'e race.—adv.
City Club are collaborating in tills
meeting.
_____ •
In the midst of so much
uncertainty, the Kian is
needed to sound continu
ously its definite Protest
ant note in this Protest
ant country.
Ku Klux Kian.

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50
In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

Dodge Battery $24.50

sea'view
BATTERY SERVICE
689 Main Street

ROCKLAND, ME.

S8-tf

Dr. IJoyd M. Richardson has
bought Dr. W. H. Sanborn’s dental
equipment, and will continue the
business In the office which the latter
has yacated over Burpee & Lamb's
store in the Spofford-Spear block
The quarters have heten thoroughly
renovated, are admirably located and
Rockland’s newest business man be
gins his career under most favorable
auspices.
Dr. Richardson is a son
of Frank A. Richardson of Shaw ave
nue, a graduate from Rockland High
School in 1915, and after taking a post
graduate course entered Harvard
Dental School from wltich he Is also a
graduate.
His dental fraternity is
Delta Sigma Delta.
He is also’ a
member of the local Masonic bodies
up to and Including the Commandery
tlie Penobscot Bay Dental Club and
the Forty Club.
He has been as
sociated with Dr. E. W. Peaslee the
past two years, in Rockland nnd
Thomaston.
Sec the T. II. S. Seniors in "Adam
and Eva” at Watts hall, Trfomaston
tomorrow night.—adv.

At the regular meeting of Local
Union 1066 on Tuesday, June 2. the
officers for the ensuing yeue will he
nominated.
All members are ex
pected to be present.
65-66

L. C. Ames, Secy. -

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

meeting tomorrow night. Arrange
ments will be made for the Portland
trip.

Htrtel Rockland

Tel. 837-W
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Birthday Celebration
JUNE 3-4-5

The champion absent-minded bov
resides in this city. He was sent to
the grocer’s the other day for a gal
lon of kerosene and when lie arrived
there he had a coal hod in his hand.

Orchard Inn opened Memorial Day
for its second' season. The kitchen
ins been greatly enlarged, and Mrs.
Gregory Is looking forward to the
busy season which her popularity as
a cook Justifies.

The women of the Ku Klux Kian
will hold a fair and supper at their
new home on Brewster street, Fri
day. June 12, in the afternoon and
evening. This will he opening day
and admission will he by tickets only.
The tickets are free.

Mr. Spendthrift,
meet
Mr. Tightwad!
To the spendthrift a Tightwad
is a man who seeks Values—
and to the 'Tightwad a Spend
thrift is a chap who doesn’t.

The Spendthrift thinks that
the Saver is missing the rime
of his young life while Mr. B.
'Thrifty thinks Mr. B. Darned
is picking himself out a chair
on the porch of the poorhouse.
There is one place in America
where the -Spendthrift meets
the Tightwad on common
ground—THAT PLACE IS
HERE.

We say, Mr. Extravagant,
here are Styles that will
heighten your record as a
waster—then we turn around
and say, Mr. Closefist, here
are prices that will please your
purse while the clothes will
weaken your reputation as a
miser.
Michaels-Stern Value First
Clothes—$35.00 to $50.00.
Boys’ White Drill Caddy Suits
$3-25- •
Straw Hats.

Auto Cases, Traveling Bags,
Lunch Kits;

Gregory’s
There is already $505.79 in the
hands of Miss Annie 'Blackington,
treasurer of the Alumni High School
Equipment Fund. There are still
several classes which have not paid
their pledges and it is pretty es
sential that these funds be turned
in soon, that they may help in the
final preparation of tlie building for
its formal acceptance by the city.

Hon. William E. Brown, C. S. B., of
Los Angeles, Calif., is to deliver a
lecture on Christian Science in this
city Thursday evening, June 4, and
the public is cordially invited to at
tend. Mr. Brown is a member of tlie
Board of lectureship of the Mother
Church, the First Church of Christ
Scientist In Boston.
The lecture
ttikes place at 8 o’clock at the church
at the corner of Cedar and Brew
ster street.s
Don’t allow yourself to miss "Adam
und Eva,” Watts hall, Thomaston, to
morrow night.—adv.

Forty Club Minstrels and Jazzmonious Dance. High School, Friday
night. Full proceeds to R. H. S. A. A.
—adv.

FORTY
CLUB
MINSTRELS
JUNE 5

The most successful baby clinic of
fhe season was held yesterday in G.
A. R. hall.
Dr. Warren Sanborn,
child specialist, and Miss Winn, child
health nurse, both of Augusta, were
present. XJore and more the value of
these clinics is being demonstrated
and it is hoped that even more
mothers will avail themselves of the
opportunity tiiat they offer.
Tlie
clinics are sponsored by the Red
Cross and W. C. T. V.
The Rockland & Rockport Lime
Corporation has its second annual
smoker and safety tally in Temple
'hall tonight, the guests being the
employes of the lltne company and
Lime Rock Railroad.
Tlie princi
pal speakers will be Supt. W. C.
Bird, President George B. Wood,
Everett Libby and Inspector John F.
Anderson of the Hartford Accident
and Indemnity Co. The campaign
for a no-accident month will lie out
lined.
A Washington despatch says that
Richard Prince Hodsdon, is one of
the "liigh mark” candidates who suc
cessfully passed the Coast Guard ex
amination given April 6, for tempor
ary commissioned officers.
Coast
Guard Headquarters announces tiiat
appointments are being tendered
these 19 candidates. Mr. Hodsdon is
a Maine boy, born in Yarmouth and
married to a South Thomaston girl,
Agnes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Green.

Almon
L.
Cunningham,
well
known in Knox County baseball
circles passed tlie Coast Guard ex
amination- in iPortlund last week
with the rating of boatswain. Yes
terday he left for Wood’s Hole l6
-take command of tlie 75-foot rum
chaser C. G. 280. Mr. Cunningham
has been employed as engineer on
the lobster smack Pauline McLoon,
running between Rockland and Nova
Scotian ports. He Is an expert navi
gator, and will make a valuable man
for the government.

in our preesnt plant seven years, each of which has seen a consistent increase in our volume of business.
In order to show our very real appreciation we are during THESE. THREE DAYS ONLY making a

cut of 25 PER CENT, and in many instances 35 per cent, on our full stock.
No woman in the county can afford to miss the startling bargains offered during this Birthday Sale
on Cooking Utensils, Pyrex Ware, Dishes, General Hardware, Mops, Cutlery any more than any man can

pass upthe unbelievable values in Tools, Paints, Home and Office Hardware, Garden Tools, Lawn Mow
ers.

And can you feature a boy who wouldn’t throw his hat in the air for a regular $2.50 Winchester

Glove at $2.25; a $2.00 Winchester Official League Baseball at $1.69.

3 DAYS ONLY, JUNE 3-4-5

ROGKLAND HARDWARE GO.
The entertainment given by tlie
senior choir of Pratt M. E. church
netted about $60.00 after all hills
Ku Klux Kian Decorates Graves of
were paid. The choir supper Iasi
Deceased Brothers—Prayers At the
night brought in $6.37. The next
Klavern.
supper will lie held July 6, witli Mrs.
Thelma Stanley as chairman.
Five automobiles filled with mem
bers of the Ku Klux Kian in full re
Don't allow yourself to miss “Adam
galia, unmasked, left the Brewster and Eva," Watts hall, Thomaston, to
street Klavern at liigh noon Saturday morrow night.—adv.
and proceeded to Mountain cemetery.
Camden, where impressive memorial
Forty Club Minstrels and Jazzservices were held at the grave of nionious Dance^ High School. Friday
Ralph A. Thomas; prayers said, the night. Full proceeds to R. H. S. A. A.
green mound decorated with an
American flag and the symbolic cross
33% of all cancer is of the
of the order done in white with a
stomacli.
Avoid
excessive
center of crimson roses, and benedic
quantities of foods, hlghl|y sea
tion pronounced. The group then
soned and hot.
proceeded to Sea View cemetery,
Rockland lied Cross.
Rockland, where a large group of
spectators witnessed the same beauti
ful ritual performed at the graveside
1925
1885
of Benjamin F. Hall of Glencove.
The next stop was at the Cottage
street home of the late Wellman A.
Pierce where the widow was pre
sented with the decorations for the
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
grave at North Haven. The final me
WALDOBORO, ME.
morial service was held at the Kian
IN IMPRESSIVE SERVICE

Miss Celia F. Rosenbloom, who has
taught in thfe public schools of Lewis
ton and Auburn, and is now teaching
in Rhode Island, lias entered the so
cial service field and at the close of
the school year will become matron
of the Jewish Orphanage of Rhode
Island, located in Providence.
Sli.-s
Rosenbloom is giving up school work
feeling tiiat her opportunities for ad
vancement are exceptionally good. hotne.
Henry Woolf, tlie well-known social
The Forty Club contributed the
worker, is superintendent of the InsUtution.
price of the necessary water pipes
at the tourist campground at its lun
Weather statistics kept by Charles cheon yesterday. The club has
M. La wry show that May was a punk manifested a lively Interest in the
month, with rain falling 16 days, and project.v Following the luncheon a
snow or hall two days.
The warm rehearsal for the minstrel show was
est morning (the 13th) was 54 above, held. Every night this week Is prac
while the coldest morning (the 19th) tice night at the High School audi
It was only 21 above.
Mr. Lawry torium and a fine show is promised
naturally, feels that he came very for Friday. The entire proceeds will
close to the mark when he predicted he turned over to the High School
a cold backward month, with an Athletic Association and applied to
There will lie a
abundance of rain.
“Much rain and the winter deficit.
weather quite cool for the first half dance following tlie show with music
of June, and much wanner for the by the augmented Jazzmonious Or
latter half,” is liis offering for tlie chestra.
present month.
The track athletes of tlie High
Noticing WardenLester Eaton of (he School were divided into two teams
State Prison, scanning such windows Friday night and first honors fell as
as offered anglers' supplies, a re follows: 100-yd.—K. Green; 220-yd.
porter of The Courier-Gazette un Green; 440-yd. Merchant; 880-yd
earthed tlie fact that the genial cus Dobbin: High Hurdles, J. Chapin;
todian of the State penitentiary is tew Hurdles, Green;
Shotput, J.
leaving next Friday for Shin i’ond Chapin; Pole Vault. Bartlett; Broad
on hie annual fishing trip which Jump, Chapin; Discus, Green.
To
lasts two weeks (If the fish last that be sure five of tli,e winners were
long) and on which he is invariably Seniors, but at that the Blue team
accompanied by his son Elmer. For under the leadership of Green won 47
10 years Warden Eaton has had this points and the meet, the youngsters
sort of a vacation, and it would lie tinder Ripley took 43 points.
Not
very difficult to convince lilm that it too had a showing for another ye'jr.
could he improved upon.

RUMMAGE SALE
UNIVERSAUST VESTRY

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3

+

ALL DAY AND EVENING

65-66

:: Memorials::

BORN
Perry—.Rockland. May 24. to Mr. and
Xeil S Perry, a son—'Douglas Nell;
pounds.
Hamilton—Rockland. May 31, to Mr.
Mrs James N. Hamilton, a son
'Pease— Xortli Appleton. May 23, to
and Mrs Alton Pease, a son.

*
Mrs
10J5
,
and
Mr

MARRIED
Putnam-Benner—Thomaston, May 30, by
Rev N. P. Atwood. John R. Putnam or Percheater. Mass . and Miss Dorothy D. Benner
of Belmont. Mass.
Parker-Saville— Rockland, June 1, at St.
Peter's church, by Rev John B Pitcher.
George Moody Parker and Miss Gertrude C.
Savllle, both of Rockland

DIED
Dunean—IRockland, May 29, Helen C.. wife
of Walter T. Dunean, axed 63 years, 2 months,
3 days
i-attle—Rockland. May 29, William I-altie,
of Aslt Point, aged 73 years
Traoev—Auburn. May 26. Marlin Tra
cey, formerly of Rockland, aged 74 years
Moore -Pleasant Point, Cushing. May 23,
Katie I Walker) widow of Leander Moore,
aged 84 years.
Knight—Camden. May 28, Ariel B. Knight,
aged 75 vears. 3 months.
Roberts Rockland, May 29. Willis Sidney,
Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Roberts.
Burial lit Tenant's Harbor.
CARD OF THANKS
To. all those who sent letters of sympathy,
ami for the beautiful floral tributes; also to
the hearers, we extend our heartfelt thanks.
:Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney, Mr. and Mrs.
() F. Williams. Mr. nnd Herbert Moore, Mr.
and 'Mrs L. H Miller
Pleasant Point, May 28.

PAINT AND SAVE MONEY
PROTECT YOUR

MAKE THIS

AUDITORIUM

See "Adam and Eva" at Watts hall,
Thomaston, tomorrow night.—adx.

AT

Class Thrqe of the M. E. Sunday
school will hold a cooked food sale
at Simonton's Saturday afternoon.
■adv.
,
6G-67

OAKLAND

MILLINOCKET HAS IT
Millinocket adopted Daylight Sav-

ing time again this year, setting its

This Show is

clocks ahead one hour on Sunday

May 24.

POSITIVELY

They say that nun b mighty,
He govern* lttid and sea.
He wields a mighty scepter
O’er lesser powers that be;
But a mightier power and stronger
•Man from his throne has hurled.
For the hand that’ rocks the cradle
la the hand that roles the world.

The Best Ever

SUPPER
METHODIST VESTRY

THURSDAY,
JUNE 4
Auspices Class 1

25 Cents
6:00 P. M.

66-67

Wisconsin’s largest and most mod
ern consoHdated school has Just
been opened in Sevastopol, In the
northeastern part of the State. It
represents the union of seven school
districts, extending over an area of
60 square miles, and it serves n
wholly rural population. Ten auto
busses take the 320 elementary and
h|gh school pupils to the school.
The school building has among other
features a gymnasium, shower bath,
a motion-picture booth, artd a large
auditorium.
WANTED—<Lady for oflke work
Apply
afternoon or even Ing.
F B. ADAMS, M. I> .
4tW Main Street, Rockland, Maine.
66-tf

PARK

YOUR

PROPERTY
PAINTING

YEAR

It will surely cost you more if you put off your painting, for any
thinknig man or woman realizes that a house needs paint and
paper to keep it from depreciating. Remember the old saying:
"A stitch in time sames nine.”

THE EFFICIENCY DECORATOR

R. W. WARREN
THOMASTON, ME.

PHONE 167-3.

AT STUDLEY’S
ALL NEXT WEEK
JUNE

1-6

INCLUSIVE

OUR SPECIAL WILL BE

See “Adam and Eva" at Watts hall,
Thomaston, tomorrow night.—adx.

HIGH SCHOOL

We have been

It is with real pleasure that we announce this Three Day Birthday Celebration.

CLOCKS
Handsome

8-Day Mahogany

Mantel Clocks.

Perfect time keepers; beautifully
toned Persian gongs. A piece of
home furniture you cannot afford
to do without when priced at—

HERE AGAIN

MYERS’ RAINBOW ORCHESTRA
AUGMENTED
SEVEN

AND IMPROVED

PIECES

V. F. Studley Inc.
283 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND

Tel. 713

Free Delivery

SEVEN

DANCE EVERY
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENING
You remember the fine Myers drive—well, it is
now far superior to last season. Come and hear
Art .Spaulding sing!

Rockland Marble and Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY WORK
: : : and Dealers in : : I

Native and Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.
-

LINDSEY STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

41S&Ttf

Every-Other-Day
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

'[ AM INNOCENT"

CARLSBAD CAVERN

Thomas Gettigan Receives
His Sentence and Makes a
Statement.

Where Water Carved a Fairy
land—One of the World's
Marvels.

Mass., formerly of this city, was sen
tenced to from 12 to 15 years ln the
Charlestown State Prison Thursday,
for manslaughter, in causing the
death of Ills aunt, Mrs. Lizzie M. Cook
hy poison.
Before Imposing sentence Gettigan
Informed Judge Bishop that Mrs. Oettlgan was in a Boston hospital and
that her death was expected momen
tarily. On hearing this Judge Bish
op allowed Gettigan to visit his wife,
accompanied by two deputy sheriffs.
On Ills return from the visit sentence
was imposed.
In speaking to the judge, Gettigan
said:
:
“1 want to say as a result of this
horrible injustice, and I do not criti
cize the Commonwealth, but the ly
ing witnesses who testified against
mo, my wife is dying. It may be at j
tliis moment a matter of the past
tense.
If I could get her soul into
Heaven by so doing I would suffer i
the most cannibalistic tortures, but
1 wouldn't have to do so. because her
soul will go there. I am goin to |
meet her ln Heaven some day.
If
j either I or my wife had any knowl
edge of the poisoning of my aunt, I
would wish that her soul and mine
might be forever barred from Heaven,
and that we might suffer the tortures
of Hell through all time.
Before
God and man I am Innocent.”

DAVIS
BAKING
POWDER
PLEASANT POINT
The sympathy of the whole comnunity is extended to A. C. Camnbell and family who lost their home
and nearly al their belong nga bv
tire.
Prof, and Mrs. E. George Payne of
New York arrived Thursday and
Opene(j up their beautiful summer
home for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Webster and Miss
Priscilla Webster of Winter Hill,
Mass., are at their cottage for the
slimmer.
Charles Gould and Miss Marlon
Gould of Somerville. Mass.', are
spending the weekend at Gull Rock
cottage.
Mr. an.l M s. Donald Fllnchbaugh
and children and Mr. and Mrs. Rutsell Mann of Newton Upper Falls,
Mass., are spending the weekend at
the FlincKbaugh cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carle of Boston
spent the weekend at their farm.
Russell Mann of Newton, Mass., is
having a cottage built on the niece of
land bought of A. F. Morse. The car
penters are W. F. Wood anti son and
Eli Champaigne of Palermo.

[ASTERN
STEAMSHIP
L
LINES,
Inc.

BOSTON & BANGOR LINE
STANDARD TIME

Rare cave "pearls,’’ odd ornaments
made by Nature out of tbe same
sort of oriental alabaster as some of!
Tutankhamen’s vases, and
large
photographs of the great cavern
where they were found, are features
of an exhibit of Carlsbad Cavern
presented by the National Geo
graphic Society to the National
Museum.
The exhibit is mounted on the
main floor of the Museum, Wash-1
ington, D. C.
•
The pearls and coraline orna-,
ments were brought back by the
National Geographic Society’s ex
pedition to Carlsbad Cavern, which
was led by Dr. Willis T. Lee. Ex
ploration has established the cav- ;
) ern as one of the most marvelous in
"THE FAMILY
|be world in its wealth of cave “fur, niture” and the immensity of its
, chambers. President Coolidge set it |
aside as a National Monument anti
the National Park Service is now
CAUGHT SOME FISH
developing plans which will make
its wonders as easily available to |
tourists as are the beauties of other » Jud Young Shows What Can
American natural wonders;
the J
.
««
i
geysers of Yellowstone, the Grand
Be Done With a Hand
Canyon, and the redwoods of Cali
Line.
fornia.

Leave Bangorldaily except Sunday)
at 2 1’. M„ Winterport 2.45 P. M.,
Bucksport 3.30 I’. M„ Belfast
5 P. M.. Camden 5.45 P. M„ Bockland 8 P. M.. due Boston following
morning about 7 A. M. Return:
la-ave Boston 6 P. M. (Daylight
Saving Time).
I^eave Rockland (dally except Mon
day) at 5 A. M.
Camden 5.45
A. M., Belfast 7.15 A. M., Bucks
port 8.45 A. M., Winterport 9.15
A. M., due Bangor 10 A. M.
BAR HARBOR AND
BLUE HILL LINES

DR CALDWELLS SYRUP PEPSIN
LAXATIVE"

Leave Rockland (daily except Mon
day) at 5 A. M. Returning leave
Bar Harbor 1 P. M. and Blue Hill
12.30 P. M. for all landings In each
direction.
Sailings daily from India Wharf
Boston, for New York at 5 P. M.
(Daylight Saving Time).

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

STONINGTON

The direct route between

P. J. Eaton's store was closed part ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
of the day Memorial Day.
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S

ISLAND
Rev. Inor Partington preached a
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
very fine sermon last Sunday in ob
In effect June I, 1925
servance of Memorial Day.
(Subject to change without notice)
Earl Brown was over from Eagle
I©. 1926. Western Newspaper Union.)
Stalactites, Young and Old
Saturday.
VINALHAVEN LINE
Editor ^of The Courier-Gazette:
Vertical.
Horizontal.
Typical stalacites, hanging in the
Mra. Bessie Horton Gross spent the
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, daily, except
6
—
Wide-awake
1
—
Partly
Inclosed
body
of
water
Without
doubt,
as
one
of
the
1—Buffalo
same dense inverted forest of
weekend with Mrs. George Fifield. Sunday, at 6.30 A. M . and 1 P M . arriving
2—Preposition
13—Paid In advance
3—Stoop
Rockland at 8 A M and 2 30 P. M.
11—Feast
sprouts to be found in the cavern, world’s favored ones (the opulence Mrs. Fifield returned to Brewer Mon at 'Iletunfing
leaves Ro kiand at 9 A M , and
4—To eject
16—One who employs
6—Born
IB—Arid
depend
in
a
cluster
from
the
top
of
3.30
P. M
day.
6— Part of “to be’*
of editors is well known) your pal
17— City ln Nevada
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
the
case.
Some
of
these
are
young
7— Girl's name
18— Short sleep
20—Sun god
John Hosmer spent Saturday and
ROCKVILLE
ate has oft been tickled by that de
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except
R—Period of time
and some fairly old.
The young
11—Cereal
22—Before (poetic)
Sunday at hlr* cottage.
Sunday at 5.30 A. M.. Stonington at 6.30,
9—Sun god
10— Metal
24—Perform
26—Denial
The most important occurrence for
stalactites are ordinarily distin licious fruit of the ocean,- known as
North
Raven at 7.30, due at Rockland about
Mrs. Fred S>'vester recently enter
27—Turn awayfrom
29—Pert 11— Boastful beh.tvlor
this little village last week was the
guished by a hollow tube through the lobster, which abounds in the tained her mother, Mrs. Greene of 8 50.
13—Exact
>1—Impends
88—Horse 12— Betrayal of trust
Return
ing, leaves Rockland 130 P M ,
rounding up Friday morning of
the center. In the cavern the ex waters about iMatinicus. As you Stonington.
14—Perils
15—The stage
North llavm at 2 30, Stonington at 3.40. duo
84—Part of thearchitecture ot a
Oscar
Carroll's
head
of
Western
plorers
broke
off
the
end
of
one
of
about 5 P. M.
19—Body of men with legal author
lfn<»w Matinicus is noted for its lob
fort
Mrs. Goodwin Eaton has been tak to arrive at Swan’s Island
B. H. STINSON.
heifers for their Journey to pasture
these brittle stalactites and there ster industry—that and—er—other
ity
86— Industrious Insects
General Agent.
Tin Ills big farm ln Union. The
21—Native metal
23—Furrow
upon had a faucet from which they things—hut chiefly its lobster in ing care of Mrs. S. E. Sylvester.
87— Commercial notices
Mrs. Lucy Bruce and her father,
25—Small flap
28—First
88— Jumping stick
round up of these cattle by three
secured drinking water.
dustry.
However,
lobsters
aren
’
t
Alfred
Craven,
arrived
Friday
to
look
29
—
Norse
poem
89— Hard fat In mutton
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
The best cave “pearls" are truly
cowboys on horseback, was a most
the only denizens of the surround after the affairs of her cottage. They
30— Belonging to you
<1—Before (poetic)
Raztzrn Standard Time
t
spherical. They are gleaming white
unusual and Interesting sight and
32—Require
42—Pertaining to Turkey
ing deep. Once in a while somebody are stopping with Mrs. Amy Mc
Trains Leave Rockland fob
with a natural gloss. Carlsbad
furnished another page from West
34— High-sounding words
44—Commissions
Augusta. A57.00a. m . t7.45 a. m.. tl.lOp. m.
catches a fish. If you don’t believe Veigh.
Cavern is the only cave in the
ern life for Rockville to get a thrill
ltangor. A57 1)0a. m., t7.45a.nl.. tl lOp.m.
35— Timid
38—Young chicken
46— Center of a wheel
it ask Jud Young.
Katie W. Moore
Miss Lillian Greenlaw’ who is at Boston. AS'.OOa. mt7.45a. m . ft.10p.m.
40—Defile
43—Definite article
United States which is known to
from. When that big bunch of ]
47— By way of
Ordinarily,
Jud
is
a
modest,
unas

45—To bother continuously
At noon. May 23. Katie W., widow have these unique cave products.
tending Parmington Normal School, Brunswick. AJ7.00 a. m., 17.45a. m., tl.10 p.m.;
48— Church official
white-faced heifers were driven over
to.35 p. m.
He doesn’t has been ill with the mumps.
48— Profuse talk
62— Raised dough (pi.)
of Leander Moore fell asleep to waken The largest spherical “pearls” are suming little chap.
I.cwiston. A57.OO a. m., 17.45 a. m., tl.lOp. m.
the
hill.
Into
the
main
road
they
49— Irish family name
weigh as much hy many pounds as
66— Beam
New
York. tl.lOp. in.
Alfred
Dunham
has
moved
his
fam

no
more
on
earth
but
in
a
fairer,
bet

about
an
inch
in
diameter.
Still
made a most interesting and hand
60—Sailors
51—Constructed
67— Former Russian ruler
the largest fish that he—hut wait a ily from the Know’lton farmhouse to I’irtland. A57.OO a. m , 17.45 a. tn., J1.I0 p. m.
some sight, and would have been a i ter world where sickness and sorrow larger "pearls,” like the larger
52—Ostentatious display (coll.)
J
5.35
p. in.
68— To sulk
minute. Latterly, he has been strut the Johnson farmhouse, owned by Waterville.
A(7 00a.m . 17 15a.m.. 11.10p.m.
63— Rhymer
54—Equal (oba.)
splendid subject for a moving pic are unknown. She was stricken with pearls of the sea, are misshapen.
69— Wander about idly
ting around with his breast all Mrs. George Fifield.
Woolwich. AS7.00 a. m.. t7.45 a m. tl.10 p m ;
55
—
To
appease
pneumonia
and
lived
four
weeks.
One
in
the
exhibit
is
almost
as
large
61—Too bad!
ture. The three cowboys. Including
t-5.35
p.
m.
swelled out like that of a x pouter
Jason Snowden who is employed
66—Indian potentate
60—Station
63— Increases threefold
Mr. Carroll were here, there and j During her sickness she had her as a hen’s egg.
1 Daily, except Sundays.
5 Sundays only
63B—Large serpent
64— Doom
66—Slang for girls 62—Fix
Cave “pearls” are found in pools pigeon—and who can blame him? as a chauffeur in Boston, is spending A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
mind and knew until the last.
She
everywhere
keeping
them
ln
order
j
67—Spy
68—Spring flower 64— Merriment
Like
most
of
the
other
men
of
the
a
short
time
with
relatives,
inci
wich.
on
the
floors
of
certain
chambers
of
was
never
known
to
let
fall
a
cross
or
as leaders. John Fuller drove Mr. j
66—Pertaining to the sun
69— Street (abbr.)
Carroll's team behind which made fretful word, bearing all with the Carlsbad Cavern. These pools are island, his calling, trade, business, dentally taking in the Deed Isle High
68—Contests
71—Taps gently
70— Highest part
occupation,
vocation, School commencement exercises.
calmness and patience tWat has fol-.i formed by water heavily charged profession,
.73—High terrace
72— Black, viscous fluid
quite a cavalcade.
Mrs. Ada Southworth motored from
*76—Ribbed material
73— Part of an hour (abbr.)
Orey Tolman is sick. Other resl- : lowed her all through her life. Only with calcium carbonate dropping avocation—call it what you wi’.l—is
74 Thus
76—Personal pronoun 78—Small mound
Springfield, Mass., in a Packard se
a few days before she died she said from the ceiling. Tiny fragments of that of a lobsterman.
dents
who
have
been
ill
are
convalI
79B—To portray
50—One
77—Tardy
Having been working steadily and dan, arriving Friday afternoon. She
to her daughter who was standing stone fall Into the pools and the dis
escing.
82—Note of musical scale
79— Scottish Highlander
Mrs. Gould Is better and Miss beside her bed. "Whether life or deat'-» solved water begins to form about strenuously for the past several was accompanied by Miss Alice
84—Preposition
80— Toward the rear of a boat
81— Told
83—Great Joy
Olive Tolman has returned home.
1 am tHe> Lord's, and I can lay here these particles. The splash of the weeks, he was feeling somewhat Southworth and Miss Anna B. Jenks
86—Analyze a sentence grammati
Mrs. W. H. Clough has returned an<l praise the Lord." Mrs. Moore drop imparts a slight motion to the tired and run down, so he decided to who have spent the winter at South
Solution will appear In next leane/
cally
home from a visit ln Natick. Mass.
was horn at North Union, Feb. 20, seed pearl” keeping it from being take a day off, go fishing, and rest ern Pines, N. C.
66—One of the senses
Mrs. Lillian H. Jenkins came from
The weather still continues to be 1840, being the eldest daughter of fastened to the cave floor. Minia up. iGet tiiat? Rest up ! So off he
i;i.ii in ni'ii m:,; "hn,
,;i ;n: :n ;uu
Hartford, Conn., Saturday to open
-«>
much of a freak. Two mornings last Daniel and Lydia Prior Walker, from ture Buddhas are inserted into oys started alone in his little boat with
her
cottage
for
the
season.
Mrs.
Solution to Thursday’. Puzzle
week the mercury was but 34 above a family of seven children only one ters in China to make Buddhas and his little club, his gaff, his handiinj
VINALHAVEN
in a like way cave "pearls” take on and a bucket of herring for bait. Jenkins is always a very welcome
and a heavy white frost was over all remains. She was converted when
the shape of the original particle. Now. nobody knows just what hap.- visitor, as she has endeared herself
Memorial Day was observed as IcIaItIcIh'u'pHj a’c’kTa
the lowlands. The weather man has only eleven years of age and joined
If it he a length of stalactite there pened on that trip, but I wish I could to all those who know’ her.
usual with its impressive ceremonies.
handed out showers, snow and hail the Methodist church and served her J grows a polished rod that looks for all have been there. As a rest cure It
Henry Haskell and George Hardy
The line of march with aM’ the pa
She
all combined to vary Ihe monotony, God for more than 73 years.
the world like peppermint candy.
must have been a howling success. are employed at Oceanvllle.
triotic orders and school children was
but in spite of cold, nature never loved the church and the prayer
Mr. and Mrs. William Powers en
Oxy-Acetylene Welding
headed by veterans A. B. Wooster, C.
Water A Weaver and Moulder
When Jud returned in the afternoon.
looked more beautiful. The trees meeting and her children will never
B. Vinal, W. S. Vinal and Stephen
The exhibition lodged in the Na- j his catch consisted of 665 pounds of tertained a few’ friends Thursday
with their new garments of varied forget the family prayers. she lived
evening, it being the occasion of
Colson of Lafayette Carver Post, G.
and Brazing
colors, the green of the fields her religion in her home and every tional Museum for the inspection of, C(’^ one l^libut weighing about 75 “Uncle Willie’s" birthday; also that
NjA R R A
A. R. These four comrades are all
with splashes of golden dandelions, day life and her Christian influence the capital’s thousands of visitors, IHiunds, another about the same size, of his daughter’s husband. Harry
|ro e
that are left of a large membership
shows
the
broad
range
of
the
work
a
hd
still
a
third
one
weighing
140
the apple and pear trees abloom will never lie forgotten. Whten sick
Austin. Music was furnished by the
6UMEN
of that organization. The parade was
£ TE A LlTj
make a very attractive picture. ness or death came in the neighbor of water in the cave. Here water IW’tinds, all caught on a handline, by victrola, also vocal music was enjoyed
led by the new Vinalhaven Band with
V E rH|a
aHIrare
has made a war club, again it has ,,ne man, in one day, a feat heretoLilacs
are
almost
ready
to
blossom,
hood
she
was
always
ready
to
go
by all. Ice cream and assorted cake
L. B. Dyer as marshal. The parade
EBSAWS
GNUSlE A
unapproached and unheard of.
but there were none for Memorial Many a night she had spent in the woven the flimsiest stone lace.,
was formed at Memorial hall and
632-4 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
E.T|T| I NCjSA C
’ >’t>ti ’spose he said after and candy were served. Uncle Willie
sick room, many a pillow her hands I There are a number of pieces that |
I ON
Day.
w’as 70 years old but entered into the
inarched to Carvers’ cemetery, where
might have come from the famed sea! ward? “Huh !" he said, “I wish
_
A RH XE
smoothed,
and
many
a
suffering
one
Farmers
have
not
put
much
seed
festivities as heartily as did tbe
exercises were held, thence to the
tap e.r|emu1l.i.ve n
Into the ground yet, on account of she made comfortable. She ever had gardens of Bermuda. Agriculture is had stayed out a little longer—
youngest of them. Both he and Mr.
waterfront where the following chil
represented by a yellow limestone might have got another one."
cold
and
wet.
Ernest
Perry,
though,
a
pleasant
word
and
a
smile
for
ev

A;L!B U M E nBe L ES A NiTi
Austin received gifts. Among those
dren scattered flowers on the water
And still, he might have, at that.
is planting a large, garden in spite eryone.
She was married May 6. “cob of corn.”
present were Mrs. Martha Stinson,
in memory of comrades who lost their
Who
knows?
Gael.
Some
cf
the
cave
oddities
afford
of weather obstacles and Ernest will 1871 to Leander M. Moore of tliis
Mr. and Mrs. William Coolen, Mrs.
lives in the navy: Clinton Smith,
puzzles
which
have
i
roved
too
Matinicus,
May
30.
Intosh, daughter Frances, Mr. and probably have garden “sarse" be place, who died April 20, 1912.
(if
Bertha Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Billy Webster, Edwin and Donald
ASSEMBLING
Mrs. B. K. Smith and son Clinton, fore any of the rest of the farmers this union four children were horn' deep for the cave explorers them
Austin and daughter and Miss Bertha
Woodcock. Roy and Everett Morong.
selves.
For
example
there
is
the
TESTING
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
Sanborn
and
do.
NORTH HOPE
Grace M.. wife of A, W. Maloney,
Small, besides the members of the
Francis Clark, Robert Littlefield,
problem of explaining why a sta
REBUILDING AND
»
Mr. and iMrs. (Robert Heald have Herbert L. Moore, Ada N„ wife of
Fred Bickford of Camden who has family.
Donald Webster, Edward White. daughter Pauline.
REPAIR WORK
iMiss Leola Nichols returned from opened their ice cream parlors at Oscar Williams and Gertrude E„ wife lactite growing regularly downward been working for A. I. Perry the past
Memorial
Day
exercises
were
held
Clinton Smith gave the recitation,
should suddenly turn at right an
EXPERT ADVICE
West Rockport and are serving some of Lemuel Miller, all of whom are left.
two
weeks,
went
to
Camden
Friday
at
the
cemetery
at
10
o
’
clock,
but
on
Francis Clark was flag bearer, Billy Rockland Saturday.
gles. grow horizontal for a way and
Mrs. Oscar Lane returned Saturday most delicious ice cream. Try it.
She also leaves seven grandchildren, then return meekly to Newton’s laws night, returning Sunday. He had to account of the rain there wasn't very
Webster sounded taps. The march
from a few days’ visit with relatives
We claim that eccentric “flapper" four great grandchildren and a sister,
he there Memorial Day to march with many present. An interesting pro
continued to the soldiers’ monument
of gravitation again by doing an the National Guard.
Biddle as a Rockville resident. Any Mrs. Emily .1. Butler of Warrem
gram was prepared hy the committee.
where roll call was read, with music in Rockland.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Louie Smith returned Saturday biddie that will bring forth a family Mrs. Moore had made her home with other “column right.” And why
■Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease were in Mrs. Mabel Powers and Mrs. R. W.
by the male quartet, W. C. Winslow,
should
a
stalactite
after
some
years
from University of Maine.
of 23 under such enticing and excit her daughter. Mrs. Maloney the past of growth downward, start growing North Appleton Sunday to see their Knowlton, and was carried out as far
H. L. Coombs, L. A. Coombs and O.
Henry Merchant arrived Saturday ing circumstances is worth claim
nine years, who with her sister. Mrs. in a cone toward the ceiling? And new grandson at the home of its ma as possible. Verses were read hy
DR. E. W. PEASLEE
C. Lane. At 7.30 Rev. Robert C.
from Rockland.
ing, even though she will not “moth Ada Williams, so tenderly cared for how can a Gordian knot and a Me ternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Ada-Golby, Mrs. Knowlton and
Laite delivered 'the memorial fidMrs. F. L. Roberts has returned er" them.
Kenneth Greenlaw. Rev. Inor Part DR. L. M. RICHARDSON
dress in Memorial Hall, preceded by
her during the last illness.
FunetTH dusa head 1m? made in stone? No Frank Meservey.
from Lisbon Falls where she was the
Air. and Airs. G. A. Hall motored ington spoke on “The Days of the
selections by the Vinalhaven Band
serlvices were held at the home Tu«;- satisfactory scientific
explanation
Dentists
gue-st of her daughter, Mrs.. Edward
and singing by the male quartet;
da.v. Rev. Mr. Clark of Friendship has been advanced for these peculiar to Camden Saturday, bringing back Civil Wai '*bnd offered prayer. Bongs Tel. 38.
375 Main St.
Rockland
Prosser.
NORTH
HAVEN
with
them
Airs.
Prince
Luce
who
was
appropriate
to
the
day
w
ere
sung
and
also singing of patriotic songs by the
officiating. The floral offerings, many contortions.
Office Hours: 8:30 to 5:00
Mrs. Arthur L. Pierce left Monday
their
guest
over
Sunday
when
they
the
school
children
present
marched
Tuesday
and
Friday
Evenings
6:30
to 8:00
school children, directed by super
About
35
of
North
Haven and beautiful included a pillow with
for Boston. She was accompanied
Rings Show Age
59-tf
took her hack home. Airs. Luce called as the wreaths were put upon the
visor of music Mrs. Albra Vinal
the
word
-Mother"
and
lilies
and
tulips
Grangers
motored
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
by her son Sawin who was in town
The stalactites and stalagmites, on friends and relatives in North soldiers’ gipves by Dennis Gray, wh<»
Smith.
from
the
children.
The
bearers
were
W.
Sampson
’
s
and
hung
them
a
for the weekend. Mrs. Sawin Pierce
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
thq limestone twins of caves, have Appleton and Hope 'Sunday.
also hoisted the flag which is one
At Union church Sunday morning will remain in town for two weeks, May basket In the form of a quar Thomas Stone, Ansel Orne. George
rings snowing annual growth just
Callers a5A. I. Perry's Sunday weTe Ensign Earl Knowlton’s grave. It is JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
The re
the pastor. Rev. A. G. Henderson, as guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. tered oak leather bottom chair. Mr. Cazallis, Walter Young.
like trees, is revealed in cross sec Charles Fish, Airs. Prince Luce hoped that this practice will continue
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
preached a most interesting sermon Richard Young.
and Mrs. Sampson were charter mains were tenderly laid to rest in tions cut, 'polished and on exhibi
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Philip Bickford. Merita Simpson. Air. each year and that better weather
on “Why I Believe In Babies.” Miss
_______
____
the
family
lot
at
Davis
Point.
members
of
the
Grange.
Brother
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hennigar of
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
tion. There is a basis, but not with and Airs. Leland Drlnkwater, all of follows.VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
Blanche Hamilton and Gilbert Laite j^oc|£)and were in town for over Me- Sampson was • treasurer 15 years, Our ntnlller. nur beautiful mntlier.
as accurate a measure as found in Camden, and Airs. G. A. Hall and Mrs.
• • • •
LARGING.
Thank God fnr your life so sublime.
were soloists, with special music by ;
pay.
sister Sampson secretary 15(4 years.
trees,
for
calculating
the
age
of
the
U.
G.
Pease
of
Hope.
have laiizht us three sisters and brother
the chorus. Horace Bray was organMiss Fla villa Arey, who has been The Grangers took this way to show *™.
< Sophomore Recital
370 Main Street, Rockland
Tne noblest lesson of time—
stone icicles, by counting the rings.
Air. and Airs. W. E. Hall were In
ist. At this time 11 children le- confinpd
ber bpd fOr the past two their appreciation of their work. Tiiat for others our lives should be given.
The prize speaking contest of the
In these circles are seen another I Cushing Sunday.
That nur actions should always be right
ceived the impressive dedication serv- weeks i;< abJe to be about again. She The company had a treat of candy,
DR. T. L. McBEATH
possibility which is being probed, of
Airs. Daniel Ludwig went to Boston Sophomore class of Deer Isle High
lour reward Is secure up in heaven.
Ice. Rev. Robert C. Laite preached at wag very thankful to her friends for stuffed dates and cake.
It was
A crown In the mansions of light.
determining the age of the l’uehlo Wednesday, called there by the ill School was held in the town hall
tlie evening service and the following tbpjr thoughtful acts which helped complete sui prise.
Osteopathic Physician
Friday evening. While all the con
Bonito Indian dwellings excavated ness of her brother.
musical selections were given: Solo, |bp time to pass pleasantly for her.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mrs. Louise M. Upham has re
by the National Geographic Society
J. B. Morse has returned from a testants were very good indeed only
REACH—DEER ISLE
T4laph«na 136
Mrs. Robert I^aite:
solo, Gilbert pu,-jnpr tbe (Wo weeks she received turned to Rockport after visiting her
in the northern part of New Mexico. recent visit to Massachusetts where two could capture the prizes which
86 UNION OT.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Laite; “Rock of Ages,’’by male quar- goo callers and on her birthday she daughter, Mrs. H. T. Crockett, dur
Capt. A. F. Holden returned from
By comparing the rings in logs he visited his daughter Ethel who went to Miss Margaret Hardy, who
Graduate of American 8chool of
tet, Gilbert Laite, Harry Coombs, L. received 75 cards and many fine pres ing the month of May. Mrs. Crock Boston recently.
found in old missions with logs in has been quite ill in a hospital in won the first prize of $5. and Miss
Oateopathy
A. Coombs, O. C. Lane; duet, by ents. some of which came as a most ett accompanied her home for a few
Mrs. Martha Mullaney of Roxbury, Pueblo Bonito ruins, it was hoped North Grafton.
Gwendolyn Greenlaw: the second
Mr.
Morse
also
Mrs. I^aite and son, Gilbert Laite. pleasant surprise. Her schoolmates days.
Mass.a was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. that data could he obtained for fix visited his daughter Flora in Port prize of $2.50. The judges were Mr.
Albra Vinal Smith and Mrs. Horace were especially loyal and came to see
Dunton, superintendent of schools;
Rev. Milton G. Perry and family D. W. Torrey last week Thursday.
ing the century in which this “apart land.
ARTHUR L ORNE
Kray were accompanists.
her every day. In the near future have moved to Pulpit Harbor to their
Mrs. Kimball Eaton who lias been ment house” resounded with the
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Hall were the principal of Stonington High
Fred Morong spent the weekend she hopes to say “thank you” person summer home, “The Parsonage.”
very sick is better.
sound of voices. But a gap in the weekend guests of his parents, Mr. School and Mrs. Dunton. Following
Insurance
with his family.
ally to all her friends.
Mrs. Fred-Eaton I4*is returned ring measurements thus far pre and Mrs. W. E. Hall. They also is the program: March; “Philip Bar
North Haven Grange on iMay ,23
Successor te A. J. Crsklna A Oo.
Leon Arey has a position with
Miss Evelyn Manson was in Rock worked the third and fourth degrees home.
vents final determination. The pos visited her relatives in Rockland, re ton, Engineer,” Viola Allen; “The
Marston's Orchestra, Rockland, as land Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Robinson sibility is seen of finding cave for turning to Portland Bunday night
Fireman’s Story,” Walker Pickering; 417 MAIN ST.------ -- ROCKLAND
on Harold E. Hanscom followed by a
saxophone player.
A picture. “The Life of Abraham lunch of assorted cake, cookies and (Carrie Greenlaw of Southwest Har mations with regular growths whose
.Mrs. Everett Dyer and son Donovan “The Last Hymn,” Gwendolyn Green
Mrs. Harriet Jones of Rockland is Lincoln,” will he shown at Memorial lemonade.
DR. JAMES KENT
May 30 the lecturer, bor) were here calling on friends rings would fit with the rings of the have gone to Dixmont to visit her law; music; “The Stowaway,” Mar
In town for two weeks.
bap Thursday evening, the proceeds Julia Beverage put on a Memorial Tuesday.
trees showing rainy years and dry parents. Mr. Dyer carried them by garet Hardy; “A Legend of Bregenz.”
Osteopath
B. K. Smith returned to Hallowell of wbi(,b wiu bp given to the Endow- program.
Moody and Parker Eaton left Iasi years and close the gap in Pueblo team part way Bunday where they Isabelle Lufkin: 'music; “Van Bib
38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
•Monday, having spent the weekend niPn^ {Fund for the benefit of the
ber
’
s
Rock,
”
Helen
Lufkin;
“
The
Dan

Tho High School repeated their week for the season's yachting.
Bonito chronology.
<
were met by her parents.
with his family.
disabled soldiers and orphan de- play last Friday night.
dy Fifth,” Lewis Ellis; “Kate Slid
Tcleohone 323
86-tf
Mrs. Cedle Carter and Airs.
Mr.. aiiu
and ATno.
Mrs. Robert- ---------------Laite and sons; penueiiis
pendents ol
of inc
the World War. Only
ivji
ley,” Ernestine Barter.
Llewellyn Damon of Seal Harbor
Gilbert and George were gueats over j;ino ls vinalhaven's qquota, a small
who have been guests of Mrs. Bertie
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
NORTH APPLETON
Memorial Day of Mr. and Mrs. A. T .
considering Vina
lalhaven’s past
THE APPLE MARKET
Morey for a short time, have rePatterson. Mr. Laite was in town | reco’rd in sucb rases it is generally
Attorney and Counselor at
turned
home.
Harold Perry who has been work
to deliver the Memorial Address.
> conrpdpd that the amount raised will
There are more tomatoes in a can
Few Coming Sell Hard, Unless Classy
Miss Ruth Torrey of Dorchester,
ing
for
several
months
In
Waldoboro
• Law
.May 31 the following party enjoyed greatly pxcepd $300. Let’s all give
—Turnips and Potatoes.
Mass., is having quite extensive re
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
of Hatchet Brand than can be
----------at
* Camp
— -M.rrln
an outing
“Merrio Maps.
Macs,"” at generously, gladly and freely to this has been visiting his parents, Mr. pairs made at her old home here. *D.
Taltpaonea—Offica 468; Houia 693-R
Shore Acres: Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Me- worthy cause. Tickets will he on and Mrs. Charles Perry before leavBoston, May 27.
Ing for New Jersey where he has P |
ToD'ey and Madison Torrey are
bought
for
the
same
price
sale by the Endowment Fund com
On
account
of
the
fire
In
Faneuil
doing the work.
Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
mittee. A dance will he held after job on bridge’construe tion.
Hall Market, our office equipment
the city markets^attheircheapest
Mrs. Mabelle Keene and Mrs. Grace
the show.
was
put
out
of
commission
for
a
Short
DENTIST
Johnson were in Camden Wednesday.
OWL'S HEAD
I CMS.
time, hut did us no serious damage.
season
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
Miss Helen Meservey took the in
. — . . ,
.
i Mrs. Calvin Rogers lias returnniV
Apples are about cleaned up and
itiatory degrees in the Rebekah Lodge | homp after <q wpok,s
wkh
PETITION FOR FISH WFIR
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
what few are coming sell hard unless
her
Vinalhaven. Maine, May 30. 1985.
at Appleton Wednesday evening.
daughter.
Mrs.
Mell
Scammon
they
show
quality.
ROCKLAND, ME.
39tf
—
of
Tn tin Honorable Board of Selectmen of VI
Mr. and Mrs. AV. H. Miller, Mr. and
Rockland, who has been sick. Mrs.
Turnips are coming quite heavy.
nalhavmi.
1 herein respectfully apply fur a 11 rente Mrs. E. M. Wadsworth and B. A. Pit • Scammon 1s reported to he gaining.
The best ones arc cleaning up well E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
to erect and operate a herring weir in the man were in Belfast Friday evening
y Member^
Arthur Bain and crew expect to
at $1.75 to $2, hut some coming too
’ town of Vinalhaven in the following location at the home of Rev. J. H. Lord to at
OIRn Maars: I ta 3 an4 7 ta I P. M.
CSns^Iiddiod Stock Exchange
sail for the scallop grounds in a few
large and coarse, or too small, are
Beginning on the shore of the Western side tend a meeting.
Raaldaaaa uatll 9 A. M. aad ky Aaaalattata1
days.
of Mew York
cleaning
up
at
$1.25
to
$1
.75.
J
’
otaof Bar island at mouth of Long Cove, soTalapliaiia 184
Mrs. iMervin Foster and son Edgar
toes selling slowly at 90c to $1 10
called and extending in a Westerly direction
In order to he eligible for particiSTOCKS
BONDS
THOMASTON. ME.
. .
iRockland have returned hnmn
for a distance of 20H yards more ‘T
_
to
$3
50
$4,5!)
Baldwins,
No.
1,
bbls..............
pa.t.*.°.1..in NeW.Iari..,.ntela.h.Ol^t^l«Ocr pending a week in town
(Kigned)
FRBD II HALL.
Baldwins. No 1. bxs ............ 1.50 to 3 00
I pon the foregoing petition it is ordered activities, a candidate mifst have
Publishers of the
Baldwins, unclassified, bbls. . 2.50 to 3 50
guests of her father.
A. C. MOORE
that
publi<
notice
be
given
as
required
ny
passed at least nine school credit
Baldwins, unclassified, bxa. ...
.75 to 1,25
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
law. not less than three days before the 6:h
The
Soper
cottage
is
being
opened
Odd
Varieties, bbls ................. 2.50 to 3.50
hours in tho preceding semester, ac
Piano Tuner
.lav
nt
.lime.
upon
W
’
hicli
day
at
4
Spys, bbls ................................. 4.00 to 9.'(0
and prepared for the coming sea
which is sent free to
Big,plump and richly red .A solid pack
o’clock in tlie afternoon a hearing will be cording to a new ruling of the State
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO
Starks, inbls ............................... 3.00 to 5 00
given in the Selectmen's office upon said p«ti- public high-school athletic associa son.
ana a wonderful fl avor too
’investors upon request
Beti Davis, bbls ......................... 3 00 to 4.50
ti-n to the .‘ini that all persons may have
Miss Elizabeth Post, Miss Lena,
Potatoes, Kill lbs.........................
90 to 1 10
by the case and sane your time and money
full opportunity to show cause why said pc- tion: and in order to represent a Post, Miss Helen Staples ^nd Edwin
L R. CAMPBELL
Turnips. 100 ibs......................... 1.25 to 2 00
school a passing grade must be
; tltion should not be granted.
Kingman & Hearty, Inc.
(Signed
O. V> DREW,
Attorney At Law
maintained in at least 14 hours of Post of Rockland called on friends
Thursday night.
•78 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND. ML
work.

AUTOMOBILE
FENDERS
WELDED AND

STRAIGHTENED

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

RADIO SERVICE
R. W. TYLER

fresh in

1

CHAS. P. DOW &, CO,

.Put besure they are

HATCHET BRAND
TOMATOES

Every-Other-Day
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CUSHING

WALDOBORO

Charles Burton of Billerica, Mass.,
Paul Rowe, who lias been In busi
was in town the weekend. fin his1 ness coliege In Lewiston, has resumed
return he was accompanied hy his liis position. It! .1. T. Gay's store for
enother. Mrs. Luthera Burton, and the summer.
brother Ernest Burton.
Tlfe Star Club did not meet tliis
week.
Next week’s meeting will lie
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ezra
Sholes
of
East
y
Boston, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. hold witli Mrs. Walter Kaler at West
True Motoring Comfort and Distinction
YValdohoro.
O. It Robinson, Memorial Day.
Mrs. Perley Dcmt n of Rocklard has
Are Notv Being Found by Thousands
Orrin H. Woodcock and Mina
\Voodcock were in Camden Sunday beej a guest of her sister, Mrs. C.
in the Improved Packard Six.
to attend the funeral of Allen Spear. B. Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs. Jamds Cassell and
Mrs. Hattie Copeland is spending
few days In Boston.
Miss Emma Matthews of Chelsea,
or twenty-five taken d'elivery of
Mrs. Jennie Kales and Mrs. Geneva Mass., are at their summer home
years there was Packard Six enclosed
Thompson of Friendship were In li ere.
cars,
at
prices
lowered
building up a vast reser
Portland last week.
Stated meeting Wiwurna Chapter.
voir of human desire hy nearly a thousand
Tncre
Mr. and Mrs. Mlko Ixtffman ar.d O. E. S„ Tuesday, June 9.
for Packard ownership. dollars, know that their
Mr. and Mrs. Kuohn Maar of West will lie work.
J. V. Benner was in Portland Iasi
Rockport were guests of Mr. and
There weretensofthou faith in Packard was
week.
Mrs.
J.
C.
Bedell,
last
week.
well
placed.
O'
sands who hoped that
Mrs. Katharine Howell. Mrs. Ber
School ln district 3 closes this
nard Benner, Mrs. Marie Davis and
some day they could They arc telling their
week.
The Ladies Aid supper for May, Miss Beverly Benner were in Rock
afford to own Packards. friends that their new
witli Miss Nellie Young housekeeper, land Monday.
cars arc true Packards,
Then came January 1st,
Capt. John Bradford and Mrs. Sid
was served at the town house last
with improvements
1925, when the gates
Tuesday evening. It was well at ney Packard were called to Boston
found in no other cars. so
tended and the sum of $12.85 real last week hy the illness of their
where opened.
brother-in-law, Fred Elliot.
ized.
*
And quite naturally the
The result—a flood let
Mrs. Willard Wade and Mrs. Cros
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid, who has
friends arc seeking the
spent the winter In 'New Y’ork, has by Keene were in THomaston Wed
loose, as yet unstemPackard salesrooms.
nesday.
etui ned home.
med, that is in turn to
Mr. and Mrs. James ,H. De Freese
J. C. Bedell with a party of friends
bring an ever-increas Have you seen the new
has gone on a motor boat trip to of Chicago, Miss Elizabeth "Williams
ing flow of Pack
Packard Six? We
of Washington, D. C.. and Mrs. Nor- j
Massachusetts.
ard Six buyers.
will be pleased to
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Robinson who man H. White of Boston were at '
are in ill health, have closed their Warren YV. Creamer's Thursday.
send one to your
The thousands
Mrs. Delbert Benner has returned
home here und gone to Rockland to
door at any time.
who have already
live with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rob- from Massachusetts, where she spent
the winter.
,
ishaw.
Miss Etta E. Benner and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Tracy are
housekeeping at W. E. Hall’s house. Maude M. Benner of Gardiner and
Mrs. Granville Osler is recovering Maurice M. Benner of Randolph were
from her recent illness. Mrs. Bert- in town to attend the funeral services
rom Hunt is helping her with her of their grandmother, Mrs. Sarali E.
cAsk the man who owns c:zc
Benner YVednesday.
work.
Mrs. Bertha Bines of YViscasset has
Tax collector B. S. Geyer has been
busy the past week getting the tax been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
The Packard Six u built m ten body
P. Mason.
types, four open and six enclosed. Prices
liills around town.
range from $2585 to $2885 at Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. YV. T. Warland. Mrs.
F. W. Atkins of Rockland spent
A. F. Sortwell and Mrs. Helena Bellas
the weekend at his home here.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody and were at Warren YV. Creamer's Tues
day.
SNOW-HUDSON CO. INC.
children of Waldoboro, and Miss
•• »«
Corrinne
Maloney
of
Thomaston
710-712 Main Street
'I el. BJj
were at D. L. Maloney's Sunday.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Edgar Hagerman, Kennetli Weston
Schools closed Friday.
ard Harold Glidden were at home
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer and f n Portland for tlie holiday and
daughter Mildred have moved to wc 'tend.
tlielr home here from Pleasant I
?..r. and Mrs. Eli Osier, Mis.
Point.
‘
] Luilian Flcthcher and Mrs. Sarali
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Y’oung of
Fletcher and Mrs. i^irah
NORTH BURKETTVILLE Clarence and Miss Herrick recently Thomaston are guests of Miss Lillian
Mrs. Kaler remaining for the sum
A party of friends were very pleas called at David Esancy’s, Appleton.
Annie Y’oung.
mer.
Walter Light and family of Warren
antly entertained at the home of Mr.
Mrs. Kathryn Maloney is to go to
Delbert Benner lias returned from
tand Mrs. Ralph Light, Wednesday visited at Ralph Light’s Sunday. Thomaston Wednesday where she Is Massachusetts where he has spent
evening with music and porch, danc They were accompanied hy his to hlive employment at Pearson's the winter.
ing.
ice cream and cake were mother, Mrs. Ida Light, whb has clothing factory.
Mrs. C. A. Snow, Mrs. Ethel Look
spent the winter in Massachusetts.
served.
Mrs. F. G. Sexton and Mrs. Eliza er)- and Miss Christine Lockery of
Mrs. Belle Howes of Swanville^ is She remained here for a visit.
beth Guinshan of Hartford Conn- Bath have been recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Light were re
visiting her daughter. Mis. Earl Milare at tlie Rockwell cottage. Bird’s Mrs. Lilia XI. Blaney.
cent
callers
of
Mrs.
Blanche
Roltes.
lay. Other guests Sunday were Mrs.
I’oint.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard de Mutelie
Herbert and Clarence Esancy are
Mary Turner of Burkcttville and Mr.
U. G. and EX XL Maloney are about have returned from Florida and are
working
for
O.
W.
dairy
at
the
’
Vose
and Mrs. Joshua Parsons of Mont
to have the Leonard Grover house at their h’onie for the summer.
farm. North Union.
ville.
repaired for a summer home.
Miss Addle L. Worthing has been
Misses Lydia Herrick and Caro
Mrs. Lilia Carter and son John of visiting her cousin, Mrs. Harold
Fish motored to Belfast for the week
Granges in all parts of the coun New Y’ork, were callers at D. G. Smith.
end.
Miss Herrick to hVr home and try are featuring special bird days, Young's Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott of
Miss Fish to the home of Miss Alice which create widespread interest,
Mrs? W. E. Hall is again confined Batli have been guests of Mr. and
W ollin.
Mrs. Fred W. Scott.
draw large crowds and put on at to her bed hy illness.
Stanley Jones and family of River tractive programs. The latter are
Percy Watts of Thomaston has
Mrs. D. B. Mayo, Harold Smith,
side,; Wilbur Esancy and family of featured usually with illustrated iHiught the Walter Grover place. He Mrs. YV. A. White and Mrs. J. T.
Union and Howard Collins und family lectures; bird walks, etc., and es is having the barn torn down, also Gay were In Damariscotta Thursday
cf Burkcttville were Sunday guests pecially stress the value of birds to one of the porches is to have new attending the meeting of the Wo
at Frank Esancy’s.
agriculture through the destruction chimneys and a double garage built. men's Clubs ln the county for the
Bert Tuttle and Will’ Ifeney have purpose of founding a County Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy, son of injurious insects.
'Mrs. Sidney Packard and Capt.
been at work there the past week.
The school in district 4 enjoyed a John Bradford were called to Lowell.
Mass.. Monday by tlie death of their
picnic at the shore Friday.
Mrs. A. C. Campbell of New Y’ork brother-in-law, Fred Elliot.
The Memorial Day exercises were
was In town a few days last week,
In the morning
called here by the burning of her most impressive.
tlie graves in the several cemeteries
buildings last Sunday.
Allen Campbell has sold his cow ln town were decorated by detail.
than delicious
At 1.30 the parade was formed and
to Bertram Hunt.
The citizens of this town wit led by the Paragon Button Band,
nessed a most spectacular scene last marched to the bridge where the
Sunday when the two story house water was decorated with flowers In
porch, shed and barn, owned by A. memory of the deceased naval
C. Campbell burned to' the ground, heroes. The flower girls, who were
witli practically all Its contents, in very attractive ln their pretty cos
less than an hour after It was dis tumes. were Misses Lucille Benner.
covered. The house was occupied by Gladys Flint, Lids Hagerman and
h«is
Mr. Campbell's son Alan, who had Laura Whitcomb. Only four Civil
just cooked his dinner, when he dis War veterans were In the parade
covered the fire. D. L. Maloney, this year. They were escorted by
re
who lived near him discovered it at YY'orld War Veterans, memlicrs of
the same time. A crowd soon the Women's Relief Corps, and girls
in
cup. about
gathered, but the fire had "gotten and boys from the schools. After
such a headway that It was impos the exercises at the bridge tlie pa
sible to remove any of the furnish rade proceeded to the 'Methodist
church, where an ■, Interesting ad
ings. It was partially Insured.
Miss Harriet Young who - died dress wag delivered hy Rev. YV. IlMay 15, was the daughter of Marlas Patterson. The company returned lo
and Eliza Ann (Hathorne) Y’oung. Grand Army hall concluding the ex
She was born ln this towh Aug. IS, ercises for tlie day.
''Sinners In Silk.” which comes to
1S45, but spent the greater part of
her life In Thomaston, where she (he Star tonight, is a picture built
had employment as a nurse and as on entirely new lines. It ls a strange
a housemaid and where she united and unusual story of a man who
witli the Congregational church broken in health and past middle
many years ago. She was one of 17 age finds his youth only to sacrifice
children, three of which survive her. it again at the call of bis better self.
Services were held at Union church Adolphe Menjou plays tills difficult
Sunday, conducted by Rev. Mr. role and he Is finely supported by
Strout of Thomaston.
Interment Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Boardwas In the filthily lot ln Norton man. The action takes place In and
around New York and is laid in a
cemetery.
Marlon Orne of Pleasant Point series of brilliant scenes. It ls a
wasa guest of Mildred Geyer a few Hobart Henley production with all
the sumptuousness that the name
days last, week.
Implies. The comedy Is "The Girl
Hater."

A

Flood Let Loose

F

PACKARD

No Purer Tea

SALADA'

Its sparkling freshness is
vealed
every steaming

Black. Green or Mixed



Blends.

BIRD’S ROOFSj

ST. GEORGE

Bird's Twin Shingles
You have probably delayed repairing that old
worn-out, weather-beaten roof because you just
didn’t want to go through the trouble of ripping
off the old shingles. You know that it would be a
dirty, messy job, littering up your lawns and garden
plots with splinters, nails and broken shingles.
Here’s good news 1 You can cover your home with
out going through all that unnecessary work. Save
the time and money you would spend tearing up
the old shingles. Lay Bird’s Twin Shingles or
Fours right over your present worn-out roof!
Bird's Twin Shingles, laid over your old shingles, wilt make
a durable, weather-proof and waterproof double roof for your
home that will protect you from rain, snow, and from flying
-* (parks and embers.

>
Bird’s Twin Shingles are made hy Bird & Son, inc. (Est.
1795), manufacturers of Bird’s Shingle Design Roll Roofing,
Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and Nepon
set Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of building 1

ffe arc headquarters for Bird's roofings,
building papers and trail board.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Mr. anil Mrs. Lewis' Barter of YY’ali
sten v.crc Sunday callers of their
daughter, Mrs. Alfred Hocking.
Mr. and Mrs. Sara Davis and
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Robinson of Redstone, Hf. IL, motored
here to spend Memorial Day with
relatives and friends, returning Sun
day.
The Grange will hold their Me
morial services at the church next
Sunday, June 7 at 2 o’clock, standard
All are requested to meet at the hall
at 1.30 to form the march.
The
address will be made by Rev. P. E.
Miller.
Adrian Kinney of Brunswick was
the holiday guest of friends.
'Miss Mildred Hall of Rockland was
the holiday guest of Mrs. J. C. Rob
inson.
’
.
Capt. Wallace Brown was home for
Memorial Day.
He returned ta his
station early Sunday, accompanied by
ills wife and son.
William Robinson of Thomaston
Is the guest of his grandmother.
Mrs. Ella Robinson spent Memorial
Day with her daughter Leola. They
were the guests of her son Bernard of
Thomaston.
Mrs. D. W. Mann and Mrs. J. A.
Gllchrlest were>»t Spruce Head last
Thursday.
YVhile there they were
entertained at dinner at Mrs. C. F.
Morrill’s.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hocking of Clark
Island lias been spending a few days
with Mrs. Lilia Hocking and calling
on old friends.
I-ast Wednesday Mrs. Ada Jenkins
entertained at dinner Mrs. Elizabeth
'Hocking and Mr. and Mrs. Wfeston
Piersons.
Mrs. Florence Shuman of North
YValdohoro is the guest of her daugli
ter, Mrs. Arthur Thomas.'

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Elmus Shuman

Elmus Shuman died at ills home
May 12 after a short Illness. lie was
horn ln YValdohoro ln 18B5, a son of
the late Joel and Mary (Heyer) Shu
man and a descendant •of Conrad
Heyer, the first male child born In
Waldoboro. His occupation was that
of a painter.
He was a member of
the XL E. church and Maple Grange
iind i« survived by a wife Florence
(Cummings), sons Harold R. and
William E. of this place and one
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Thomas of
Saint George, also two brothers, YV.
R. Shuman of Waldoboro and E. C
Shuman of Portland.
Funeral ser
vices were held at Ills residence and
Maple Grange attended in a body.
Rev. Mr. Eender officiated with O. V.
Hassner, funeral director.
Inter
ment In the family lot in the Oliver
cemetery.

LKBARBEA
SAYS ;

You Can’t Change It
or Exchange It To Such
Good Advantage as at the

Waldoboro Garage

Page Five

JEWELER'S PROBLEMS

And the Greatest of These
Is the Letting Out of
Watches.

Five years from now your jewelei
may not loan you a watch while
your own Is in process of repair.
iSo many watches loaned patrons
In exchange for their own time
pieces have failed to return to the
ALL THE NEW MODELS IN
trusting jeweler that for his own
FOFDC—BRIGHT and SNAPPY
protection he is slowly hut steadily
YND COME SWELL RAMBLERS
working away from the habit of ex
change.
IN USED CARS
Yet hy a peculiar trick of fate,
8 stunning 1924 Touring Cars—as
while your jeweler laments that he
good as new.
is steadily losing out in the custom
3 1924 Coupes—fine lookers.
of exchanging watches he also ad
2 1924 Tudors—newly painted—
mits that year after year his safety
prize packages.
boxes become more and more
3 1923 Touring Cars—take the
crowded with watches left for re
whole family.
pair but never called for.
2 1923 2-Door Sedans—nifty and
What a strange paradox is this.
neat.
On the one hand the jeweler loans
A dear little Baby Overland anu
a watch from his own stock in cour
some babe Overland Touring Car
tesy to the man who leaves another
put over to you for ............... $35.
watch for repair and in many in
Ford Touring Car also for .... $35.
stances the Jeweler never again be
Apperscn 5-passenger, all for $85.
holds his own. On the other hand
Buick 5-passcngei—can’t be
he comes into possession of a watch
beat at ............................ ...... $125.
hot his own and which none will
A trappy Chevrolet for........... $150.
ever call to reclaim.
A Reo 5-passenger Touring Car
It has been said that “a fair ex
—stunning ............................. $450.
change is no robbery,” but use that
expression when speaking to a
Oh, Boy ! We have three of
jeweler in connection with this par
those cosy Motorcycles, from
ticular subject and he invariably
................................... $50. to $325
laughs, albeit not humorously.
In support of his laugh he will
Make Your Work Lighter and Use
delve into his vaults and bring fortn
one of our Second-Hand Ton
watch after watch of a grade that
Trucks—$85.00 up
(
even the inexperienced will stamp
as cheap, while he tells ruefully of
SOME GREAT BARGAINS IN
the excellent timepieces he has
loaned in exchange.
Then does the
WAGONS
one-sided fairness of tlie exchange
2 Horse Express Wagon—just I system become apparent.
It is not alone through this time
what you need
worn custom of loaning watches to
1 Horse Team Wagon—in excellent
patrons that the vaults of the jewel
condition .
ers havo become crowded with un
Road Wagon like new, with rubber
claimed property.
There are many
tires
many instances where watches am
All these, and more than these, and
jeweli-V are left year after year, ac
still more !
cumulating to an extent tiiat seems
unbelievable on first hearing.
AT THE
One Portland jeweler.who has been
in business some 50 odd years reel
ons upwards of 600 watches and
nearly twice as many pieces of jew
elry stored away in his strong boxes,
unclaimed by their owners after re
pairs had been made. Another local
ly £urope an Excursions
jeweler says he confidently antici
pates at the beginning of each new
year that in the 12 months to come
By Edwin Robert Pell's
his store will acquire between 15 and
25 watches and 25 to 50 pieces o
jewelry that patrons will never re
The Dldest Kingdom In Europe
turn to claim.
I note that when I am in America,
Even when the losses through
my friends point out with pride, the watch exchanging arc considered it
newest hotel, the newest park' and would seem that the benefits out
out west, title newest city, but 'when weigh the losses and that the jewel
I meet thoee simc friends on this ry business must be a very flourish
side of the water, they are all awake ing trade after all.
But don’t be
for the oldest castle, the oldest
tempted to hang out your shingle
church, or the oldest inhabitant. It
just yet.
For up to the present
will interest them now to visit the
oldest existing Kingdom of Europe, Maine jewelers have been unable to
for that in one of the many charm turn into actual cash any part of the
ing claims that little Denmark can heaps of watches and jewelry that
make on the tourist. This little old are yearly left on their hands.
Under a former State law jewelers
great, great grandfather of the na
tions can yarn by the hour of a past were permitted to dispose of, by pub
as n" one else his size. He will tell lie auction, whatever jewelry shoul
you the old pirate days In 1167 when remain unclaimed after a certain
But beacuse this
Copenhagen was founded to protect length of time.
the land from the YVenilish pirates method of legally attaching the tin
if that is the kind of story you -wish called for property*, to allow the’
to hear as you sit in one of that jeweler to obtain what he had in
city's beautiful restaurants, or he vested in the goods in the way
will narrate the story of Hamlet, as repairs and labor, was too cumber
if ho had heard the Royal Dane cry some and expensive and because tin
'Swear," from the ground about tho idea of a public auction .is obnoxioUf
Castle of Kronberg close by. Speak to the established Jeweler, the pro
ing of restaurants, the lkmeg arc ex visions of the old law were neve
pert epicures and know which dir'll very freely resorted to.
However, under a law passed by
you love and how you Jove it, as soon
as they know the language you the last Legislature the jeweler wi
speak.
soon have the right of lien on goods
repaired hy him and unclaimed. Af
ter the expiration of a year’s time hAPPLETON RIDGE
Elizabeth Newbert and Elizabeth may sell the goods left on his hands,
Stanley attended tbe Knox County either in private or public sale, pro
W. C. T. U. Convention in Warren vided lie has given tlie owner
Wednesday. W. M. Newbert, II. < such jewelry at least 30 days’ notice
Stanley and Miss Chrystal Stanley after the expiration of the year am
prior to date of sale.
Notice mus
attended the evening session.
Miss Lucy Moody was in Rockland he given by writing to the owner, o
tf address is unknown, by notices
Wednesday.
Mrs. Hazel Perry has bought a new published in two public places.
Whether this means of disposal
cabinet victrola of the Maine Music
will Work to tbe satisfaction of tbe
Co., Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Bartlett of jeweler, lime alone can tell, but in
South Montville were guests of her tbe meantime the peculiar motive
that lies back of tbe fact that every
sister, Mrs. Minnie Brown Friday.
Mrs. Hazel Perry and daughter jeweler every year accumulates from
were in Camden and Rockland Fri 35 to 75 watches and pieces of jew
elry, which were left originally for
day afternoon.
All are glad to see Miss Lizzie repair, is Interesting to consider.
Fuller again, after spending the win
Death of the owner may in some
ter in Massachusetts.
cases account for the unclaimed ar
Bessie Blake of Hope was a Sun ticles; poverty may also be respon
day guest of her mother, Ella Me hie for its share; but most jewelers
Laughlin.
explain the strange custom in large
Etta MJcIver of Hope spent the measure hy what they term “pure
weekend at Albert Fuller’s.
carelessness” or a general neglect o
Frank Sauer and Francis Sprague one’s possessions.
of Boston are guests at Elmer
Be not surprised therefor, when
Sprague’s.
some day you carry a watch to your
Hayden Fuller was in Rockland re jeweler for repair if he “fails to have
cently on business.
on hand” another timepiece that h
Nahum McCorrison of Camden will loan you during repair of you
spent the weekend with his daugh own, or if at best he tenders you in
ter, Mrs. Ada Proctor.
exchange a watch of the ancient key
Mr. and Mrs. David Esancy spent wind variety or of a grade that is t<
Monday evening with Mrs. Callie Ful tlie jewelry trade what the flivve
ler and son.
is to the automobile industry.
Everett Whitney lost a horse last
If you protest your jeweler may
week.
not argue with you hut very likely
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Towle and he will he going over in his own mine
children of Hollis Centre spent the something after this manner: “Whv
weekend at Addison McCorrlson’s.
my friend, should I give you a watch
Addison McCorrison is in Hollis to carry while your own is being re
Center and New Hampshire this paired? Does the garage-man loan
week.
yr.ti a car when your own is laid up?
Rev. and Mrs. G. II. Hamlin of
Does the cobbler loan you a pair of
Lewiston spent Friday night at Wil
shoes while yours are being re
liam Pitman’s enroute to Thorndike
paired? Does the tailor fit you out
where he held meetings Sunday.
in a fine suit when yours is in need
IT s-Aected Peail Parley ls wanted of pressing or cleansing, or does tlie
it can he had at all stores in one optometrist loan you spare glasses
pound packages under Three Crow when you are unfortunate enough to
break your own?”
Brand.—adv.
True, your jeweler will not say this
to you hut if you catch a strange
gleam in his eye when you insist on
having another watch to carry, just
consider the logic of your request
and close the door quietly.—Port
land Express.
If you doubt it, run in and look
'em over. Hcrcs’ a few of
the real ones

Save Yourself
and Save Fuel
with a Household Pearl gas and coal
range. It does wonderful baking while
you do other things

Waldoboro Garage

FOR REST
AND COMFORT
Insist on Having

A Z* /“X^Y IA

Beds Y X*
Springs, Mattresses
AT YOUR DEALER8

Demonstration of a model home
for a typical American family of
moderate means in which there are
three children under 14 years of
age was a feature of Better Homes
Week in Washington, D. C. The
demonstration was conducted by the
District of Columbia Home Eco-’
nomics
Association.
Committees
charged with the planning and fur
nishing of the house included spe
cialists from the Bureau of Home
Economics of the Agriculture De
partment and from the Department
of the Interior, Bureau of Education.

“My Troubles Left Me
Right Now When I Got
This Wonderful Karnak”
have to lie down before I could get

“If I Ever Need Any Medi any relief. I would have terrible
cramping pains and a tight feeling
cine Again I Won’t Have around
my heart that just almost
To Experiment, But Will aggravated the life out of me during
the (lay and wouldn’t let me sleep
Get Karnak At Once,” 1 nights. 1 would roll and toss ao that
Says McCollough.
With experience after experience
being told daily of renewed health,
strength and energy from the use of
Karnak, the sensational medicine that
the Corner Drug Store here instockland is selling so rapidly, it seems
that there is no end to ‘the multitude
of men and women who have been so
vastly benefited by its use.
Now comes Michael McCullough of
78 Shirley street, Old Town. Me., who
declares that through the use of Kar
nak he has overcome troubles from
which he had suffered over live years
and tiiat he is now feeling great. His
complete statement follows:
“’This Karnak just heats anything
I ever saw.” declares Mr. McCullough.
“Why, before I finished my first hot- j
tie of this medicine I was eating food
that I hadn’t been able to cat before’
in years, and it wasn’t causing me a
bit of trouble. Why, it just seemed
almost like a miracle to me.
“For over five years I was a suf
ferer from indigestion and gas bloat
ing after meals. Why, I would just
fill up with gas so badly that I would

mornings 1 felt as tired out as when
I went to bed.
“I wa bothered all the time with
constipation, had terrible bilious
spells, and would become so dizzy
that at times I would just have to
stop to keep from’ falling. I just
felt played out completely, and of all
the medicine 1 took during that time
1 couldn’t find any relief.
“Well, sir, when 1 got Karnak and
the Karnak Pills my 1 roubles just
left me right now. Three hotties of
the medicine lias done the work.
Why, from the way I am eating now
you wouldn’t think I had ever had
any stomach trouble, and everything
agrees with me. I'm not bothered
with coiistipatidn any more either,
and nights I sleep just like a top.
This Karnak simply put me in the
pink of condition, and If I ever nee^
any medicine again I won’t have to
experiment, hut will get Karnak at
once. It’s a wonderful medicine.’’
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu
sively by the Corner* Drug Store; in
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
Co.; and by the leading druggist ln
every city.—adv.

Strictly a Floor Paint
Made to Walk On
Floors always become worn quicker

than any other surface in the home.
A paint brush and a little

Sherwin-Williams

Inside Floor Paint
will always make floors fresh, attractive and
durable. It is made to withstand the constant
scuffing of heels and the hard wear to which
floors are subjected.
Inside Floor I’aint is easily ap
plied and dries over night with a
gtxxl gloss. It is picparcd in all
popular colors.

W. H. Glover Co.
Distributors
ROCKLAND, ME.

sift

CAMDEN

THOMASTON
Mrs. Emily Gould Is in town.
Baseball at Thomaston tomorrow,
T. H. S?vs. Vinalhaven.
Local interest just now centers in
tlie Senior play, “Adam and Eve’’
which is to be presented in Watts
hall tomorrow night. Those having
seen the rehearsals class it as the
best ever.
Captain and Mrs. T. C. Wester of
Philadelphia who are frequent guests
of Capt. and Mrs. J. E. Creighton are
occupying the Susan Creighton farm
in South Warren. Capt. Wester be
longs to the naval branch of the
United States service but is trying
farm life as a method of recruiting
his health.
Misses Ruth and Eva II. Orff of
Lawrence, Mass., who brought the
remains of their mother to Winslow’s
Mills were guests last week of Ches
ter Overlook.
While in town they
called upon a number of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Delano motored
to Washington last week with the
Misses Orff and Mrs. Chester Over
look as guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie T. Clark with
friends of Bangor were in town Sun
day.
Mrs. T.eila Smalley has been visit
ing in Worcester, Mass., for several
days.
Maurice Metcalf of Boston spent
Memorial Day in town.
For many
years Mr. Metcalf has spent the day
here, which was formerly his home.
Miss Anna Donohue came' down
from Boston to spend the weekend
with her people.
Mr. and Mrs. Orra Roney and
daughter Jeanette of Woodfords were
holiday visitors in town.
Harold Barter of Medford Hillside
was a noonday guest of Mr. and Mrs.
A. D. Davis Friday.
Mr. Barter
brought the remains of his mother to
Martinsville for burial.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Dowlin
motored to Westbrook Friday and
spent tiie holiday with tlieir daughter,
Mrs. John A. Five.
Tlie following members of the
Thomaston W. C. T. U. attended the
County Convention at Warren Wed
nesday: Sarah Bramhall, Lydia Newbert, Susan Bradford, Mrs. W. 0.
Rogers, (’lara T. Sawyer, Mrs. Com
stock and Susan 'Strout.
Misses Alice George and Christine
Moore motored to Lewiston Friday.
William Lenfest had a toe which
has been a trouble some number of
years amputated last week.
Mr.
Lenfest has several weeks, engage
ment to work in a sail loft in New
Bedford, Mass.
Mrs. Maria Prince and Mrs. Joseph
Hogan (Bernice Whitney) are sum
mer guests of Mrs. Harriet Whitney. ;
General Knox Chapter, Daughters
of the American Revolution will hold
a cooked food sale at the Congrega
tional vestry on Friday at 2 o’clock
for the benefit of tlie Old Church on
the hill.
Any contributions or as
sistance from citizens for this worthy
work will be gratefully received.
Mrs. Helen Bryant returned home
•Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Bryant
has spent several weeks in Massa
chusetts, New York City and Atlan-

Every-Other-Day
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AuTCHESS
TROU5C*5
!Ok a Sullen-

Here is true
economy
EEP your suit
young-looking by
getting Dutchess Trou
sers to wear on those
many occasions when you
are without coat and
vest and should spare
your suit trousers.
We have them for
workdays, playdays and
holidays and you will
find no better looking,
better made, better value
trousers than Dutchess.
Every pair warranted
to wear. Come in anil
have a look—your size
is here.

K

Ariel B. Knight died Friday at the
Melvin Heights residence, aged 75
years. Funeral services were held
Sunday from the residence. The
deepest sympathy is extended to
the family.
Tlie Vellettes are in town for a
few days getting their summer home
ready. This iwpular family lias
made many friends in town and
everyone is glad when they arrive to
occupy their shore road estate.
Gayton Hall is leaving for a visit
with friends and relatives in Boston
and Dorchester. Mass.
Matthew
Willey
and
Willard
White spent Memorial Day at P. G.
Willey’s.
Tlie Tarvla trucks arrived in Cam
den Thursday night and will begin
right away tarring the streets
around town. Motorists and pedes
trians should he as careful as pos
sible about tracking the tar in pub
lic places.
Gilbert I’atten F. E. Morrow and
party left Friday for a three days'
Ashing trip at Sebec Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Simpson enter
tained a large* party of guests at
Coleman Pond over Memorial Day.
Tliis included four guests from
Massachusetts and
others
from
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. II. N. McDougall of
Rockland entertained guests from
Portland at their Lake City cottage
over Memorial Day.
Hugh Montgomery leaves the ftrst
of tlie week for Adams, N. Y. and
then returns to Harvard College for
the commencement exercises of hls
class. Mr. Montgomery was lucky
enough to do the four years work in
three and a half and deserves a
great deal of credit because of the
class of work at Harvard.
Mrs. Walter Campbell of Saco is
the guest of her msther and sister
over the weekend.
Practically all business houses in
town remained closed over the holi
day. Many regret that a better co
operation cannot be reached where
by all may help to uphold the sacred
spirit that Memorial Day stands for.
Carter Phelps arrived in town
yesterday on a short business trip.
Remember the opening of the
•lack i i'Lartern Tea Room next
Tuesday.
,1.8. Winona Talbot is
the proprietress of this new and
unusual resort and all her friends
know her reputation as an artist in
the line of delicacies and attractive
menus.
Holiday activities were lively at
Lake Megunticook.
Mrs. H. W.
Libby has her store in full swing
and is ready for a real business.
After adopting Daylight Saving
time and ordering it to go into ef
fect last Sunday, the town is now to
have another special town meeting
to vote again on the same subject.
Standard time sympathizers have
posted notice of a meeting at the
Opera House at 2 p. m. Saturday
June G, brought lieforw a Notary
Public and signed by ten legal
voters, which gives them authority
to have such a meeting. Polls are
to remain open for four hours.
Whatever results may be, it is
hoped that whoever loses will let the
matter drop and progress along the
lines of a well regulated community.

$60.80

WANTED
SECOND HAND

OWSERS AND CARETAKERS
$60.80

OF SUMMER COTTAGES
CITIZENS
ATTENTION!

RANGES
We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20

Quick Sales

and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Small Profits

Tells Price

•

3^e have thousands of fine Geianiums ready for
you. Also thousands of Good Seedlings. Write
us your wants or call at our greenhouses, at
253 Camden Street, Rockland
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

B4tf

$60.80

$60.80

Advertisements In this
rt»d three lines inserted
3 times •f ir 50 rents.
cents each for one lime,
times.
Six words make

Made in Bangor

V. F. STUDLEY INCTelephone 713.

fai Everybody’s Column

Tank Extra

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

of Bangor will ho the s|>eaker and services

Wanted
WANTED—Orders taken for home cooking
MARY YOl'NG, South Thomaston.
456-G8

column not to exonce for !5 cents.
WANTED—Board for underweight girl of
Additional lines
Pi years, on farm not over 25 miles from
HI cents for three ! eltv.
Call or phone ROCKLAND HPO
a line____________ CROSS, 931-W.___________________
66 68

Lost and Found
LOST—Wednesday afternoon In-tween SIL
by’s Greenhouse and Little Rower Shop,i n tire•
on rim from Ford Coupe
Finder phone
577-W.
FRHD SMALLWOOD, 30 .uasoui .
03 ”
St., Rockland.__________ __________________
LOST—Large red and white collie dog,
witli heavv fur, answers to name •‘Laddie.'’
CAIT. DAVID HASKELL, Rockland High
land^._____________________ __________ M*1:
LOST—Light tan male hound; when last
seen had A. McDonald’s collar on.
TeL
XM M.
CARROLL ( OLE
_ G6-G8

WANTED—At once capable girl for house
work In family of two ; no washing.
Write
P. O. BOX 233 Camden or TEL. 57.
66-C9
WANTED—Young woman or girl to care
for two ‘‘hfldreii durigi^week days, someone
i w,io p()ll|(, g0 ilonie nights preferred.
CALL
’ G52-W after 5 at night__________________ 66*»fo

J WANTED—Girl for general housework.
, MRS. AUtERT PETERSON, 5 Granite St.

were much appreciated. featured one of its programs by a
65-tf
his talk will he along humorous lines. From the bridge they marched to the contest In which the members vied
All members of the Association are Town Hall where the band played with each other in their ability to
WANTED—Experienced stenographer wants
I position
""
Good experience and references,
urged to make it a point to be pres several selections.
Mrs. Cacildi i identify samples of native woods,
’ 1 n
dei
bookkeeping
Address STENOG.
’nderstands
*
ent and to resume a spirit for their Cain read the orders of the day and with prizes offered for those who.
_
___
care
the
<
<h kier-gazette.
IS-H
___
Haskell & Corthell
o«n Clark at this annual get-together. a program was given
The children showed themselves most proficient
FOUNO-Two eollie WJi “S’" ““ {“’• - WANTED--AVoman cook’; ihTubte ift
The Camden lire department has sang at.d strewed flowers around the Forty-two different varieties were lime by upplylnz i» 1# STATE STBBCT.^fiy. XAKKAt;AX8ETT HOTEU_____________M;lt
CAMDEN, ME.
bought a large Cadillac touring earicross for y1(? unknown dead, Mrs. submitted in the contest, all gath
_
■_~~
,
j
WANTED
nMn i c.u—siviierai
General housework
nouseworn
gin
girl wr
for
and will remove the body and use the j»ose price serving as accompanist, ered within the limits of a single Summer Cottages and DOard rmall family (luring July, August and part
chassis and motor to replace the old Rev. J. X. Palmer offered prayer township.
__________________ __ _ __ _________ _________ _ of September, in Isleshoro. Mahie.
Andy to
IF YOU have a cottage to let or uealre BOB W 8 PENDLi71'ON, MT President St .
• • ♦ •
hook and ladder truck, always a cum and Comman ler Hewes decorated the
summer boarders, advertise the fact in tills Brooklyn,\N. Y.
64-66
bersome piece, which has been horse- cross. Mrs. Emma Torrey read LinGranges in Oregon are raising the paper where thousands wifijwd_nf_fi--------- I ^WANTED—AlMruTTheniiddlewFlune copidrawn. This improvement will be a Pojn’s address at Gettysburg.
issue of making the reading of the
CRESCENT BEACH, MAINE—FWnished ' peient housekeeper and companion to midgreat convenience and will increase dialogue was given by Misses Thelma Bible obligatory
in
the
public cottage to let fttf season.
Running wat-r. ,j|e aged woman
No washing.
Referleaving no address.
Refreshments
fire protection to a much larger ex Lane, Carolyn Graffam and Te*a schools of the state and are con ejectrlc lights, shed and double garage. No t^ces required.
MRS. FRANK »S LENT, 2
were served during the evening.
children
For
further
particulars
write
or
Georges
St
,
Thomaston.
Tel.
121-4
tent. Delivery was made yesterday. Erickson. Address was delivered ducting an active campaign in some
phone EDWIN L BROWN, 414 Main Street
64 66 |
Tlie guests numbered fifty, largely
Mr. an*i ifis. Harry Richards and by Mr. Palmer.
The children were localities to awaken interest in sup- Rockland. Maine.____________________ 63 tf • - ’WANTED—Cook for summer months at the
from out of town, among them Mr.
family were at their cottage over trained by Mrs. Minnie Wellman. port of such a law.
Y6
LET
—
Cottage
at
Crescent
Beach
for
Messer Cottage at Crescent Beach
(Jood
and Mrs. Myer of Dorchester. Mr. and
Sunday.
* * ♦ *
the month of August. Apply to C. A ROSE ' wages.
Apply to GLENN A. LAWRENCE.
Mrs. Rose Price and Mrs. Dorothy
Mrs. Goodspeed of China, Mr. Lud
Mrs. William Gill and mother have
CO , tyogJdand. Maine.
50- tf
Tel
260.
63jf
At
a
big
civic
celebration
In
Elk

Lane.
The hall decorations of red,
wig of Malden, four young lady
been occupying the new Gill cottage
WANTED^-Posltion as bookkeeper or ste
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic. (Swan’s
hart, lnd., the local Grange was
wWite
and
I
Lie
wer
•
by
Mrs
Ernest
friends of tlie bride from Roxbury,
nographer,
regular
or
substitute.
TEL.
at Lake City. They leave this week
Island, 8 rooms, oak finish, well built ; sightly
Chore was a large atten asked to stage an old-time dance on location Close by shore
62*tf
Garage and out 726-W.
Mrs. Mary Pasperwaite of Boston,
and return again next week xvitn Mr. Torre/.
dance and those who had the exer a large platform in tlie city square, buildings, water in house.
Acre and half
Mr. Miller of Allston. Mr. and Mrs.
WANTED—2 men for freezer, one splitter;
Gill.
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home.
At
and this was carried out on such
3 all round fish men
PORT CLYDE FISH
William Smith of Rockland, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. George Boynton. Mr. cises in charge very much appreciate elaborate scale that it was easily a bargain.
Address DR 1. B. GAGE, At
AND (OLD STOBAGB CO.
61 tf
Mrs. Squire of Belmont, Mr. Winslow
___ __________ »T*f (
and Mrs. Earl Belyea. Mr. and Mrs. the .kindness of selectman Charles L. the feature of the entire celebration, lantlc. Me
WANTEO—Woman cook at NARRAGAN
of Hopedale, and five from Clare
Hale Handley. Miss Edith Harrington McKenney for the use <»f the hah thousands of people coming from a SUMMER BOARDERS Accomm etaihms for
58-tf
eight, fine shore privilege In Cushing. SETT HOTEL.
and Clayton McCobh had s holiday •’")d »’« kindness shown on tlie occamont, Mass.
From Thomaston, Mr.
wide area to witness it. A histori Maine. Address EMERY B HART. Thomas
WANTED—Exj»erlenced table girl
house party at the Handler cottage, slo».
and Mrs. L. K. Ludwig. Mr. and Mrs.
cal pageant was also included, witli ton, Me
mane^t.
KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston
A. D. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley and
Lake City.
--------------------Indiana history significantly por
mother, Mrs. N. F. Atwood, L. S.
Miscellaneous
Whitehall opened Saturday and
THE BUSY GRANGERS trayed.
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
all ready to take care of its usual
Hodges and Mrs. Peers.
Mr. and
♦ » • ♦
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14.
I DO ANYTHING in the cleaning line. kittens.
summer business. Mr. and Mrs. El
JOHN
S. RANLETT, Rockville. Me.
42-7
Mrs. Putnam will make their home
A widespread Grange movement Oflk'e.i. windows, hams, carpets, cellars and !
more have made several changes to What the Farmer Organizain Belmont, Mass. Mrs. Putnam was
garages.
ARTHUR SULLIVAN, 24 Holmes
.
i
ta
•
ah
n
l
1°
O
re
K°
n
aims
to
secure
the
recall
St
Tel 833-4.
66* J8 !
add to the attractiveness.
the recipient of many costly and
For Sale
tion Is Doing All Over the of State Senator Dennis, whose leg- MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edge.
Abofn Barbour has been a guest
beautiful presents.
Countrv
islative
action
is
arousing
far
MISS
EDITH
A.
LENFEST.
16
Dunn
St,
FOR SALE—A small calico colored horse,
of his sister, Mrs. Edith Trim, Wash
63*67 safe for driving or horseback; also a prison
___
reaching criticism.
Pomona and Thomaston, Maine.
ington street.
JAMES H. FEYLER.
subordinate Granges are leading in
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING AND PICOT wagon and harness.
WARREN
Thomaston.
66-68
The Grange in Winnelwigo Coun
the movement and the question is EDGE; also fancy work MRS. JOSEPH NASMrs. Castera Means of Gardiner
64*6‘J
Try the new Milk of Magnesia ty, Illinois, recently function? 1 ac furnishing a live topic for <yscus- SAR. 12 Edwards St.
FOR SALE—Two art square, 9x12, parlor
was a guest over the weekend of Mr.
Tooth Paste on sale at Chandler’s tively when a ques ion of increased
PAPEWHANGING AND PAINTING.
Fnr mirror, kitchen table, rocking chairs, corner
sion in many subordinate Granges.
nd Mrs. John Teague.
such work phone 349-M or call at 16 Pleas china closet, pillows and feather beds, large
small size tube for 19c. Regular 50c telephone rates was under discus
I refrlgerator. CALL 618-J._______________ 06-tf
ant street Rockland.
C. C. JOHNSTON.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will enterPharmacy. Large size tulre 39c; and sion in the county. Several Granges
60*71
Granges in Washington are advo
FOR SALE—At Searsport. Maine, owner’s
ain the Belfast Rebekah Lodge on
joined forces, hired an attorney to cating a law that shall exempt from
and 25c sizes.—adv.
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired attractive home, furnished ; seven acres, shore
Thursday evening, June 4. Supper
represent the telephbne subscribers taxation for a period of years all Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened front; nine rooms, city water, orchard, fire
ill be served at 6 o’clock, standard.
and at a public hearing demanded improvements a farmer makes on Tel. 538 3. L. C. FIELDS, 10 McLOUD ST places. Apply to MRS CH.LRLES A COLCURD, Searsport. Me.
60-71
ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Spear and son
that if the rates were to be ad his farm or buildings.
FOR SALE OKTO RENT—At Owl’s Head—*
Hazen of'Oakland were weekend
SEWING MACHINE needles for all makes
Thomos Graham, who has been vanced service must be improved.
William Dunbar is having his barn guests of relatives here.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO . 4U8 Main St. Store, residence, stable, garage, ice house,
spending a few days at his cott&ge So strong a case was made that the
A young man recently installed as
55-tf wharf and privilege with two large buildings.
torn down and will have a shed con
Mrs. Genevieve Pearson of Boston
Perfectly adapted for fish industry.
Gro
at Ballard Park, returned Monday to demand
of
the Grangers was secretary of a Grange in New York
structed from the material.
Frank Knight was in town over the
LAWNMGWERS—Let us overhaul and cery hu.-lness catering to village and summer
isited her mother. Mrs. F. E.
granted and improved telephone when lie was hut 14 years and seven sharpen your machine now.
Xew York.
We call for colony
Owl’s Head, one of the most wldeMr. and Mrs. Byron R. Wilson of Mathews, over the holiday.
weekend attending the funeral of his
Dr. Howard A. Tribou is at home service for all that locality is the months old probably establishes a and deliver. ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO., l.v known coast towns on the New England
Portland were guests of their sister,
Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington will grandfather, Ariel Knight.
408 Main St.
33-tf shore.
Apply to SlfcNBST C. DAVIS, can*
from Newport, R. I., to spend a week ; result,
new record in age directions among
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Chandler leave
Miss Hortense Wilson Memorial Day ttend the Maine Baptist Anniversary
Fidler-Cobh-Davis.
66-68
AWNINGS MADE TO ORDER, prices right,
Grange officers of the country. In
this week for a few days’ fishing trip with his mother, Mrs. Nancy J. Tri
and Sunday.
June 2-4 in Lewiston.
truck
and
wagon
covers;
tents,
curtains,!
FOR
SALE
—
Farm
situated
near
good
road,
bou.
The number of Grange baseball contrast to this young man is the flags, boat coverings and awnings a special 95 acres land. 40 under cultivation, rest
The remains of Capt. Calvin Carter
In
Leslie A. Packard will be the lead at Shin Pond in the northern part of
Mrs. Mabel Withee, Capt, and Mrs. teams in different parts of the (.ase of a chaplain installed in one ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. P O Box b.ueberries, pasture and woodland.
Good
who was killed in a trolley accident er of the Wednesday evening meet the State.
A.
D.
Simmons
and
Miss
Maxine
12-room
house
;
outer
buildings.
Rented
..r
50-tf
country continues to increase and
the Granges of the Eastern 441, Rockland, Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Greenlaw
in Manila in February were re ing at the Baptist church in the pas
’Spofford motored to Blanchard Sat- scores of such teams will he active states on the night he was 88 years
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edgT, sold. Apply to MRS. L. MAKI. Camden Road.
were
at
Lake
Megunticook
over
the
Warren
,
Me.
60*6S
ceived here Wednesday afternoon. tor’s absence.
PHYLLIS TOL•urday where they are spending a few on the diamond during the present old following a continuous service covered buttons, plaiting
The funeral services were held at the
Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Paul are plan weekend.
FOR SALE—At the Highlands.
A sixMAN MORSE, 339 Main St.
Tel. 868-M
days.
season.
In
many
localities
Grange
„f
28
years
in
that
position.
Some
of
the
streets
are
being
cov

1-tf i room cottage with ell and small poultry
Baptist church Thursday afternoon, ning to entertain the friends of the
Mr. and .»*rs. Ralph Buzzell spent baseball leagues are formed, where
• • * *
house.
Electric
lights
and
water.
Nice
ered
with
calcium
chloride
for
laying
Rev. II. S. Kllborn officiating. Miss Congregational church at the parson
—Reliable stock of hair guods at location and will he sold at a reasonable
runs high
in
the
An average of more than one new theLADIES
the dust. Tlie town recently added a Memorial day in Bangor where they competition
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St
Mail price
Hall played two appropriate hymns. age on Thursday evening.
Also several good homes for sale at
th» South End.
Inquire of W. A CLEVEMr. and Mrs. Donald Mathews and new spreader for this purpose which vere gu*?U of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. sharp rivalry between neighboring. Grange hall every day is being order* solicited. HELEN C. RHODES
The floral tributes were beautiful.
1-tf LAND, 33 Pacific St., City.
Walmsley.
66-68
Granges.
The teams are usually started in different parts of the
The hearers were members of the end visitors of Mr. and Mrs. T. V. saves much time and labor.
Mrs. Lillian Millman of Bath was outfitted in attractive fashion and country and increasing
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Merrill and
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R dues all kinds of
property
FOR SALE—House corner of Central and
Coast Artillery: Ramos Feehan, Wil Mathews.
11 *tr (Mechanic Sts , Rockport.
F. A. PETER
in town to spend the weekend with some of their work on the baseball ownership is adding rapidly to the Trucking and Moving.
liam Hall, Warren Feyler and Fred son of Somerville. Mass., were week- family have opened their summer
66*71
field would do credit to profession substantial prosperity of this farm
her mother. Mik. Cora Whitney.
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND ERRANDS SON. Rockport
County Agent Ralph Wentworth is home for the season.
erick Sawyer.
The near surviving
done promptly.
Go anywhere
C. O HARFOR SALE—Tomato Plants, Earliana,
Mrs. Jenrie Harkness returned Sat als.
Willis Munroe was in Bangar over
ers’ fraternity.
relatives are a widow, a daughter, a driving a new Ford sedan, bought
ADEN.___ Tel. 156 M or 629-.1
1 tf Chalk’s Early Jewel, John Baer.
CharltA
urday from Knox Hospital.
Her
the holiday.
KALES. 73 Maverick St.______
66*68
motKer, Mrs. Lilia M. Carter, three hrotigh Warren Garage.
In the New England states an ef- ' -----Joseph Emery, Benny Matthews. many friends will be preased to learn
brothers, Clarence. Lafayette and
To Let
FOR SALE—8-room farm house In East
Raj Conley and Frank Morrow leave hat she is as comfortable as can be fort on the part of a large railroad
For
Sale
Marren
37 acres land. 15 acres adapted to
John of Brooklyn, N. Y.
MARTINSVILLE
TO LET— For the season four room fur blueberries; school nearby
next Sunday for Moosehead Lai e to expected considering her serious in system to discontinue many of its
K B. CLARK.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson went to
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants, nished cottage with garage, beautiful loca Warren
branch
lines
running
through
rural
spend
a
week
’
s
fishing
trip.
Tel. 191-21 Thomaston.
63*73
jury.
Knox Pomona meets with Ocean
bulbs, hardy lillles, floral sprays, pillows, tion at Lake Megunticook, Camden.
L A.
Boston Monday.
Mrs. Wilson will
A.
W.
Wikle
of
Attleboro.
Mass.,
localities
has
encountered
united
,
The graduation exercises of the tl.
THURSTON,
468
Old
County
Road.
64-69
wreaths
made
up
at
very
reasonable
prices.
FOR
SALE
—
Set
of
farm
lighting
hatterlea,
View
Grange
on
June
6.
remain for a week.
Expert workmanship.
Fret delivery* any
11» volt practically new.
Will sell cheap.
Mrs. J. W. McIntire is visiting in arrived on the boat Saturday morn H. SL class of ’25 will be held Friday Grange opposition, and members of where
TO LET— For June, July and August—Fur IHH/SE--SHE&MAN INC., 585 Main Street,
The Garden Club offers the sugges
In Knox County.
CLARK’S FLOWER
ing and left yesterday by motor with evening. June 5, at the Baptist the latter organization are putting
nished
house
—
7
rooms,
bath
;
electric
lights,
Thomaston
anil
Rockland.
65-67
SHOP, 382 Main St. opposite Thorndike Ho- piano, everything complete; country location Rockland
tion that the citizens unite in hav
the Vallettes for home. They will r,
church. The class numbers fourteen up a strong case against the discon- i tel. Rockland Tel. 1630-W
38 »f
Miss Lane's school closed on Fri
ing a general cleanup of the streets,
on car line, on State road.
Garage If need
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Houses—will sell
turn a little later to spend the season
------------Mrs. Alton Pratt of Melrose and tinuance of the lines. In several inday
and
the
day
was
given
over
to
FOR
SALE
—
Farm
near
RocKiaud,
in
good
ed.
Only
respoflsihle
summer
people
need
for small payment down, balance monthly.
lawns and door yards throughout the
Friday evening a reception was Miss Lena Linnell of Somerville, stances ample funds have been cultivation, real money maker.
L. K. apply.
Address ’SUMMER HOME,” care Good trades.
I BERLIAWSKY, 383 Broad
picnic held on the back shore
town, commencing this week and car
tendered to Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt Mass., were in town Friday.
35-tf The Courier-Gazette.
C6-68 way.___ Tel 958-W.__
raised, attorneys have been hired CHASE. 45 Middle St. Tel. 665-2
65*67
which
was
much
enjoyed
by
the
rying it into next week only so far as
in honor of their silver wedding an
FOR SALE—2 player pianos, 1 ut.right pi
TO LET— Furnished room.
MRS. F. M
FOR SALE—Three cows, two fresh with
Mrs. C. E. Rhodes has returned and effective Grange opposition has
it may be reees.<Avy to complete the youngsters. All kinds of goodies niversary at their residence on Elm
ano
—
line
condition.
V
F.
STt
’
DLKY
IXC
LARKIN,
29
Summer
St.
66*68
calves,
one
freshens
next
week
J.
C..
INfrom Sunshine where she was called been the feature in public bearings
64-66
work.
It will be a good way to ad were in evidence and lastly their street. They were presented with a by tlie death ot her father, Rufus »'l'ere the railroad question is being Music Uepi. Kackkild, 283 Main Strict.
T0» LET—Two furnished rooms for* light GRAH4.M. West Meadow Road, City.
•;i
tr
vertise Thomaston.
Shall we not teacher treated them on ice cream
housekeeping : electric lights.
Adults onlv.
gift of 50 silver dollars anil, a silver
FOR SALE—Baby carriage
F. A, Whit
s considered.
Mrs. Stephen Gardner who has been ware set. A large number of callers BlaeK.
K. N. SYLVESTER, 23 Cedar Street.
T I ney model, fine condition. P-Ice $10.
MRS.
make of it a tidy town? Line up la
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fritz
Sjogren,
Miss
8«
4
J
______________________
________
64*68
in Camden tlie past year has re during the evening wished them such
A M. AMES, 14 Myrtle St. Tel. 73-2.
BRAND NEW
dies and gentlemen!
Louise
Riley
and
Atwood
Smith
of
1,1
Ohio
lhe
'•
’
’
’
.OM
Orange
mem_
______________________
_________
64266
TO LET—Garage for 1 car at 10 Laurel
THIRTY FOOT
The Wilson buildings at tlie corner turned home.
years of happiness in the future as Wlnthrop, Mass., have been guests
ar® lieartllj hacking State
St.
$3 per month. Apply on PREMISES.
FOR SALE—A new Jewett coach with 4Tlie building owned by the late J,
of Main and Erin streets are under
they had found in the past.
66*67 wheel hydraulic brakes and balloon tires
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Smith
for
a
■
Leet,lrer
f^^ge
It.
Lewis,
who
is
j
T.
Rawley
anil
used
by
him
as
This
is the latest Jewett production with tho
going changes and repairs.
In
C. O. Montgomery spent the week
a,8° 8tate talr director, in hls efforts
TO LET—My furnished house during Julv wonderful 55 h p. engine.
store and Postofflce has been sold to end , ’ his farm at Penobscot. Mr, few days.
All hills are
place of the shed a new one will b«
and August.
MRS. ELLA BIRD. 23 Maple the same height to this car on high.
Mrs.
’
Julie
Gould
ot
Somerville.
to
elevate
the
standards
of
exhibits
$1413
EJdgar Hart and moved farther up Mon.
St. Tel. 143-3.
66-71 delivered
ery had guests for over the
built.
The barn will be thoroughly
J,
T
.
GAY.
Waldoboro.
64-jf
Mass.,
is
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Elia
Eaton
a,lt
^
general
conduct
of
the
agricul
Main street near the home of Al holi'
nd spent the time wander
repaired and painted.
TO LET—After June 3, small shop at 271
tural fairs in Ohio. Director Lewis
FOR SALE—My home at 24 Pleasant «•
bion Meservey.
at
tlie
Thorndike
homestead.
Main
St
opposite
Myrtle
St
KLIZAtBETH
ing
-r familiar landmarks of hls
All modern.
LIZZIE F nAJIN.
62-tf
The game of baseball on the home
Would also make a very desirable
Elbridge Cook had news last Sun
DOXOHUfc,_H9_Park J(t
Tel. 438-.L
66 -68
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Merrifield and has been actively identified with the
grounds was a victory for Thomaston day of the death of his brother Ben boyhood.
movement for better fairs and has
Lobster or Fish Boat
FOR SALE—Oak dining set, table. 6 chairs,
TO
LET
OR
FOR
SALE
—
On
Autumn
St
son
F
‘
aul
motored
from
Springvale
to
Mrs. Gertrude Morrow left this
over Lincoln Academy 21 to 3.
20(1 feet from Thomaston road, cottage of sideboard, china closet; also osteopathic ta
jamin of Itoston. He had been in morning to visit the rest of the week spend Memorial Day with Mrs. Mer been greatly assisted hy the strong
mahogany bureau, store sign.
IIIJSthree ropms and shed, electric lights and ble;
Rev. H. S. Kilhorn is attending the failing health for some time.
Orange hacking given him.
(W.,f
Mr.
rifield
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ii.
H.
water; connected with barn suitable for TO\ TUTTLE BOOK (X).
• • • •
Baptist State convention at Lewiston Cook had recently been to visit him. in Portland.
garage.
Chance for a small garden. - A
FOR SALE—Delivery body for too tru« k ;
The Appalachian Mountain Club Paul, returning Sunday.
this week
One
of
the
large
farmers
of
Illi

safe
place
for
children.
W.
A
CLEVEMr. and Mrs. Willis Hooper and
nearly new; will sell cheap
Also pasfurOliver Ingraham was at home from
LAND. 35. Pacific St , City.
64-66 age for cattle to let for the season.
R. W. Warren of Waterville has daughters Evelyn and Sylvia spent members who have been in Camden
C E
Bowdoin college to spend the holiday nois is State Grange Master E. A.
GROTTON,
Rockport.
Tel
Camden
14-3.
come to town to live and will follow the weekend at their home here. since Saturday morning, left on the
Eckert,
who
is
an
extensive
corn
TO LET—About June l, tenement over
MARINE
RAILWAYS
recess
with
his
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
_____________________ ,
59-tf
Gilley A Duncan’s store.
Has electric lights the business of paper hanging Kenneth who has remained to finish boat last night to return to Boston Enos E. Ingraham.
grower who has a thrifty fium lo- j
Agent for
and toilet
Inquire of J. H. MELVIN. 21
FOR SALE—Stanley House--Haa 16 room*.
cated in the southern corner of the I
painting and decorating.
He will the term of school returns with Eighteen members made the trip and
THE
RED
WING
MOTOR
<ia
y
St.
Tel.
624-M
____________
641
f
,
Mrs.
Walter.
Carroll
and
son
How

bath
rooms,
hot
water
beat
and
all
modern
were highly pleased with the scenery
state, just east of St. Louis. Mr.'
live with W. P. Strong.
them.
BOAT BROKERS
and thankful for one day of sun ard were guests of her sister, Mrs. Eckert is also chairman of the Na
TO LET—House with three furnished and improvements; one of the best locations In
fi.v; In first class condition throughout.
the
The
Ladies
Circle
meets
at
36-tf Telephone 702-W
one unfurnished rooms at 21 Holmes St. Call eor
Putnam - Benner
shine with which to climb Ragged Elsie. Munsey in Warren. Saturday. tional Grange and is recognized as |
TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.
Flush closet.
Adults only.
Apply 41 Rockland,
Grange hall on Thursday.
Me.
Dr. Howard A. Tribou, Mrs. Nancy one of the strong agricultural lead
and Megunticook Mountains. Pome
FUI7TON
ST.
Tel
213-2.
64
tf
A wedding that was really fur
There will be services at tlie of the party also climbed Bald Rock J. Tribou and Mrs. Annie Deane mo
FOR
SALE
—The homestead of the late
ers of the country.
TO LET—Furnished front room.
All mod
nished with guests took place at the church next Sunday conducted by
—one member making the climb be tored to Bangor Sunday where they
# ♦ ♦ ♦
ern.
Reasonable price.
A|»ply 474 MAIN Austin W. Eugley of North Waldoboro; also
home of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Benner Mr. Packard.
road
wagon,
single horse sled and some
ST., (over N Y. Bakery).
62**.f
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. ,E.
ing 76 years of age.
A noteworthy record of Grange
household goods.
The farm is an excellent
on Main street Saturday evening
Henry Beverage of Portland was Walmsley.
TO
LET
—
My
furnished
home
on
High
St..
ra
isl,‘K o:’ Poultry.
Inquire of
service comes from Portage -County,
when their daughter, Dorothy Deanth,
in town over the holiday, lieing the
Rockland, for the summer. All modern. HILL
F ,A
Sorlh W.Moboro -..r
William C. Snowdeal, who has been Ohio, where an entire Grange recent
of Belmont, Mass., was united in
Jfi
fiBI
H
H.
ttiXT,
Adar
.
Waldvbvru.
58-GS
DANE,
Monhegan,
Me.
Tel.
Tenant
’
s
Harbor
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W quite seriously ill at his homo on
57-ff
ly joined in celebrating tlie 70th
marriage to John Russell Putnam of
Haddock, Hake, Cusk, :h>22-3.
i-OR SALE—To settle an estate, eeveral
E. Beverage.
Limerock Ptreet is Romewhut im birthday of a member whose Grange
Dorchester, Mass., by Rev. N. F. At
TO LET—Furnished rooms—living room, used upright pianos, good condition. L. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. M. Dwinal and fam proved.
kitchen, shed, flush closet. Adults only
72 CHASE, 45 Middle street. Tel. 665-2
Halibut
ecord covers exactly 40 years of
wood of the M. E. church. * At
iiy motored to Richmond for over
CAMDEN
STREET
Tel. 335-1
57 tf ____________________________________ 23-tf
Mrs.
Bertha
Thureton
attendejJ
thc
cont
i
n
uou«
activity.
For
19 years
o’clock to the strains oC wedding
Arriving Daily
Sunday.
session of the Grand Chapter, O. E. he was master of the Grange and '
TO LET—Furnished room with bath.
i4
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood delivered
march played by Miss Gladys Lon
Tickets for the school operetta will 'SL, In Portland last week.
MASONTC ST
51-tf anywhere, also lumber.
T J. CARROLL,
Reasonable
Prices
during
the
past
10
years
has
been
’
the bridal party’ entered.
The bride
an
Here
Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
be checked Wednesday at the Opera
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St.. Thomaston. R. F. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson and its treasurer.
carried flowers.
In a corner of the
all modern convenience*. P. L. HAVENER, ____ _________________
House at 4 p. m.
PORT CLYDE FISH &
family of Camden, Mrs. Mabel Crone
r*I 792 R.
146-tf
room, somewhat inclosed by ferns,
The salmon and white perch were and son Alton were guests of Mr. and
FOR SALE—All kinds of real estate—-Fine
Harford County Pomona Grange
COLD
STORAGE
CO.
For pxrand plants, the bridal party took their
TO LET—May 1st. 2 rooms, kltchenet'o buys In Thomaston and Warren.
biting well at Megunticook during Mrs. B. H. Paul Saturday.
Stop
|n Maryland recently led a movetl ulars call DR. A I’EABODY.
and
bath.
Apply
at
CUTLER-COOK
CO.
Tel. 36-fl
PORT
CLYDE,
ME.
stand, the double ring ceremony
the holiday. Jesse Cross was high
Thomaston
46-tf _______________
The Fred A. Norwood. Post and jrnent^to raise money for employing
5G-G7
being used and the bride given away
line with five salmon.
Relief ( orps held their Memorial Day a pulnic health nurse in the county,
FOR SALE—At the Meadows, house, stable
by her father. The bride’s dress wa
I George Wentworth of Lynn is call
and adjoining buildings, formerly owned hy
exercises at Town Hall. Commander ' and has also joined forces with
Used Cars
If
t
ing on old friends this week.
white crepe de chfne with lace. Sh
the late Charles Kiff; also truck w^gon ap'd
Store all stocked and doing fine
Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Strong were George R. Hawes and -Mrs. Cacildia other organizations in maintaining
FORD TOURING 1916... Low price for pung.
wore a veil and a string of pearls,
< ain acted as Presidents lor the oc- | free beds at hospitals ynd otherwise
business.
quick
sale.
Price
50.
CALL
1031-W.
guests over the weekend of Mr. and
present from the bridegroom.
Th
FOR SALE—The Anderson place at GleqcMlon.
Leaving the <i. A. K. hall nt giving practical assistance to suffer
63*67
Mrs. Carl H. Hopkins, in Bangor,
bridesmaid wore a blue crepe de
cove.
House of seven rooms, electric lights,
2 o'clock they marched to the iron ing and distressed people In the
1923 FORD TON TRUCK; good battery; large garage and orchard, also extra house
Mrs. Mary Barnes of- Lynn is the
wa
cljHfe; the maid
bridge led hy James Lane. Civil War county.
all-weather cab; Springfield stake body. lot.
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs,
dressed in pink crepe de chine, For
AHBOTT’S GARAGE. Union. Maine.
64 66
• ♦ ♦ ♦
FOR SALE—Double-tenement bouse, seven
•veteran, oorrying flags assisted by
Arthur Barnes.
traveling the bride wore ^puit of
FORD TRUCK with covered body.
Would rooms in each flat; nice bath rooms; hot
Fred
Keller
of
the
American
Legion
The
Grange
in
Connecticut
recent
water, electric lights, cemented cellar; ajso
Joseph Brewster, Jr., returned Sat
PARK 8TREET, - . ROCKLAND
The
bridesmaid
was
Miss
make
a
good
truck
for
peddling.
A
bar

blue
large garape and garden spot.
Will sell on
urday from a business trip to Provi and Frank Ferry of tlie Sons of Vet ly put up a hard fight in support of
gain for $75
Enquire at 8 FULTON ST., easy
M-tf
iioberts of Boston and the maid o
terms
erans.
Music was furnished hy the a legislative attempt to strengthen i
after 5 o’clock p. m.
64*tf
denee
and
Boston.
Apply
to
L.
W
BENNER, Real Eat a:
honor was Mrs. Squires of liehnun
W. P. STRONG
Rev. J. N. the prohibition enforcement laws in'
FORD V2 TON TRUCK, new body, all ln 5?«hr. Rockland. Me.
Mrs. Silas Heal Is in charge ot West Rockport Band.
The flower girl was Dorothy Squir,
Ji’almer offered prayer and made fit that state. The effort failed of en-t
goRi shape, can buv at right price; also
WATCHMAKER
AND
JEWELER
Potter's
Studio
during
their
absence
Of Belmont and the ring heart, w ■
tLM.de ROCHEMONT Dodge 2o«« lb. truck newly painted, stake FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water L
Commafider Hewes actment this year and already the
Miss Virginia Simpson was the ting remarks.
WALL PAPER
body, extra long, looks like new.
Meehan cement cellar; modern improvements; *h
M ister William Smith, a cousin of ihe
106 PLEASANT STREET
New grocery business well sto<
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. placed flowers for unknown dead, as- Grange is laying plans to tackle the
Ically perfect
CONSOLIDATED BAKING garden.
bride.
Tlie best man was It
ST-Tf
sisted
by
children
who
scattered
!
problem
at
tlie
next
legislative
sesCO
,
Rockland.
See
Mr.
MacAHister
or Mr. M. (I. GURNEY. 3 Park Kt.. Camden.
ELECTRIC
LAMPS AND
F. T. Simpson over the weekend.
PLUMBING, HEATING
Putnam, a brother of the brldegn ■
LlHU>hale
Gi rt
SUPPLIES
flowers
and
sang
several
selections
sion.
The alumni banquet has been set
FOR SALE—Residence of the late
TEL. 244-W
Mr and Mrs. Putnam took their
FOR- SALE—Double tenement house at 5 Charles _
....
E. „
Hall, Mlddlo St. Heights.
for June 16 and will be held at the as is their custom. Daniel Andrews
THOMASTON,' MAINB
«pi^t^ly M-w: “•
Tl“JK u
CTiStfiy.;
U.7tf
parture at 9.30 o’clock being »•
mf.
TuAH-tf
A Grange in New Jersey recently
Baptist church. Rev. Ashley Smith *ha.d charge of the procession and Ills
.ereii with confetti and rice, and
slfpw

CRUISER

FOR SALE

John M. Garaage
& Sons, Inc.

FISH PEDDLERS
ATTENTION!

Suppose You

Place

And

Ad.

It

It Doesn’ Pay

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

MINSTREL SIDELIGHTS

Social Circles

Intimate Glimpses of Forty.
Club Show Rehearsals.

*ln addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE........................ 771

Rapid progress is lieing made on
thc Forty Club Minstrels and the di
rectors, A. F. Lamb and I’. A. Jones
are working the group at high pres
sure now. The songs are working
out perfectly and thc circle is liecoming remarkably efficient on tho

' Among the Hockland ,folks who
spent the holiday and weekend fish-'
ing at Moosehead Lake were Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. McLoon, and son John, Mr.
and Mrs. E. D. Spear, Mr. and Mrs.
M. E. Wotton, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Spear and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Glover.
Glenn A. Lawrence and family
spent the holiday at Rlpogenus.

Mrs. I. W. Marshall of Farmington
Is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred
T. I.othrop. -

Lieut. F. H. Webster who is doing
research work In a Washington, D.
C. hospital, was in the city Saturday,
on hls way up river to visit his old
(lioniei
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Every-Other-Day

FREE LECTURE

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
— BY—

HON. WILLIAM E. BROWN, C. S. B.
OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Member of the Board of Lectureship of the Mother Church,
The First Church of Christ Scientist, Boston

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH, ROCKLAND
CORNER CEDAR AND BREWSTER STREETS

THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 4, 1925

Priced reduced to

Mrs, Lucius York has retuPTTcd
from a week's stay in Boston and
Somerville.

AT 8:00 O’CLOCK—DAYLICHT TIME
THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

$850

H. H. Stover and family of Portland
were in the city for the holiday and
weekend.
Harold Roberts and family of
Stamford, Conn., spent the holiday
at Tfial-Mark cottage on the Owl’s
Head road,
*
____
Fred Clark of Portland has been
spending a few days at his Rockland
home before going to Boston to join
the steamship City of Bangor.

Specially posed by W. H. Milligan

chorus end.
Tickets are going like
hot cakes with seats already at a
premium.
It is hoped thht every
seat in the house may he sold and
the debt of the High School Athletic
Association wiped out thereby.
W.
D. Talbot and J. M. Richardson ad
dressed the High Schbol students
Friday and received splendid cooper
ation on the ticket talk end. A line
publicity stunt has been worked out
by John Newman and Mrs. Esther
Brock Bird who have built a set of
eight M ifesize ne.--.ro
comedians,
! painted th’em and distributed thejn
■ along thc street where they are at, trading wide attention. Tickets are

Effective May 31

Delivered $939.00

S. Milo Spear spent Memorial Day
at Moosehead Lake.

WEEKLY

SPECIAL

JUNE

OF

WEEK

1

CONGOLEUMS

E. (1. Frost, formerly of the Naval
Training Station was in the city Sat
urday looking up sonde of the boys,
lie is now in tlie boot and shoe busi
ness in Springvale.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Brown spent
Memorial Day with relatives at North
Haven. They were accompanied bv
their niece Miss Clara Thomas ot
Westbrook who has been tlieir guest
Vbr the weekend.

Almon B. Cooper and son Almon
Jr., nn Memorial Day visited North
Haven where Mrs. Cooper and son
Douglas are about to conclude a stay
of several weeks.

SNOW - HUDSON CO, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

Rockland

TEL 896
L. B. Haunts the Fireside

F. II. Cates and family and Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Cates spent the weekend
in Lenviston visiting Eugene Cates.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah F. Staples of
Boston spent Memorial Day with
their daughter, Mrs. Avauglin F.
Ames, and are now at Northport get
ting their cottage ready for the sea
son.

PARKER-SAVILLE

The June wedding season in this
city opened brilliantly yesterday af
ternoon witli the marriage in St. Pe
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover with
ter's Episcopal Church of George
Portland friands have returned from
Moody Parker and Miss Gertrude
a motor trip through New Hamp
Coombs Saville, both of tills city.
AND CARPETS for anybody, anywhere, any
shire.
A very pretty setting for the event
_
»
was afforded by the church dccoratime
with
work
guaranteed.
I
lay
the
linoleums
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Macauley of
' tions of apple blossoms and white li
Sunset, accompanied by Mrs. E. H.
lacs. which had been tastefully ar
for V. F. Studley, Inc, and Burpee Furniture Co.,
Gross, spent Memorial Day with Mr.
ranged by St. Peter’s Guild under the
and Mrs. Everett Gross. Mrs. Gross
and can be reached at either store or at
■ direction of Mrs. Charles S. Hall.
will remain for a few days.
Tlie altar was decorated with lilies of
tlie valley, while daffodils and yellow
99
RANKIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND
Mrs. H. G. Hall of Rankin street
tulips.
is visiting relatives in Waltham,
The double ring ceremony was per
Mass.
formed by the rector of St. Peter's
\
.
-----Church, Rev. John B. Pitcher, at 4
' Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Smith
p. m. Tlie couple were attended by
spent the holiday in Portland with
Francis Keyes of Damariscotta and
tlieir son Arthur and family.
Miss Lillian Parker of Rockland in
the respective capacities of grooms
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Small and
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton and Miss man :ynd bridesmaid, Miss Parker
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Chapman of
children Eleanor and Lloyd. Jr. and Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. Warren Virginia Proctor have returned from being a sister of the groom.
Bar
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Provost of Leo- Giidden, formerly of Rockland, and a motor trip down east.
bara Griffin and Barbara Orff were
minister, Mass., weye the weekend Thomas Brown, were guests of Mr.
the flower girls daintily gowned in
guests of Mr. Smail’s mother, Mrs. J and Mrs. C.’ A. Pease over the week
The Daughters of Veterans auction 1 pjnk and carrying baskets laden witn
W. Small.
end. This was Mrs. Glidden's first party will be held this Tuesday eve white lilacs and pink tulips. The
appearance in Rockland in 30 years, ning at G. A. R. hall.
■ bride who was given in marriage by
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swlnyer of and she finds many changes. Mrs.
I her uncle. Victor E. Piston of Bangor,
Leominister, Mass., called on friends Giidden is a sister of the late M. O.
The Chapin Class will meet with was gowned in blonde satin, wore a
here Sunday, while on their way to Pease, father and aunt of C. A. Miss Nellie Cochran, Union street, black hat and carried a shower bou
Bucksport.
tonight.
Pease.
quet of bride roses.
Miss Parker,
the bridesmaid, wore rose satin, and
Mrs. Hattie Knowles, son Alva
Robert C. Burns has been home
Mrs. H. I. Hix, Miss Carolyn Ers carried carnations. Completing the
and daughter Emma, have been from Boston for the weekend visit kine and Miss Alice Erskine motored
bridal party were the ushers. Silas
spending a few days in Eustham, ing his mother, Mrs. Oscar Burns at today to Lewiston where they will
McLoon of Portland and Lieut. R.
Mass.
the Highlands.
attend the Baptist State convention. Francis Saville of Rockland.
,
----„ ! Mendelssohn's wedding march was
Misses Ada and Alena Young are
Dr. F. B. Adams is ln Boston to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Rhodes of
attending the Lincoln Association of attend the wedding of his cousin, Portland were weekend guests at, played by Miss Margie Stahl and be
fore the ceremony Mrs. M. R. Pills
the Congregational churdies at Miss Constance Reed, which takes Miss Carolyn Littlefield’s,
bury sang “For You Alone." by Henry
South Bristol.
place this evening. He returns
E. Geehl.
Thursday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Shibles and chil
At tlie bride's residence. 17 Ocean
Tho Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield
dren of South Portland were weekend street, directly after the church wed
Memorial church will meet with Mrs.
James Ross came down from Bos guests of Mrs. Shibles' parents, Mr. ding there was an informal recep
Harry Chase, Brewster street, Wed
and Mrs. Charles McIntosh, Pleasant tion at which Misses Helen McLoon.
ton to spend the holiday.
nesday evening for work.
street.
Phyllis Brown. Adelaide Cross, Leah
Mrs. C. E. Daniels left last night
Freeman and Eleanor Day assisted
Milestones do not come so often ln
Mrs.
George
W.
Roberts
is
visiting
for Boston where- she will spend the
in serving.
the lives of young folks as they do
in
Boston.
Cutting of the brida cake resulted
/with elderly people, and perhaps that week.
----in this apportionment of favors:
'is why they are classed as. of so
Miss
Marion
Baker
of
Boston,
who
jy
ngi Mrs. Oliver Hyler: thimble,
Lawrence Miller has returned to
much more importance. Be that as
Boston University after spending Me has been visiting friends in this city 1 yjrs, George H. Parker; wishbone,
it may the two-score children who
and Thomaston, returns tonight.
Rev j, B Pitcher; money. Silas Mcgathered at the Elks Home on Me morial Day at home.
----Loon; heart, Mrs. Stanley Nickermorial Day felt that the all absorb
Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence went yes- , !,on
Button, button, who gut the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Titus enter
ing event was tlie 9th anniversary of
terday on a motor trip to BAston, j,utton?
Nathalie Jones, whicli they pro tained the following guests at ,their
having as her guests Mrs. C. 1. BurTlie bride's going away gown was
ceeded to celebrate at one of tlie cottage at Cooper's Beach, Memorial
prettiest juvenile parties of tlie sea Day and Sunday: Mrs. La Von Wea rows, Mrs. Mary \V. Spear and Mrs. , navy blue poiret twille.
They will return
■j'|ie honeymoon trip will lie a proson. Pink and white were the dis ver and daughter Barbara of Portland Jennie VV. Bird.
, longed one, as the couple are to motinctive colors, tlie candies and tlie Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pierce, Miss Vir Thursday.
----tor through Maine and Canada durcake frosting being of those tints ginia Reardon, Miss Thelma Titus
Miss Clemice Blackington returned ing the summer, in connection with
while the favors were little May and Earl Titus.
Saturday to Mt. Ida School, Newton. the bridegroom’s business as travel
baskets and lollypop dolls. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Additon and Mass., yvhere she will attend com ing salesman for the Eastern Elec
Marlon Marsh at tlie piano furnished
trical Co. of PortAnd.
Mr. Parker
a continuous musical performance, daughter Mtldred of Gardiner were mencement.
is a Vermont boy, who came to tills
while Miss Anna Richardson kept guests over the holiday of Mr. and
i the children so busy with games Mrs. Clarence Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. I.ufkin of Isle city sdteral years ago to enter the
His
that the moments fled by with
all Haut spent the weekend with Mr. employ of the Maine Music Co.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
L.
Sargent.
Miss
amazing speed to the time for lunch
father. George W. Parker, is a resi
and Mrs. Herbert Barter.
Virginia
Sargent.
Miss
Abbie
Hans
dent of Water street.
when thc youthful guests were re
galed with sandwiches, cakes, Ices com and George Lewis are back
The bride is a daughter ot Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. IS. Cobb and
from
their
holiday
encampment
at
and fruit punch. A special guest
Miss Helen Cobb of St. Louis are at | Richard D. Saville and graduated
Shin
Pond,
relating
a
graphic
tale
of
was Mimi Kennedy Of Boston, who
the Copper Kettle for two months’ from Rockland High 'School in th *
made tlie journey purposely to he their encounter with a large moose. stay.
class of 1922. • She has been serving
As
they
motored
into
camp
the
head
present on this Important occasion
----the past seven years as organist at
light
of
tlieir
car
suddenly
revealed
The party lasted from 3 to 5, and
W. A. McLain, Jr., of Boston spent st- Peter’s Church, and Has disthe
big
animal,
who
appeared
to
be
those
present were:
Catherine
the holiday with his parents.
played especial talent as a pianist.
Black, Margery Bartlett. Thehna fascinated by tlie glare, for instead
___
She has served on the executive
of
being
frightened
hy
U.
or
by
the
Blackington, Gertrude Blackington,
Mr. and Mrs. JoWn A. Kennedy and board °*the Harmony Club, lias been
horn
which
Mr.
Sargent
blew
bellig

Dorothy Boynton, Flora Colson, Bar
daughter Mimi of Boston wero guests
of the Rubinstein Club this
bara Derry, Lucy French, Rose erently. lie came directly toward over the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. A. ye;,lr' a"d aM an accompanist has conFlanagan, Alice Gay, Ruth Hans- tlie automobile. Then followed a 20- H. Julies.
tributed to the success of many locom, Constance Knickerbocker, Mimi minute diplomatic conference which
' cal musical events.
'She is also a
Kennedy, Mary Lawry, Dorothy resulted in the withdrawal of His
Dr. James Kent has returned from ,Ineln,'er of St. Peters Church.
Lawry, iRuth ijarston, Jean March, Majesty and the Rockland party’s
In tlie fall the couple will go to
Marion
Marshall, Rarbara Orff, entry Into camp. During the night a weekend visit witli hls mother in housekeeping in Portland.
Madeline Rawley, Elizabetli Snow, he was heard prowling around the Boston.
Priscilla Saunders, Dorothy Thomas, cottage evidently curlpus to see
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Vannah are
Miss Grace Dorman is back at tlie
Florence Wentworth. Rost? Whit- whether Rockland folks were differ
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C.
Vnore, Cynthia iWasgatt, Virginia ent from those with whom he had desk of the Rockland Rubber Co. af
House, Shaw avenue.
* Walker, Gerald Black, Richard Britt, been accustomed to associate. Evi ter a week's absence on account of
Russell Bartlett, Richard French, dently he was satisfied for he made illness.
Dr. P. R. Damon and Dr. H. L.
William Glover, Sammy Glover, no hostile demonstration. The Sar
Mrs. J. C. Wiley fcid son Russell Richards were passengers on last
Oram Lawry, Crosby Ludwick, Ted gents and guests caught salmon and
Ladd, Richard Perry, Cobb Peterson, I trout to their hearts’ content, and of Cambridge, Mass., are spending night's boat bound for Swampscott,
Donald Saunders, William Smith, 1 now that their Bcare is over they two weeks with Mr. anil Mrs. Fre.l i Mass., to attend the convention of the
A. Smith, Union street.
I Northeastern Dental Association.
I have resumed growing.
and Richard Whitmore.

I LAY LINOLEUMS

FRANK

GARDNER

AN OLD ALGEBRA

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Mrs. J. VV. Small in looking over
some books belonging to her son,
Stillman Small of New York, came
acrqss an old algebra, the title page
of which bears this legend:
“An introduction to Algebra, with
notes and observations, designed for
the use of school and Places of Pub
lic Education, by John Bonnycastle
of the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich.’’
Then follows a Latin
quotation from Ovid.
“The second
American cdtion, revised and cor
rected; Philadelphia: published by
Kimber & Conrad, No. 93 Market
street.
T. & G. Palmer printers.
1811."
On another page are a few lines
acknowledging the merits of the book
and its fitness for use by students,
and that it lias been revised and er
rors eliminated, and signed by “E. I...
11 mo. 1810.”
It is a small leather
covered book, 4V4x6%, containing 220
pages.
There is an errata, printed
on a small piece of paper and pasted
on the inside of the back cover, whicli
shows but few errors in the printing
of the book of that long time ago of
nearly 115 years.
L. E. VV.

on sale by Forty Club members and
at tlie Knox Book Store where seats
are being checked.
A rousing rehearsal was held
Thursday night witli I,. Tl. (Buster)
Cook as tlie particular shining light.
He is a modest youngster ahd haunts
tlie fireside, but on occasion can de
velop a sense of humor that makes
tlie minstrels of other days turn dark
green with evny. Another song star
VV. H. Milligon h is consented to pose
for Tlie Courier-Gazette camera and
his picture is given below.
The
show is Friday' night of this week in
the High School auditorium.

9x12 feet....................

1400 garages, 300 attorneyg
10 offices always ready.
Only $10.00
annually. Send name, address, make
of car and year of manufacture.
Local ^epresenl-iliv- Wunted

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

TODAY
“TROUBLES
OF A BRIDE”
SPECIAL CAST

9x9 f^et . .................

“IDAHO”

7.6k 9 feet..............
6x9 feet ....

6.10

3x6 feet . . . .

1.19

1 8x36 inches

.29

SPECIAL ON FLOOR COVERING
Best Felt Base, per yard . . . ...........................

A RARE BUY AT 35 CENTS PER YARD
SEE DISPLAY IN SOUTHERN WINDOW

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, Proprietor
313-319 Main St.
FREE

Number 4

DELIVERY

Wednesday-Thursday

Mary Philbin

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

“ADVENTURE”

“THE GAIETY GIRL”

—With—

It’s a Romance of Charm—a
Haring of Harm

TOM MOORE
PAULINE STARK
WALLACE BEERY

—Also—

ZANE GREY’S

-In—

“THE AWFUL TRUTH”
From Ina Claire's Great Starring
Success by Arthur Richman

TWO SHOWS

STRAND

“CODE OF THE WEST”

TODAY

Featuring

OWEN

Evening:

*u7l L IM«°*

7:45

AND

FRIDAY

* FRANK TUTTLE

r RODUCTION

»•••••<

THE SNAPPY, PEPPY, JAZZY
MUSICAL SHOW

“Other Kinds of Love’

LATEST NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

KISS IN
THE DARKU

RUTH GRADY,
“THE PATENT LEATHER GIRLS’
WEDNESDAY

MCORE

Matinee: 2:15

ALL THIS WEEK

—<In—

Tel. 745-J

Rockland.

FINE COMEDY

Today’s Feature
Dorothy Reveir

35

Handsome patterns, finest quality, newest designs
for every room in the house

AGNES AYRES

CHANGE

9.25
7.55

—Also—

Miss Anna Coombs Is ill wdtli tons':-,
litis at Vinalhave where she had gone
for a weekend visit with relatives.

Louis Hart, yvho is employed in F,
M. Simmons’ training stables, Lewis
ton. was iiorno over Sunday.
He re
ports 19 horses in Mr. Simmons'''
string with more to eome.
Good
progress is being made.

$ J J Jg

9x,°-6 feet........ 10.85

AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION
Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor
Est. 1907
Fidelity Bldg.. Portland
A. L. A. SERVICE is like air
IT'S EVERYWHERE
in New England and New Jersey

Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood and
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bird have re
turned from the annual convention
of the National Lime Association held
inTiriar Cliff, N. Y. Mr. Wood was
Association president and Mr. Bird
added to Rockland's glory by winning
a silver tea set in the second eight of
the golf tourney end pitching the
Easterners to victory in the annual
baseball game.

George Gonia of Quincy, Mass., who
has been the guest of hls brother. Ed
ward Gonia. returned this morning
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Aehorn of Con
cord Junctioif, Mass., who spent tho
weekend witli thc Gonias, returned
last night.

ARMSTRONG’S GOLD SEAL
BIRD’S NEPONSET

ADOLPHE MENJpU .
LILLIAN RICH, A1LEEN PRINGLE

Cl (paramou/^{picture
COMEDY
“NICKEL
PLATED WEST”

The story of a ycung husband
and wife who take a vacation from
one another to see if absence makes

the heart grow fonder.

5

Wednesday Feature

FABLES

2

“Barefoot Boy”

NEWS

A rip-roaring comedy based on

i| With An All Star Cast

the stage hit, “Aren’t Wo A

IN THE REALM

Every-Other-Day
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MUSIC

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.

Rosy Cheeks

COMMON THINGS

for Girl or Boy!

Often Overlooked, But Highly En
tertaining When Once Looked
Into With Inquiring Mind.

Children ought to be strong, robust and
active, and with the right food, exer
cise, and outdoor life, they should sel
dom need medicine.
T he bowel movement should be closely
•vatched to prevent irregularity or con
stipation. Worms in the stomach or in
testines may cause fitful sleep, irregular
appetite pallor or feverishness, bad
breath, nervousness and other disturbing

By A del la F. Veazie
4-Door Sedan
fore sailing for Europe May 16, an
Some Friendly Birds
Our 180 Page
$820 — f. o. b.
nounced the names of the new ar
Over near the very back end of
Lansing, Mich.
tists eng-'ged for the Opera House
Catalog, Free
Lovejoy's pasture there was an old
for next season. There are only six
for
the
asking,
list*
|
stump whose roots formed an arch
tins year—fewer than usually—Car| just what you want.
way. Between there roots the stump
mela Ponselle and Dorothea Flexer,
The K A W dealci
had rotted away and left a little
both mezzo-sopranos and Ameri
in ycur neighborchamber, from which a bluebird flew
cans:
Lauritz
Melchior.
Danish
symptoms.
each item for you.
one day when 1 was picking young
tenor: Editha Fleischer, German sohood has cr can gel I
prano; Mario Basiola, Italian bari The safe old «‘L. F.” ATWOOD’S checkerberry leaves near by. I was
Write today
f
tone: and Friedrich Vajda, Hun Medicine works wonders, with children always on the outlook for birds’ (
nests,
so
I
ran
to
tlie
stump
to
in

Kendall
&
Whitnej
garian bass. Ernestine Schumanu having worms or stomach trouble. Big
Portland, Me.
ll eink is to make guest appearances. bottle 50 cents, money back if not vestigate, and sure enough there was
a nest built in that cozy room as
Carmela Ponselle is the sister of
satisfied. Buy of your dealer.
snug as you please. The bird came
Rosa Ponselle. for some years a
back soon and did not seem at all
member of the Metropolitan; she has
1 cent a dote
afraid, so I staid near for some time.
sung very successfully in concert
I went there day after day, often
and in several operatic productions L V. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
parsing within a few feet of her, but
in New York. Dorothea Flexer is a
she remained on the nest, so I de while the word “thrush” only speaks
young mezzo-soprano from Allen
cided to get a nearer view, and of some stranger whose ways 1
town, Penn., entirely trained by
stealing quietly to the back of the have yet to learn. So at the risk of
George Fergusson, and as yet has
stump I dropped my dress skirt being considered unprogressive, 1
not madd a public appearance be
1 down over the front, like a curtain, think I shall continue to let all my
fore a New York audience.
then slipped round to the entrance, thrushes remain robins for many
Editha Fleischer was a member of
put in my hand and caressed her soft years to come.
the Wagnerian Opera Company,
♦ * * *
feathers, while she continued calm
and was heard in various important
ly sitting, with no outcry or flutter
Birds have different cries for their
lending roles. She has more recent
ing. which 1 had expected.
various wants and needs. When a cat
ly appeared in William Wade Hin• • • •
or other animal appears in sight my
shaw’s Company as “Cherubino” in
This so encouraged me. that next birds set up a peculiar cry. which
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
the English production of Mozart’s
•'Marriage of Figaro.”
KATHLEEN M. SNOW ............. LIBRARIAN time I went to lier door without any always brings me in haste to the
ROM the beginning the STAR Car has established a new and'
preliminaries, smoothed her feathers back door with a broom or other
Mario Basiola has been a member
a moment and then left her. I don’t weapon to flourish and so discour
Week days: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
of Fortune Gallo’s San Carlo Opera
higher standard of engineering in the low-priced field. STAR Cars
remember how many times I visited age the prowlers. I really think my
Sundays: 3 p. m. to 6 p- m.
Company for two seasons, having
her in this way. hut she never flew birds expect me to come at their
made his American debut in the
were
the first in this field to include the following quality features:
BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAY
off at my approach, nor did she frightened call, for they always calm
title-role of. Verdi’s “Rigoletto” at
themselves
immediately
on
my
ap

If
you're
longing
now
for
laughter.
leave the nest after I had finished
the Century Theatre in September,
Just take along a book
2. Silent Chain Front-end Drive
my love-pats and left her alone. pearance and go soberly hack to
I. Forced Feed Motor Lubrication
1923.
Lauritz Melchior .created a
If it’s Romance that you’re after.
4. Semi-elliptic Front and Rear Springe
She hatched her brood and I felt n their home duties, without further
very favorable impression at Bay
Why. take along a book.
3. Single-plate Dry-disc Clutch
If adventure seems to hold you.
proprietary interest in them, until outcry.
6. Vacuum Fuel Feed with Tank at Rear
reuth last summer, and has been a
5. Worm »nd Gear Type Steering Gear
If tales of love enfold you.
they departed to learn about the
member of the Berlin State Opera
8. Removable Valve and Tappet Guide*
Just remember that we told you •
7.
Durant
Tubular
Backbone
ELDER, SUMACH, VIOLET
outside world and to build nests of
for several seasons Friedrich Vajda
To take along a book.
9. All Main Units Separately Removable
their own. I hoped every ensuing
became a ’member of the Metropoli
If you’re very fond of history,
summer to find that one of the lit Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
tan last season as prompter in the
Pray take along a book
I plainly see that a case of mistaken
tle family had chosen the old stump
♦ • ♦ ♦
If you’re soul is thrilled by mystery,
German productions. He has sung
Step in and look over the New Star Cars we have on display. Let us
Sh ! Take along a book
for a home, hut 1 hotied in vain; the identity leads Mrs. Veazie into error.
Musical America’s portrait of in opera in Austria but has not been
.If you want to turn right thrifty.
The red-berried elder is an innocent
show you some of the remarkable proofs of Star Car economy and
stump
remained
empty.
Miss Austral recalls Sigrid Onegin— heard in this country.
If you’d learn to dress, right nifty.
thing, at least as to being poisonous
• • • •
younger I should say, but of the
If you’re ten or If you’re fifty—
give you a demonstration ride behind the Star Million Dollar Motor.
In niv barberry hush behind the to the touch. The plant that poisoned
Just take along a book
same opulent build, hair combed
We are always hearing about the
her
and
the
children
was,
no
doubt,
house
a
yellow
bird
builds
a
nest
very much like Mme. Onegin’s, feat- ! stars Mr. Chapman brings to the
nearly every summer and seems to the poison suinaoh, one common name
ures similar—Miss Austral not quite Maine Festivals, hut seldom about
If it’s “laughter that is longed
so good looking as the madam, al ths minqr artists. • I came across an for” why not plan to read “Pandora feel safe there, as no stray eats can of which is “poison elder,” though it
though we did not stamp the mad- item about Rosalie’ Miller, soprano, Lifts the Lid.” that fascinating yarn possibly climb up through the thorny is no elder at all. Your correspond
ame as a Venus. The Ohio music who appeared the same year that by two master humorists, Christo branches. One summer, after I had ent must first have made the ac
critics were very enthusiastic in Rosa Raisa was the star. I remem pher Morley and Don Marquis. found four eggs in the nest while quaintance of this plant and after
the Bird was away, I had a desire to wards, from the similarity of names,
their praise of this new singer:
ber Miss Miller particularly, because While if its just inside amusement see the size of a nestling hatched confounded it with the red-berried
“No greater dramatic soprano although she possessed si charming and
honest-to-goodness chuckles from such tiny eggs. The nest was elder (Sambucuc pubens). The lat
voice has been heard here in years.” lyric soprano voice, she was put in one wishes to enjoy, there ar? no
just above the level of my eyes, so ter plant has a berry, dark-red when
"Perfect balance of tone from top a most difficult position.
On the chances taken when one selects nearly every day when tlie bird was ripe; the poison-sumach no berry at
/----------------- «
STAR CAR PRICES f. o. h. Lansing, Mich.
to bottom.—abundant power, and program of the concert in which Augustas Carp” (that really good
away I reached up over the rim of all, bdt a dun-colored drupe.
2-DOOR ^EDAN
marvelous beauty in the quality of Raisa starred, she sang the Inflam- man). "Groups, Couples and Indi
$540
m*NG ,
the nest and putting in a linger I
I have never seen the poison-su
the voice.”
matus with the chorus. It was the viduals” or even those charming bits explored gently to see if the eggs mach here, hut the red-berried elder
$625
4-DOOR SEDAN
: <''.'PSTER
“A voice of purity and glorious most magnificent tiling.
Raisa’s of writing, “Loose Leaves.”
lad hatched. I made a bad blunder j js quite common. The red-berried
$715
COMMERCIAL CHASSIS .
Li’tiPE .
tone.”
• • • •
voice rose above that huge chorus
one day. for thinking the bird was . ei^er has a brown pith, and one need
“The intelligence and skill which and orchestra (which did not al
Lansing,
Mich., - Oakland, CaL - Toronto. OMs
Tmt
Umiins
Motors,
Elizabeth,
N.
J.
away,
I
put
my
finger
to
the
not
fear
to
break
the
plant
to
verify
Of course, at least one foresighted
Miss Austral displays in the use of ways shade as much as one could
edge of the nest, when like a this. The flowers are now in bloom—
person
will
be
able
to
read
“
Mr.
and
her voice and the clarity of diction wish) with wonderful beauty and
Mrs. Haddock Abroad.” Here is little fury the bird flew at that in a large panicle—while those of the
are other matters for praise.”
power, and in the most effortless Donald Ogden Stewart at his best, intruding finger, pecking at it with common elder, which will appear
“A perfect diction, sympathy, sim manner. I shall never forget it, one
all her might and scolding at the later, are in a flat-topped cyme.
Sales and Service Rooms. New Garage. New County Road
plicity, magnificent vocal endow j of the outstanding moments of music but so good, in fact, that a reserve top of her tiny voice. Of course I
I have known the downy yellow
card
is
necessary
to
assure
getting
ment.”
Telephone 912
in my life.
etreated
at
once,
for
I
like
to
have
violet, of which she speaks, in three
the book.
“The sudden entrance of a new
♦ ♦ # ♦
birds build about the place and I or four places hereabout; but alas,
• • • •
start in the musical firmament.”
The next evening the Inflammatus
“Adventure seems to hold you?” feared I had given her such a scare the places that knew them know them
• • • •
was repeated but with Miss Miller Now we are in the realm of real that she would fly away and forsake no more. I have searched long for
Mrs. John F. Lyons, president of , singing the solo and obligato.
her nest. But no, she stepped di them and hope to find others. While
the National Federation of Music If one had not heard Raisa the pre stories, and the only difficulty is to rectly hack to it and remained there. I find Viola rotundifolia, a stemless
select
the
best
yarn.
“
The
Caro

Clubs, has been named for the ceding night, it would have been a
never again attempted to look at' species of yellow violet. I greatly miss
$5,000 award which is annually given fine performance, hut as it was it linian” is a new Sabatinl story tha: those youngsters. < me scare was my old friend Viola pubedeens, the
MRS. DAVID S. WEEKS
by the Pictorial Review of New was pitiful and unfair. Miss Miller will surely meet the requirements enough to give tlie dear little moth leafy-stejnmed yellow violet.
York for the
most
distinctive in the first place was not physically for holiday enjoyment. Then too er bird, so after that I contented
Frank Lufkin.
Tije death of Mrs. David S. Weeks,
achievement by an American wo or vocally equipped as Raisa, being there is Masefield’s “Sard Harker, myself with sitting on the back
Glencove, May 26.
’s “Balisand.”
which occurred Thursday, marks the
man during the year. The nomina , of slight build, although tall, and and Hergisheimer
doorsteps and watching her feed
• • • •
passing of one of Rockland's old resi
tion was made by the Harmony her voice of lighter timbre, with
For “tales of love" there is “Pa them.
WHERE BIRDS REVEL dents. Mrs. Weeks (Emma Ross)
Club of Fort Worth and the Texas lyric, quality that is not present in
•
•
•
•
tricia Ellen.” “Nora Pays” or “Mas
Federation of Music Clubs.
was a native of JefTerson, but came
■ Raisa’s voice which is so distinctive querading Mary.”
• ♦ • ♦
I have an apple tree with one long
to Rockland many years ago as the
• • • •
ly a dramatic soprano. Poor Miss
Echoes
From
the
Middle
horizont.ll limb widen is about a
Noting in the foregoing reference Miller,
young wife of Pillsbury Johnson.
she
struggled
valiantly,
Of course “if you're very fond of foot above my head. On tlds a
DID YOU KNOW:—
to the Harmony Club—it might struck all kinds of positions in her
Three children, Mary, Albert and ,
Street Feeding Station.
prove interesting for Rockland’s ; endeavors to get volume of tone, history." 'twould never, never do to robin built her nest, regardless of
Harry, grew to maturity. The two ,
That if you mail your copy of THE COURIERHarmony Club to get in touch with opened her mouth to a prodigious omit reading "America, the Great the fact that I passed directly under Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
sons died in their young manhood. |
Adventure."
it many times each day, as a flower
tliat of Fort Worth and learn what
GAZETTE to a friend away from home the postage
During the month of April there followed by their father a few years
....
wideness, and did her best ! But in
bed was on the other side. I planted
that club is like, as to members, ef spite of these valiant efforts, her
later. Mrs. Johnson married for her
coots Four Cents, or $6.24 a year?
Yet if your soul is thrilled with and tended that garden within a rod were few calls at the Middle street second husband Mr. Weeks of Jeffort and results.
, voice was seldom heard above the mystery,''—sh—have you read tile of the tree, passing back and forth bird feeding station, and the re
That if you buy single copies at Three Cents apiece
maining hits of suet were taken from ferson, who died 14 years ago.
| chorus or orchestra, and she might
the yearly cost is $4,687
Mrs. Weeks was a quiet, refined
The twenty^second annual White as well have not been there. Unfair “Jade God." “The Mystery in lied, under her many times each day. and the branches of the wide spreading
she took no notice of me than if I
That this makes the total cost $10.92?
gentle
woman
of
the
old
school,
a
de(
Breakfast of New York Rubinstein and terribly difficult, and I’ll say for or even "millgirl?"
hydrangea.
Happily
with
tlie
com

....
had been a post; but let me take a
voted wife and mother, a sympathetic
Club, of which Mis. William Rogers one th.it she was a good sport to
That the regular subscription price is only $3.00?
Still, should you wish to turn right friend out to see my garden, and off ing of the apple blossom buds, fa
friend and kind neighbor, much be-j
Chapman is president, was held May undertake it.
That if we instead of you send the paper it coete
So when I came thrifty here are books that make came my robin, screaming and miliar notes were heard and orders
loved and respected. Essentially a
9 in the grand ballroom of the Wal- across a recent review of one of her
you but $3.00—we do the work of mailing and pay
household accounts and budgets as scolding and flying about like a poured in for housekeeping materials home lover and a home maker, her
dqrf-Astorla.
The decorations were concerts, given at the Fine Arts
crazy thing. Tlds proved to my sat and refreshments.
fascinating as love stories.
the postage—a saving to you of $7.92.
interest
centered
largely
in
the
home
very elaborate, the pillars being lat Building, which gave her fine and
A pair of robins made a nest in
And now. to “learn to dress right isfaction that birds really do recog
life, where she was tenderly cherished
ticed in white and interwoven with sincere praise. I felt that in the
.
THE PUBLISHERS.
nifty” one of no less importance than nize individuals. I tried this many woodbine a few rods away and one and where friends and neighbors
spring blossoms of white lavendar, years which have followed her ap
THINK IT OVER.
times and always with the same quiet sunny morning two imimsing
wistaria and morning glories, while pearance at the Festival, she has Ann Rittenhouse comes to your aid. result, so after that I was careful to youngsters appeared on the edge o were ever cordially welcomed.
»■
Surely you will read her "Well
Never of robust health, her later,
the gallery and boxes were luxuriant • had opportunity to show the rea
(Better reserve take strangers round the other way, the nest ready for the first flight years have passed quietly, hut she|
with dogwood and apple blossoms. stuff in her voice. Among the nice Dressed Woman."
until she had finished her labors and then came days of anxious care and retained an interest In the larger life J
The tables for the president and things, the review said that her it. for 'tls seldom found idle on the flown off with her little family.
untiling labor for tlie parents, and of the outside world. Possessed of
shelves.)
guests of honor were further deco i voice, which by right should be
* • ♦ •
more than once loud rails of distress keen intellect, a great reader and a
And
“
if
you're
ten
or
if
you're
fit
rated with pink and china rose called a mezzo-soprano, was outdis
Within a few years I have read brought help to drive off neighbor
ramblers.
Each table was decorated ' tanced by her musicianship and sin ty" that makes little difference that tlie bird we call Robin is not a hood pussy cats. On one special oc student, she kept in touch with the
There
are
books
here
for
everyone.
progressive movements and current
witli white embossed baskets of j cerity-proving herself fully equal to
them robin but a thrush. While I have easion, just before dark, mother roll events of the times. She was staunch
sweetpeas. heather, pussywillows and | the rugged demands of a group of Your library can provide
no
doubt
that
students
of
bird
lore
In. tired and hungry, having finished in the L'niversalist belief and in her
roses in pastel colors, with gauze Brahms lieder and an air from <‘Le Suiting ages and tastes are our spe are
scientifically correct in this feeding her offspring witli three eats more active years was a constant at
cialities.
ribbons on the handles. While the Tasse’) was remarkably successful.
nomenclature, vet I like to speak of in sight, betook herself to tlie lower tendant and worker in that church.
eight course breakfast was in prog
1dm and tldnk of him by the old fa garden, leaving the young robin i
Failing health prevented her meeting
ress, a program was given by the
VESSEL NEWS
miliar name, which calls up the pic the writer's care.
One time, in a quartet at a Palm
often with that society in* late years,
Gloria Trumpeters and the Stringture
of
a
bright-eyed,
familiar
Tlie wood|<ockers returned for suet but she always manifested great, in
Sunday service, I was asked to sing
When Better Automobiles Are Built, Buick Will Build The**
field -Ensemble, and after the break
Laden with imnien.se blocks of friend hopping about the garden, anil from early until late the song
"Palm
Branches."
I
remember
terest in its welfare.
fast, entertainment was provided on
granite,
some
of
them
weighing
18
sparrow pours forth its song In
wliat an .uncomfortable feeling went
The daughter. Mrs. A. L. Bates,
I5-4W
a ixdsed platform in the center of'
ecstasy of joy.
Tlie male and fe came from Troy. N. Y.. last Novem
ove^ me when in the evening the tons, the Do.ven steamer Ajax
the room by Caterina Gobbi, soprano.
rived
at
Portland
Friday
from
Ston

male orioles rome for ravelled bits i
bass in this same quartet sang the
ber and has tenderly ministered to
James Wolfe, baritone, Margaret
same song. The same church, prac ington, on her way to Newburyport,
hemp rope and the summer yellow her mother's needs.
McKee and the Marmein Dancers.
where the stone will be used in the
A lover of flowers, and of all na
birds for hits of cotton to line a most
Mgr. Giulio Gatti-Casazza of the tieaily the same audience, the same building of the breakwater, the
solo, tlie same Sunday. I know he
bewitching nest in the lilacs.
Wi ture. it seemed fitting that this gentle
Metropolitan Opera Company, bcsang it very much superior to me steamer having been chartered for
see the white-throated sparrow, the soul should leave the earth In the
nevertheless it made me very un three .trips. Another stone laden
chickadee, chipping sparrow and male beauty season of promise, so sugges
tive of the new life into which she
comfortable, and the only thing I vessel In the harbor was the William
and female redstart. It is interestin
BERRY & SMITH, of Bangor
was thankful for was that my ren Bisbee, commanded by Gapt. Wil
to find the goldfinch which rivals tli had passed. Besides the daughter,
SAILMAKERS
dition preceded Ills. I am sure that llam Merritt, of 8outh Portland, she
dandelion in color and feeds on its Mrs. IJates, a nephew. Frank L.
being on her way from Sullivan fo
I had almost tlie same feeling Miss
seeds, is known in France as le petit Weeks, two nieces, Mrs. Elmer H.
Successors to
New York.
George W. Mugridge
Chardonncret, taking tlie name of Bird and Mrs. Nellie Bird of Rock
Miller must have experienced when
• • • »
AWNINGS,
TENTS,
FLAGS she had to sing- tlie same solo Rosa
the cliardon, In English thistle.
The land. and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Sarah
The four-masted schooner Marga
TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS Raisa had sung.
song of the oriole seems to be va Ross of Boston, form the circle of
ret Throop, one of the J. A. Elliot
52-tf
rlalde, hut ofen the rail seems to hr near relatives.
fleet of Thomaston, was sold at
Funeral services were held Saturday
“Here, here, for the weekend, the
Brooklyn, Wednesday, at publifrom the late home 85'Masonic street,
weekend."
Ada C. Burpee,
auction to satisfy claims for alleged
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker of -tlie
Rorkland, May 27.
unpaid bills, including one for dry
Church of Immanuel officiating,
docking and repairs. This fine ves
paying beautiful tribute .to the
JT/ryxsd
MARTIN J. TRACEY
sel. built at Thomaston in 1919 at
Christian character of the deceased,
cost of $330,000, was bid in by Capt
----*
and also rending the commitment
‘Bu/efc
<isgood A. Gilbert of Boston, for the
Martin J. Tracey died Tuesday service at the cemetery, where the
Boston Shipbrokerage Company for
night nt tlie home of his only son earth mound was blanketed with
$8,750. She is ready for sea, every
Lowe Brothers Hard Drying
Henry .1. Tracey of Gamage avenue apple blossoms.
tiling spic and span. The vessel will
Floor Paint is made to with
Auburn, after a long illness. He
stand the hard wear that
re-enter the coastwise trades and
MRS. CARRIE E. ROBINSON
was born in Ireland, 74 years ago,
kitchen floors receive. It doe3
hailing port will he changed to
lint had lived in this country many
CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE her
not scar or mar. It is easy to
Boston. Mr. Elliot, the former man
The funeral services of the late
years. He resided in Rockland until
keep bright and new. It dries
aging owner, died several weeks ago.
two years ago when he went to Au Mrs. Carrie E. Robinson were held at
OILS AND GREASES
LAUNDRY WORK
I
♦ » * *
hard and stays hard.
burn to make his home with his son the Burpee parlors May 23, Rev. Mr.
Because of Buick’s
SELL BIG COASTERS
Tlie news of ills death brings sor Allen of the Methodist church offici
Call 12"
Call 170
The Edward J. Lawrence, the only
row to his many friends in this sec ating. The deceased had been in ill
wonderful
steering
mechanism.
It is the most
THURSTON OIL CO.
six-master afloat, and the five-stick
tion. There survive his wif«, this health for the past year, and under
People’s Laundry
er Oakley C. Curtis bought recently
son, and three daughters. Miss Helen went a serious operation in Portland,
Wholesale and Retail
expensive type now installed on any motor
17 Limerock Street
at a I’. S. Marshal’s sale in Portland
from which she never rallied. She
Tracey of Newport, It. I.; Mr
We do all kinds of Laundry '
Oils for All Purposes
the former by Howard and Horn
HARD DRYING
car__ and worth the difference because it
Martha Haley of Homerville. Mass, was born in South Thomaston k'eh.
Work. Family Washing a
and the latter by Samuel Seiger,
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
and Mrs. Joel Hltchner, Newport 12. 1899. the daughter of Sarah I,, and
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
FLOOR
PAINT
adds to Buick performance still another point
have been sold to the Morecraft
George L. Watts. She is survived by
R. I.
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.1
Corner Park and Broad Sts.
You will be pleased to know
Transportation Company of New
her mother and father and one sister,
' Shirts, Collars.
how quickly and cheaply you
York. According to report the tw
of superiority.
Every county in Virginia in 1923 Mrs. E. T. Winslow of this city. There
can do over your kitchen floor
vessels will haul ice from the Ken
24 received a general educational were many beautiful floral tributes
MONUMENTS
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
with this practical finish.
nebec River for sale in the spring to
from her friends. The bearers were
rating of 50 or higher, with 100
Telephone Connection
Stop in any time or call us
fishing vessels at Boston and Glouc
Telephone 205
the standard of excellence. Accord Edward N. Huntley and Arthur Por
on the phone.
ester. The Lawrence can carry 5,000
ing to announcement of the State ter of Portland, Frank Perry and
Gilchrest
FLY SCRE NING
tons of ice and the Curtis 4,000 tons.
department of education, when the Daniel Churchill of Rockland. In
Galvanized I
Black
plan of ratings was inaugurated in terment at Sea View cemetery.
Monumental Works
ff
H. H. CRIE & CO.
Everything is more attractive at
Portland papers, please copy.
1919-20, 23 counties received less
Copper Bronze
Main Street
57 PARK STREET
tliis burgeoning time of the year>
than 50, in 1922-28 the number un
ROCKLAND, ME.
Thomaston, Maine
An excellent Pearl Tapioca Is nonEven plain darn laziness is all drest
der 50 was reduced to 3. and in 1923
H. H. Crie & Co.
24 no counties were rated above 70 put up in one pound packages under
up as spring fever.—Arkansas Ga
ARTISTIC MEMORIAL8
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build diem
456 Main Street, Rockland
per cent.
Three Crow Trade Mark Brand.—
zette.

Florence Austral, a soprano of
magnificent
vocal
equipment,
made her American debut at the
Cincinnati May Festival. While it
seems a part of the American pub
lic to hail a new singer with open ,
arms and loud acclaim, occasionally
there appears a singer who lives up
to all that is heralded. Certainly
Miss Austral made a tremendous
impression at this festival, and it
remains to be seen whether she
lives up to it. The review spoke of
her voice as a magnificent one.
reaching her high tones with ease,
and singing witli sympathy, power
and beauty of tone. She sang
“Ocean. Thou
Mighty
Monster”
fr<Wn Weber’s “Oberon,” and won
the heaviest applause of any of the
Festival artists. The taxing num
ber was sung with thrilling power
and tensity, and her high tones
were rich and of a bell-like clarity. 1
Miss Austral was born in Aus
tralia, near the birthplace of Nellie
(Melba
Her name, Florence Mary
Wilson,. was changed to Austral,
through the advice of Henry Iliggins of Covent Garden, where she
made her operatic debut as “Brunnhilde” in “The Valkyrie.” in 1922.
In addition to several operatic ap
pearances, she has sung in orches
tral concerts under .Weingartner,
Henry Wood. Landon Ronald and in
the Verdi "Requiem” at Crystal Pal
ace in 1923. She has been soloist in
many leading English music festi
vals. Although she studied piar.o
and voice at the Melbourne Con
servatory of Music which she en
tered at the age of 18, her principal
vocal study has been in Vienna.
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